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The purpose of thisrintroduction is to present ap account suit-.
Q

able for, users to apply trteria to the evaluation of resource

.materials with6 the context of appropriate programs, ih addition

,,,,:f-A4; providing- user's with background essential to understanding, the

nature .of,analyses and annotations contained within this Guide.

m.

. .

V .
1

,

The Guide is diylded into three sections: analyses of basic

_instructional resource materials; annotations ut, supplementary in-.

seructiolal resource materials.; and analyses ,of professional resource

materikls. I

t

4

1. Analysis of Basic InstructionJi Resource Materials
41,

The instruments for analysis of basic instructional resource

materials provide information co, erning the resource material at

both the levels applicable to the evaluator and the user. The purpose

of analysis at the foiImer level is to examine contingencies and

congruences between the main constructs of thtudesign: .contingencies

based upon consistencies betWeen antecedents, transactions and out-

comes within resource materials and appropriate immigrant educational

programs; and congruences betweenpthe resource materials and appro-

priate programs. The purpose at the level of the user is to provide

information concerning congruence of a' resource material, to a partic7

ular program ithin a specific context, especially in 'terms of

decision-making chaacteristics.

2/
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1.1 Evaluator's Form

This sectionI.

. ,

.

concentrates 'upon the hcalysa of the resource

material. itself. When the analysis is being Conducted to inform

. a user group, such as a group of teaa4rs, thej4raluator should

endeavour to complete both the Evaluator's Form and the User's Form.

,HOwever when the audience consists of several independent user groups,,

the evaluator should leave completion of the User's Form to members

of each user group.

0

0.

4.

1.1.1 Identfication of the Resource Material

.4 1

e

Exclusiv to the descriptive data for antecedents, transactiOrp
.. -0

and outcomes

includes: 1.1\itle, 1.2.author Or authori, developer or developers,

basic identification information, this information

1

1.3 publisher, \listributorx 1.4 address of publisher, distributor,
0

1.5 year of copykight, 1.6 material medium or media, .1.7 components,
.

, E1 .8 subject area\or areas, 1.9 curriculum role, 1.10 grade levels

f: lor age
(groups, \!..11 academic status, 1.12 educational time block,

1

11. population laracteristics, 1.14 community acceptance, 1.15 1

s 1.16 teacher training, 1.1/ preparation, 1.18 physical
L., 0
idescription, and 1.19 material development.

. ,

,

i

;

i

For the most part this information is self-explanatory, although 4,

explanation is required for 1.5 year of copyright and 1.14 community

acceptance. For year of copyright, a publication date preceded by

3/
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tree international copyright, symbol 9 indicates

held by the publisher unless otherWise stated in this descriptor.

copyrighted material

Where .no c. such copyright' indication. is present, 'the material is in

the public domain and may be reproduced for local use.

. .

An additional facility available for 1.14, community acceptance,

is evaluative coefficient analysis- for treatment of 'minority groups

in textbooks. The application of evaluative coefficient analysis
,

must be considered optional: in. undertaking analysis of a resource

material and to be used at. the discretion of-the evaluator. This

teghnique was devised by ;Pratt and is applicable to ,analysis of

English laripage materials. '

Given that evaluative -coefficient analysis 'is applicable to

the'paz3t!cular circumstances of theanalysis, the evaluator is pro-

vided with necessary 'placements .to score for two minority groups
7

each on they basis of role'or background biases specified. To under-

take the analysis to obtain the coefficient of evaluation, the`

evaluator must follow these, peocedures.

The subject of interest should be stated opposite the descriptor

listed under 1.14.1 of the checklist. Several 'steps should be

followed: all words listed in the Evaluative Coefficient Word List

that are located in the resource material should be listed on the

Evaluative Coefficient Score Sheet; all words should be listed with

a positive, neutral or negative rating as indicated in the Evaluative

\

I 0 -

4/
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0

Coefficient Word List; the'evaluator may include additional words

and rate according to his or her own judgment ; and the coefficient

of evaluation is caPUlated for the source whenever a minimum' of

ten evaluative terms have been extracted. This procedure ensures

a maximum 'standard error of one third of a standard deviation. The

formula used is: 100F 'where .F . number of favorable terms, and
F + U

the number of unfavorable terms. The coefficient of evaluatation

will' always be between 0 (totally.unfavorable) and 160 (totally fav-

orable) with 50 reprevntinuthe point of neutrality or ambivalence

(adapted Pratt, 1971:7-9). To obtain the Evaluative, Coefficient

, Word List, the'. evaluator should consult Pratt (1972:39-44).

1.1.2' The Rationale, Research and Development

Educational evaluators, espec&ally Stake, stress the importance

of a rationale, explicit or -implicit, in establishing a, philosophic

purpose for, an educational program or resource material. The ration-

ale is also logically related to the intents of a particular program

or resource material and of value in consideration research and

developmental characteristics: For "these purposes the 2.1 rationale

is. considered in conjunction with the knowledge or research, and

process or developmental characteristics within the planning phase

of a resource material.

A rationale is a philosophic position about education held by

a curriculum developer. It consists of the assumptions and goals

*4060.5/
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which the developdr uses' as guides and ecriteria for the selection

and ordering of goals, content, method, and evaluational. 'processes0

in the curriculum. To the extent that a curriculum is embodied in

mateiais, the rationale also supplies pildes9 and criteria for the.

materia'Js. Rationale statements cover the developer's reasons for
.

-developing the material' in the first:place. Many of the questions

about rationale may put a severe strain on the inferential powers

of the analyst and some may have,to go unanswered. This section

should contain descriptive and evaluativt statements, preferably

quotations of the author's explanation of the rationale.

a
The rationale will influence the firm? df 2.2 research and

developtent taken by the developer The provision of details concern-

ing the research and development of characteristics, of a resburce

mat'irial provides added empirical evidences to support the philosophic.

purpose specified- within the rationale. This evidence will take the

following forms; result of research and development that gathered

information on how suitable for and effective with. learners the

material proved to be; indication that learner-based revision of

the material has been carried out or planned; and matdrials, locations

and kinds of learners involved.

. '

1.1.3 Antecedents

An account of antecedents comprises two fundamental categories:

background characteristics and goals. Each category will be consid-

ered independently within the following discussion.

A

6/
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1.1.3;1 Backgrotind Characteristics

The background characteristic§ of the educational setting are
w.

., specificallx referred to in the descriptors contained in the Eval-

uator's' Form for Background Characteristics in General Contexts.

The nature of the background characteristics will vary according

to local conditi4ons. The evaluator can account for the&e conditions

in judging the educational suitability of the resource material prior

to its use.

I
The background characteristics are _of particular significance

in establiihing congruence between resource materials and programs,

and should contribute to any judgment based upon standards attained

by a resource material for its use in or adaption to A particular

program. Essentially background charak -istics comprise three

factors: 10.1 policies derived from the national, regional and local

Socio-economic and political settings; 10.2 educational' practices

affected by the former but restricted to the school environment;

and 10.3 program practices affected by the former through implement-

ation within the classroom setting.

1.1.3.2 Goals

$. Goals are specifically concerned with expectations of learning

outcomes. Goals and objectives of resource materials are statements

that indicate the ways in which learnei-s are expected to change their

thinking, values and actions as a result of using the materials.

Two major types have been identified within the model) 3.1,goali,

.13 7/



and 3.2 ob,;ectives.

I

The type, goals, refers to general cognitive and affective cate

goriest Initially, 3..1.1 general goals, should contain a general

statement preferably a quotation of the author's intended. .goals.

The nature of 3.1.2.1 categories, seeks a definition- of cognitive

'goals ie'terms consistent with Bloom et at.. (1956). The evaluator's

statement of the extent to which .cognitive goals are presented in

the material should seek an explanation of the extent to which the

material specifically points toward achievement of each of these

goals: memory (knowledge), comprehension, application, analysis,

synthesis, and evaluation. These are briefly elaborated below.

Memory involves the recall or remembering of.facts,'dates, rules,

principles, patterns, methods, generalizations, theories and so forth.

Comprehension involves understanding or apprehending what is being

communicated, including the ability to translate and interpret the

communications but not necessarily to understand all-their implica

tions or to relate them to other

facts,

tions.

parts,

rules, methods, theories,

things. Application involves using

and so forth in new concrete situa-

Analysis involves breaking something down into its constituent

so that the parts can be identified and the interrelationships

of the parts understood. Synthesis,involyes putting things together

to form a *new entity, such as a new idea, plan, hypothesis, or set

of relationships. Evaluation involves making quantitative and qualit
,

atiVe judgements about the extent to which observed phenomena meet

stated standards or criteria.

14
8/



The nature of 3.1.2.2 categories,seeks a definition of affective

goals in terms consistent'with Krathwohl et al.. (1964). The evaluat-

or's statement of the extent to which affective goals are preton4ed

in the material should seek an explanation of the extent to which

the material specifically points toward achievement of each of these

goals: receiving, responding, valuing, organization, and characteriz-

ation. These are briefly elaborated below.

Receiving involves being aware of,,, or. paying attention to, the

intended subject matter. Responding involves interacting with the

Jubject matter in a minimal or moderate way. Valuing involves estab-

lishing that a thing, phenomenon, or behaviour has worth. Organization

involves putting individual values into a system that establishes

.their relation-ships to each other. Characterization involves complet-
O

ing the process of adopting and internali,2ing a set of"values so

that they become an integral part of a person's character.

It is possible that an author's affective .goals are more diffic-

ult'to ascertain than cognitive goals. Some authors claim that they

are not or should not be concerned with values. .They may claim that

their materials are 'value free'. Even when such a position is taken,

it is likely that the materials will contain implicit portions about

val ues.

Although quotations of cognitive and affective goals are prefer-

able, the evaluator is likely required to determine these goals

through examination of the material.

15
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Objectives anticipate behavioral or performance outcomes on

the part of learners which assume forms of learning cr performing

particular skills. Initially 3.2.1, specific objectives, contain

a statement, preferably a quotation concerning specific objectives

of each component part, chapter, or lesson of the material. The

evaluator's statement of the extent to which behavioral or 'performance

objectives are presented in the material should seek an explanation

of the extent to which the material specifically requires that a

learner demonstrate achievement of an objective, conditions of the

demonstration, and the extent to which a learner's performance relates

to behavioral changes.

Goals and objectives share common attributes with reference

to developmental or knowledge bases of learning outcomes, and can

apply to either long- or short-term expectation. Such goals are

either clearly stated within the resource material or can be inferred

from, other criteria, for instance, the content or method. Furthermore,

objectives and responses can be identical or varied within a group

of learners.

1.1.4 Transactions

ln terms of transactions between participants, resource. materials

convey the developer's goals to the reader, both teacher and learner,

through the contents and methods contained within the resource mater-

ial. Again each of these categories, contents and methods, will

be considered separately within the 3ollowing discussion.

It;
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1.1.4.1 Contents

The contents of a resource. material are considered ..as a range

of subject matter introduced to achieve educational goals. Within

the context of these criteria, contents have been categorized into

4.1 characteristics,. 4.2 scope and 4.3 sequence.

The characteristics of the. contents of a resource material
4

4.1.1 form, 4.1.2 reality status, 4.1.3 currency,indicate tits

4.1.4 semantic emphasis, 4.1.5 linguistic characteristics and 4.1.6

language level. The° scope of the 'contents of., a resource material

tris concerned with two main aspects: 4.2.1 desctiption of the contehts

of the learner and teacher materials; and 4.2.2 coverage of subject

material and supplementation indicated. The scope consists of a

description of the contents and should include a listing of topic.

or chapter and' thematie° categories with a detailed description 'of

each category. This should be appended with a summary statement

indicating relative emphases given to different aspects of the subject

matter in quantitative xermg. The sequence of the contents refers

to the ordering of teaching activities for student use. The principles

for determining sequence within' a resource material are based upon

developmental or learning theories'. Sequential structuring of subject

matter involves decisions either in advance 'or during the process

by the learner, teacher or is implied withi.the material .conzerning

appropriate entry and exit points for students individually or as

a group. Each of the three categories of the contents can generally

be determined by survey of the resource material by the evaluator.

17
11/
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1.1.4.1 Methods

Methods are those parts of transactions which involvelteaching,

and learning activities to achieve educational goals. The methods

involve the typesof activiti nitytion and assessment of these

activities, organization of these

for decision-making procedures.

activities, and the instruments

Within these contexts, the evaluator )(1L...a resource e-material

is asked to consider several broad areas. Iiitially, 5.1 recommand-

ations for teaching and learning strategiel referred to within the

resource material` are described, followed by accounts of 5.2 type

of learning environment, 5.3 nature of interactions, 5.4 teacher

and learner roles., 5.5teaching approach, and 5.6 learning approach.

These will be strted directly or indirectly ipt the resource' material

but in the cases of 5.5.2 the nature of the:teaching approach ident-

if ied and 5.6.2 the nature of the learni1ng approach identified,

4"

will require careful examination by the evaluator and often must

be inferred from survey of the contents of the resource material.

Recommendations for use and teaching, approach are examined in detail
.

C

below.

The recommendations for use contain a general statement, quot-

ations of the author's descriptions of teaching and learning methods

adopted inithe material. Frequently statements of teaching - learning

methods will be inseparable. It is possible that the author will

. . .

12/
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not offer explicit statements concerning teaching and learning methods

and in these cases completion. of recommendations for use should

be omitted.

A statement concerning the type of teaching approach adopted.

in second language materials is requireC. Characteristics of resource

materials used in the different teaching approacheq to second language
O

learning are described as follows. The first five approaches are`.0

established methods for second language learning whilst the sixth

to tenth approaches inclusive are recent developments.

Grammar translation (Indirect) Method: Grammar-translation

places priority upon acquisition of reading and writing skills.

Consequently resource materials play a relatively significant role.

Reading materials are a primary source._ Readings are designed to

explain grammar .ales rather than meaning. Vocabulary is presented

through bilingual lists: Exercises are designed to provide practice

on grammar. The sentences in exercises',focus upon forms and of

meanings. The majority of texts are grammatically sequenced from

what the authors consider easy rules to more complex rules.

Cognitive Code; In

cognitive code are similar

ing for resource materials

most respects resource materials used in
6

to those used in grammar-translati except-

used to develop 'communicative comptencel.

'Communicative, competence' provides the practice in meaningful situa-,

tions and includes dialogues, games,

at developing oral and aural skills.

19

role playing activities aimed

13/
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Direct Method: ?esource material( are relatively less signific-

ant since the direct method focuses upon inductive teaching of grammar.

Texts are entirely in. the second language. Texts are structured

through use of a

pieces and error

quenced..

e

variety of topics with emphasis upon conversational

correction. Texts are strictly grammatically.se-

0

Audio-lingual Method: Resource materials again decrease relative-
.

ly in significance in the audio-lingual classroom with emphases up=

dialogue and drill. Most dialogues used are actually scripts and

are not designed to be used,to negotiate meaning. Such scripts are

sequenced on the basis of linguistic simplicity.

Audio-visual Method: The audio-visual method is an extension

of the audio-lingual method through use of audio-visual materials

in the classroom.
O

Natural Approach: The. Natural Approach has been developed by

Terrell (077). The teacher uses the second ,language whilst the

lea'rners may use either first or second language. .The goals are

to enable students to. talk about ideas, perform tasks, and solve

problems. Natural Appkoach teachers utilize realia and pictures

to make their speech comprehensible from the firSt day. Some tools

for conversation are provided through short dialogues, designed to

help students converse with native speakers on predictable and fre-
3

quent topics. The attention of the Natural Approach is not upqn

the presentatiop of grammar, and although certain grammstical struct-
%

ures are used more frequently at certain stages, there i no deliher-

ate sequencing. 0,17-Z,

20 14/
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Total Physical Response: This method' has been developed 'by
.

Asher (1977). Total Physical Response consists basically of.learners

obeying commands given by an instructor that involve overt physical

response. ResoUrce materials are not featured in the initial stages

of Total Physical Response since learners use skills only when they :"fe

are 'ready'. Reading and writing will constitute about a tenth of
ca

activity after the first few months of Total.Physical Response.

Suggestopedia: Sugge.,topedia has been developed by Lozanov '

(1979). Courses, given to groups of about twelve students in four-

hour lessons, consist of three parts: . review, done through conver-

sations, games, plays;,,and presentation of new material in the fort

e
of dialogues based on situations familiar to the students. The third

part divides between an 'active seance, when students engage in yoga

techniques whilst the teacher reads, the dialogue, and a passive seance

when students meditate'upon the dialogue while baroque ;nusic is played.

Dialogues , used 'are very long and run from ten to fourteen pages.

*The topics of the dialogues are designed not only .co be of coherent

interest, tad also to be of some practical value an4 relevant
t

students' needs.

The Silent W4f: The Silent Way has been devNeed by Gattegno

(1972). The Silent Way involves three stages: firstly the teacher

points to coloured symbols representing syllables on a wall-chart

known as a Fidel firstly in the learner's native language but later

15/
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on a ..chart in the second language; whilst during the second stage

the teacher uses another set of 'charts containing words for numerals

and leads the students to produce long numbers; and in the third

stage sets of coloured rods, 1cm to 10cm long, are used with the

,

charts to ihitiate the students into conversation. Resource materials

yed-in the Silent Way are specifically designed.

Counielling-learning: Counselling-learning has been deeloped

by Curran (1976). Counselling-learning depends upon establishing

roles between the teacher and the learner which allows the teacher

to move the learner through five stages. The learner moves from one

stage to the next by achieving 'security' in that stage, which allows

for 'adsertion' then 'reflection' and finTy 'discrimination' 'On

the part of the learner. These procedures operate in Community Langu-

age Learning where learners sit in a closed circle with the teacher

outside. The learners speak in their native language to each other

and the teacher gives the corresponding expressions in the second

language. Second language conversation is taped, later replayed and

used for 'reflection' and 'discrimination'. Resource materials used

in Counselling-learning are specifically designed.

Eclectic Approaches: An eclectic approach will allow the teach-

er to adopt a wide range of resource materials given-the situation

prevailing,inAhe classroom.

22
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1.1.5 Outcomes

The account of outcomes involves categories: outcomes, and
4

the evaluation of student performance of these outcomes. Although

dependent, these issues will be examined separately in the following

discussion.

1.1.5.1 Outcomes

Consideration of outcomes involves two categories: 6.1 responses

and 6.2 outcomes. Responses-are intentiOns learners will achieve'

from goals and' objectives. Responses provide a link between goals,

and outcomes but reflect responses the developer intends learners

to achieve. In the section 6.1.1, responses including the nature

of intended. responses the author expects the learner to express,

should contain a statement, preferably a quotation, concerning re .

sponses the author intends learners should achieve.' Within 6.1.2,

the categorie4 the evaluator should classify the nature -of intended

responses into' cognitive and affective responses.

Outcomes are linked to objectives and both outcomes and object

ives are closely tied to the contents. The examination of outcomes

focuses upon the extent* to which they can be achieved within the

context of techniques specified within the resource material. It

will not always be possible for the evaluator to anticipate outcomes

23
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through examination-of the. material. In a curriculum where the out-
.

comes are deliberately being left very open, the evaluator should

not attempt to'foreclose the options.

b

r

Outcomes canbe grouped into 6.2.1 cognitive and 6.2.2 affectiye
,

categories. For second language materials, cognitive outcomes com-

prise mastery of skills in listening, speaking,.reading and writing.

In each case, the evaluator should state the extent to which these

aspects of the skills are presented within .the 6.2..1.2 categories.

The configurational sequence comprises of twO'categories: sight vocab-

ulary and structural an4Xtsis. .Sight vocabulary is ttie perception

of whole words by immediate recognition. Structurakanalysis is the-

perception of structurally derived'words through the immediate percep-
or^

tion of affixes' and roots together .with compound, words.° The grapho-

phonic sequence.incosporates two categories: phonics and syllabifica-.

tion. Rhonics involves letter-sounding relationships including

notions of.letter.recognition, blending and digraphs. Syllabification

involves the recognition'of syllables or letter-cluster sound relation-
.

Syntactic transformations involve the consideration of the

patterns of the second language. The semantic operators

four classes: non-verbal, lexical, grammatical and inton-

ships.

sentence

include

ationai operators.

For bicultural `materials, cognitive

according to whether they =constitute facts,

24
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concepts

a

can be classified

, generalizations,
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structures, theories or major processes. A factis a thing 6r event

that exists in the real world. A concept is.an idea derived from

patticu;ar facts.. A concept is identified by a unity consisting of
.

factual. propertie' characterized by 'common relationships; It is

important that concepts bear relation to d wider body of knowledge.,

,
1

A generalization is a statement of a relationship between two or morel

concepts characterized by its universality and a preUictivquality.'

A structure is the arrangment of concepts within a whole. The conceptsk

of a structure describe the investigated subject matter of 4 discip-
.

line and function; as a means to inquiry. A theory is a ;statement

about a relationship, often casual, among'concepts. This' theoretical..,

relationship explains how a structure ,operates within a 'body of

scientific knowledge. A major process is a particular method (samp-

ling, observing, measuring, ,discovering, generalizing or verifying)
.

for doing something, generally involving a series of operations.

Within the 6.2.1.2.2 categories, the concern is with 3earner

outcomes occurring through'the use of the material being 'analyzed.

The evaluator should tpecify the extent to which particular discip-

lines are emphasized within the bicultural material. This specificl-

ation should involve a statement of particular skills (facts, concepts,

generalizations, structures, theories, and major processes) involved,

the extent to which learners are expected to'use these particular

skills, and the significant attributes of the skillg identified in

each discipline.

25
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Four forme of gffective.outcomes have.been listed. .Aft outcome

extending from the subject matter of a resource material is an appre-

ciatiOn of literary, themes which the learner would derive, in the

course of use of the material. A resource material will communicate

u/particular cultural identification,which will reinforce or challenge

/attitudes Currently held by the learner. A related affective outcome

!,involves the learner's development of. motivational attitudes toward
.

learning 'a .second language. A.further category recogniZed is the

concept of cognitive style, which pan, be described \aS recurring

, cogniiive patterns within an individual's thinking for inputting,

processing, organizing and structuring the environment.
0,

1.1.5.2 Evaluation
dr.

The developers of resource materials may specify evaluation

of student perfOrmance at a number of points in the instructional

process., These assessments will involve any number of several recog-

. nized evaluation designs indicated in 7.1 specification. nitially

7.2 the, purpose of evaluation of student perlormancer which may

predede or be contiguous with the commencement of instruction, will

constitute screening procedures for prognostic purposes such as deter-.

mining students' prior" levels of mastery or appropriate .points of

entry into instruction. Diagnostic assessments may be specified as

extensions for the purposes of identifying students requiring remedial

or corrective assistances. The main purpose of evaluation of student

0
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Performanele will focus upon assessments of learning outcomes which

may occur at any point of th instructional sequence but in particular

at its conclusion. The 7.3 outcomes-of these assessments will vary

iA the levels of objectives which will be determined to some extent

by the 7.4.3.techniques applied.

The 7.4 means whereby evaluation is carried out, will involve

several important features. The purpose of assessment can be criter-

ion- referenced, designed to deterMine whether a student has learned

to perform a p4rticular funrion at a specified level, or norm-refer-

enced, designed to compare a student's performance with that of other

students throtAgh standard scores. Test forms used for assessment

of students can be classed into two types: teacher-made and standard-

ized. Whereas teacher-made tests are generally devised for the assess-

ment of achievement in skills and abilities, standardized tests,

frequently identified -with norm-referenced approaches, refer 'to

professionally constructed tests to mRasure attitudes and values,as

well as abilities and skills. The techniques applied to constructing

/tests for the evaluation of student performance will vary n degrees

of objectivity or. subjectivity (Bloom et al., Krathwohl et al, ).

Cognitive objectives (knowledge, comprehension, application and analy-

sis) may be quantified to varying degrees most suitably by objective

test and completion techniques, whilst affective objectives (receiving,

responding and valuing) may be quantified through performance invent-

ories listed. Extended techniques can be best used to assess subject-
%

ively cognitive objectives (synthesis and evaluatiOn) and affective

objectives (organization and characterization).

21/
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Finally the evaluator should specify reporting of.the evaluation

of student., performance including the forms of tabulation used and

an account of participnts and uses of results.

1.1.6 Contingencies and Congruences

After the evaluator has established descriptive data for a

resource material, he or she must consider 8.1 contingencies between

antecedents, transactions and outcomes of each, and 8.2 congruence§

between different sets of materials and different programs. Consider-

ation of criteria by the evaluator has enabled standards to be deter

mined through judgments. These judgments will be of two types: in

terms of. absolute standards with respect to meritorious levels for

antecedents, transactions and-outcomes; and relative comparisons with

appropriate sets of resource materials or programs according to

characteristics of the descriptive data The outcoms of such judg

ments are to establish congruency of a particular resource material

to a specific educational program. Upon this basis, it is feasible

for the evaluator to offer an overall assessment and recommendation

for use of the resource material.

1.1.7 Assessment and Recommendations

The purpose of this section is to assess the suitability of

the resource material to particular programs currently offered in

28 22/
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Australian schools. The evaluator should endeavour to distinguigh

between resource materials suitable for non-English speaking learners

only and for all learners, concluding with any qualifying statements.

1.2 User's Form

In this section emphasis moves from analysis of the re-
_

source material itself o evaluation of its use within a specific,

educational context. Th s section should be completed by an actual

or proposed user of the resource material, who in some cases may be

the evaluator, but will more often be a teachir or another school

peissonnel member.

In Part 1 the user is concerned with evaluating the ability

to perform actions counterbalanced by constraints in terms of policies

referring to the local community- and governmental practices, and

educational practices referring to schooling, resources and adminis-

tration, program practices referring to instruction, teachers and

learners as relate to the use of the resource material within a part,-

icular school or other educational s'Itting. Part 2 presents possible

courses adopted in immigrant educational programs within the user's

specific context. The user is required to analyse the congruity

between the course adopted generally for all resource materials, and

for the particular resource materials' considered. .Part 3 examines im-

plementation of the resource material in terms of the strategy pattern

23/
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specified in the resource material, and relates this to the teaching

and learning approaches within the existing program. Part'4 provides

a Summary of the, main decis'on issues for that particular user group

in that particular educatio al context.

MO.

2. Annotations of Supplementary Instructional Redource Materials.

An abbreviated Evaluator's Form has been adopted for annotations

of supplementary instructional resource materials. A typical annota-

tion includes information in the,- following sequence: 1.1 title;

1.2 author or authors, developer or developeri; 1.3 publisher,

,distributor; 1.4 address of publisher, distributor; 1.5 year of

copyright;', 1.-6 material medium or media; 1.7 components; 1.8 subject

area off- areas; 1.9 curriculum role ; '1.10 grade levels or age groups;

1.11 academic status specified; 1.12 educational time block specified;

1.13 population characteristics specified; 1.14 source; 1.15 physical

description; 1.16 linguistic characteristics; 1.17 language level;

and 1.18 scope.

3. Analyses of Professional Resource Materials

A modified Evaluator's Form has been adopted for. analysis of

professional resource waterials.

24/
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3.1 jdentification of the Resource Material .,1

.
.

This information includes: 1.1 title, 1.2 author or authors,/,

developer or developers; 1.3 publisher, distributor; .1.4 address
o

publisher, distributor; 1.5 year of

or media; 1.7 components; 1.8 subject area or areas; 1.9 population

copyright, medium,ight; 1.6 material .

4e

characteristics; 1.10 source; 1.11 physical description; and 1.12

material development.

:spy.

3.2 Rationale

A statement concerning the author's.ordeveloper's rationale ,for

developing the professional resource material-is presented.

3.3 Antecedents

.3.3.1 Background Characteristics

Statements concerning the three factors, .policies, educational

practices, and program practices, are presented.

3.3.2 Goals

Thi* general goals and specific objectives of each professional

31
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resource material are analysed according to the scope of criteria

specified in the Evaluator's Form.

.3.4 Transactions

3.4.1 Contents

The characteristics and scope of the .contents'are considered

in the discussion of a professional resource material.

3.4.2 Methods

C

Depending upon descriptions provided by authors or developers

of each professional resource material, statements concerning recom-

mendations for use, type of'learning environment, teaching approach

0.
and learning approach are presented.

IF

3'5 Outcomes
.0,

.14

3.5.1 Outcomes

)

Statements concerning the author's or developer's intended res-
,

ponsesand outcomes are presented for each professional resource

material.

32
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3 . 5 . 2 . Evaluation

A statement concerning the role of evaluatibn within the profes-

sional resource material is presented.

`Y*9

Sq
3.6 Contingencies and Congruences

A statement concerning the contingencies of antecedents, trans..;
. ..

.,<........

aCtions and outcomes, and congruences between programs and the profet. . :A.;.i:.,,t,-

'A.,.
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sional resource material are presented. .:.
. ;.i:x.....

,
s-,1-,,t.-

.. ..,4,
r 4 i;

3.7 Assessment and Recommendations

.4,..
'14-11

. g.

A summary statement concerning the assessment and recommend-

ations for the use of the professional resource matertkrwith part-

icular groups of learners in .appropriate immigrant educational

programs is offered.
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DUTCH GRAMMAR AND READER

1 IDENTIFICATION OF THE RESOURCE MATERIAL

1.1 Title: Data gnammaA and ?deaden.

1.2 Authors: Smit, J. and Meijer, R. P.

1.3 Publisher; Distributor: Stanley Thornes Publishers; Australasian
Educa Press

1.4 Addresses of Publisher, Distributor: Educa' House, Old Station
Drive,'Leckhampton, Cheltenham, OL53°0DN, England; 74' Railway
Road, Blackburn, Victoria, 3130, Australia

1.5 Yearsof copyright: 0 1958, 1978 J. Smit, R. P. Meijer

1.6 Material medium: print

1.7 Components

1.8 Subject area: second languages, lapguageiarts '

,

ri

z,.

4t
1.9 Curriculum role: basic -

1.10 Grade levels: grade 7 through to grade 12, first year tertiary
The authors state: "This book is intended for secondary.
scbools and the first year of University courses"(V). The
analysts believe that the sections, Grammar and Exercises,
are suitable for grade 7 through to grade 12, whilst the
sections; Texts for translation into Dutch and Reading. Texts
are suitable for grades 11 and 12-of Australian schools.

1.11 Academic status: not specified

1.12 Educational time block: not specified

1.13 Populttion characteristics: not specified

1.14 Community acceptance: Although the material has resulted from
collaboration between an Australian and a British academic,
there are'few explicit references within the subject matter
to Australian contexts. Community acceptance within Australia
would likely be limited since the authors do not seem to have
accounted for the effects of poSt-war immigration upon Aust-
ralian slciety. Cultural references to the Dutch are rest-

4 ricted to the,Dutch of the Nethelands.

e'
r
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2.1

,

2.2
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3
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3.1

Source: Material:4i the second language written for Australiain
needs. r

Teacher training: The extent of in-seivice training necessary '.12

to master thecontent and suggested teaching methods is not
specified.

Preparation: The extent of out-of-classroori preparation.is'not
specified. Simultaneous sequencing of the first two sections
of the material during its implementation is likely to neces-
sitate teachers undertake a'slight degree of out-of-classroom
preparation.

Physical description: The 'material is a 138umi by 215mm, 201
page;,soft cover textbook. The material contains one map.
The quality;of paper and printing is good. The print is suit-
able for reading by learners of the specified grade levels.
,The aesthetic and technical qualiti.of.presentation is good..

haterial.development: J. Smit is Professor Emeritus of Dutch
and Germanic Philogy, University of Melbourne, Victoria,

%Adstralia and R. P.' Meijer is Processor of Dutch Language
and Literature, University of London, England. dther details
concerning material development are not specified.

RATIONALE, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Rationale: `It can be inferred that Dutch §namma4 and Readert
is intended as an jntermediate course to facilitate develop-
ment of reading and writing skills in the Dutch language.

The nature of the rationale is not specified.

Research and Development: The natures of validation, and pilot-
trialling,learner-based revision,- reference groups,,materials
and locations are not specified.

GOALS

Goals: Goals are not specified by the authors and must be
inferred from the contents. The goal of the material is
to develop reading and writing skills in the Dutch language.

The authors have incorporated, memory, comprehension, appli-
catioh, analysis and synthesis in prescnting grammatical forms'
and structures. Memory and comprehUsion are required through-
out the material to deal with subject matter presented, and
application is required to apply grammatical rules and striplt-
ures in exercises. The authors incorporate receiving and
responding into- the presentation of translationvand reading

t" materials.

36
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3.2 Objectives: Objectives for each seaion of the material must
be inferred. The objective of each chapter of the 'first sect-
ion, Grammar, involves explanation of a grammatical rule.
The objective of each chapter of the second section, Exercises,
is translation from second language to first language. The
objective of each passage of the .third section, Texts for
Translation into Dutch) is translation from .first language
,to second language. The objective of each passage of the
fourth section, Reading Texts, is reading in the second langu-
age.

Learners are expected to demonstrate achievement through
written translation of subject matter from first language
to second language and second language to first language,
understanding and recalling grammatical Ves through exer-
cises, and reading in the second language. The conditions
for demonstrating achievement''are dependent, upon the-presence
of a teacher. In achieving these objectives, learners are
expected to be fully accurate in reading and writing skills.
applied to these tasks..

I

4 CONTENTS

4.1 Characteristics:" The material consists of a composite textbook
and reader. The reality status of the subject matter is both
fictional and factual. Within the third section, Texts for
translation into Dutch, historical references to the Nether-
lands are made in extracts 181, 185, 486, 194, 196, 199, 200,
201, 202, 203 and to Australia in 197. Several other extracts
contain historical references:: Columbus' discovery of the
New World (183); Italian Involvement in the Second World War.
(190); and ithe Norsemen (198): Historical references also
occur within the literary extracts (from. 204 to 221). Temporal
references in the remainder of the text are contemporary.
Within the fourth section, Reading Texts, historical refer-
ences to the Netherlands are given in extracts 235 (F4L
ea4piegel.) and 245 Wit het dagboeh van Anne F4anh), and to
Australia in 241 (De landing bid olau4g).The semantic emphases
of the material are geographical; historical, sociological
and social psychological.

The linguistic usage in the material is bilingual with
instructions in:English and the contents in Dutch. Standard
Dutch is used throughout the material, although the style
ranges from colloquial to literary forms within the passages
of the Reading Texts. Examples of outdated forms of the Dutch
:anguage are also px.eserved in parts of the material. The
language level is intermediate.

4.2 Scope: The contents of the learner materials can be divided
into four sections: Grammar; Exercises; Texts for translation
into Dutch; and Reading Texts. The chapters of the learner

3 7
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materials are listed in the Contents. The first section cm-
, prises eighteen. chapters entitled,Sounds and Spelling, Nouns

and Articles,' Adjectives, Personal Pronouns, Verbs (infinitive,
stem, present tense), Verbs (regular past tense and past part-
iciple, separable verbs); Verbs (strong and.irregUlar!verbs),
Verbs (compound verbal' constructions), Possessive Pronouns,
Demonstrative Pronouns, Interrogative Pronouns, Relative Pro-
nouns,..Indefinite Pronouns, Numerals, Prepositions, Conjunc-c'
tions, Adverbs, and Word Order. The subject matter of each
chapter receives similar treatment; the grammatical rule is
,.stated initially followed by explanation including examples
in both Dutch and English. Each chapter is subdivided into
numbered parts, _which allow for rules, explanation and exam-
p]es of different aspects, of each grammatical sttucture to
be' discussed. Except.for the treatment of phonics offered
in the 'first challter, the emphasis given to these aspects
in each, of the raining chapters dealing with grammatical
structures,-- is generally consistent. After-statement of the
particular grammatical rule, attention is focused upon comp-
lications and irregularities of the rule.

The chapters of the second section, Exercises, are designed
to be covered simultaneously with the corresponding chapter
in the first section. This section comprises eighteen chap-
ters entitled Pronunciation, Nouns and Articles, Adjecti4s,
Personal Pronounstand Present Tense, Past Tense (past partic-
iple,- separable verbs)) Strong and irregular verbs, Compound
verbal constructions,Possessive Pronouns, DemonStrative Pro-
nouns, Interrogative Pronouns, Relative Pronouns, Indefinite
Pronouns, Numerals, Prepositions, Conjunctions, Adverbs and
Word Order. The subject matter of each chapter is treated
similarly; sets of exercises mainly involving translation
are presented. Each chpater is subdivided into.numbered parts
which correspond loosely to the grammatical structures within,
the subdivisions of-chapters in the first section.

The third section, Texts for translation into Dutch, comp-
rises forty-eight.short extracts. The authorship of the first
group of extracts (174 - 203) is not acknowledged, but the sec-
ond group (204 - 221) has been extracted from literary sources,
respectively works'by S. Spender, J: B. S. Haldane, J. Beres-
ford', M, Gijsen, S. Butler, L. Strachey, E. M. Forster, B.
Bloch and L. Trager, C. Dickens, H. G. Wells, E. Reves, E.
A. Poe, I. Silone, J. Steinbeck, G. Greene, R. Warner and
J. Joyce. The subject matter of these extracts covers an
extensive range, and although part of the contents in theft
first group relates to thetNetherlands, very little subject
matter is likely to impinge upon the experiences of Dutch-
Australian or Anglo-Australian children.

The fourth section, Reading Texts, comprises twenty-seven
extracts. The authorship of one group is not acknowledged,
but a second group has been extracted from literary sources.
The titles and authors of each extract are respectively:

32/
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De Mourn, Vamwe,t, °ise shond em once hat, Ok4 hu4, een dap.
nam Arn4te4dam, .52h7irne 'die4en, De plain4e4 op de emig, wat
vade.4 doet LA 42,ta4d geed (H. C. Andersen), .De p4nenhoede4,
(H. C. Andersen), Het v/touwtie van Stavo4en, Pinohhio -(C.'
Collodi), laein, Duimpie (Ch; Perrault )/ De beet, 'de 1244,
de VO4 en de haa4 op de lamina/Lk (A.de Cock), Ti 42 th2en-
4piege2 (C. de Coster), De &tie bitoe44 van Antwe4pen (Vlaams
Volksyerhaal), De &Leine 2ohanne4 (F. van Eeden), Het gevonden
gad, Docto4 Fau4tu4 in Leedwa4den, ble diet (A. Alberts), 46
,Canding 6 Atou4g (K. D. Parmentier), Sp4ophie (Multatuli),
Dg 2appn4e 4teenhourve4 (Multatuli), ged,chiecieni4 'van gepp
(Multatuli), U.ix het dagboeh van Anne F4ank (A. Frank), De

\ve4tating-(S. Carmigelt), De hun4t4chitde4 SS. Carmigelt ),
De §4amma4 School (A. van Schendel).

The contents are covered quite clearly through an extensive
variety of short topics. The contents are to be covered once
by the learner although the design .of the material .recitiires
the learner to cover related contents it. the first two sec-
tions simultaneously. All topics must be covered for.a satis-
factory learning experience. Supplementary .materials are
not specified.

4.3 Sequence: The order of the material in the initial se tions,
Grammar and Exercises, is based upon learners 'twin from
concrete to abstract, increasing complexity or 'cliff culty
.although the chapters of each of these sections; are based
upon'breaking:down of complex ideas into their component parts.
Both the sections, Texts for Translation into Dutch and Read-
ing Texts, are based lipon learners moving from concrete to
abstracts increasing complexity or difficulty. The chapters
of the first two sections are sequenced to be.covered simul-
taneously, and. the translatio a d reading :passages are also
designed to relate to points in he sequence of the first
two sections.

The starting point within the sequence is the same for
each learner and because of its arrangement, the starting
point is.determined to some extent by the teacher. The course
within 'the sequence of each section is the same for each
learner and is determined by the teacher on the basis of per-
formance in preceding tasks. The course within the sequence
requires learpers to cover each section simultaneously.
Optional seqdences are not available within the material.

5 METHODS

5.1 Recommendations for use: The description of the teaching-leard-
ing method is quite clearly stated in comprehensive terms
in the Preface to the First Edition. The authors state: It
is advisable to go through the elementary paragraphs first,
and reserve the more detailed paragraphs for a later stage.

30
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The same applies to the exercises. Teachers'are also advised
to begin the reading a easy texts as soon as pronunciation
has been practised. Careful study of the exercises, trans-
lations and reading texts, with constant reference to,, the
grammar,, is the best approach "(V).

I

5.2 Type of learning environment:* The mater, . is designed for
second language learning in the classroom with learners
arranged in groups, but the sees and abilities of groups
unspecified.

5.3 Nature of interaction: Contacts prompted involve predominantly
teacher-to-learner action in the first two sections, Grammar
and Exercises, and resource material-to-learner action in
the Texts for Translation into Dutch, and Reading Texts.

5.4 Teacher and 4.I!lainer roles: Within the conduct of teacher and
learner. roles, it is intended that the teacher initiate the
processes.

5.5 Teaching approach: It ,can be inferred from the contents that
. the grammar-translation method should be applied during

instruction. Characteristics. of the grammar-translation
method incorporated into the teaching- learning methodology
and contents involve explanation of the grammatical rule of
the lesson, with example sentences in the section, Grammar;
exercises designed to provide practice in the grammar of the

. lesson including translati4n from first-language to.second
language and second language to first language in the-section,
Exercise's, translation frowfirst language to second language
in the third section; and a reading selection in the fourth
section.

5.6' Learning approach: It can be inferred from the contents that
learning is achieved predominantly through didactic instruc-
tion, although practice and drill, and inquiry methods are
incorporated. to a limited extent. The learning approach to
be adopted in the first, third and fourth sections is based
upon didactic instruction. Practice and bdrill'methods and
inquiry methods, in addition to didactic instruction, are
employed in the second section.

.

6 OUTCOMES

6.1 Responses: The authors expect learners to achieve competence
in reading and writing skills in the Dutch language through
sequenced presentation of grammatical forms and structures,
vocabulary, and reading and translation passages. The
approach depends upon the grammatical rule of the lesson
being learnt in the context of initial examples, presentation

40
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of grammatical structures, translation and reading exercises.
Responses are not specified and must be inferred from the
contents.

Response to the material is intended to be mainly object-
ive with restricted scope for subjective response.. Object-
ive response is stressed through grammar-based exercises and
translation exercises.

The methods of presentation of the material are through
graphic (written about) means, and the"means of response is
graphic (read) and graphic (written about).

6. Outcomes: Reading and writing skills are treated within the
material. Configurational sequence: Sight vocabulary is
restricted initially in- the exercises but, unrestricted in
the 'presentation of grammatical rules, translation and read-
ing materials. Thereafter learners are expected to achieve
rapid progress in sight vocabulary which is extended through
translations and reading texts. Structural analysis is not
introduced initially and only introduced contextually within
the consideration of grammatical structures. Graphophonic
sequence: Considei-ation of phonics is presented in the
initial chapters of the sections, Grammar and Exercises, but
involves only letter recognition. There is no. attempt to
incorporate blending, digraphs and' syllabification. Syntactic
transformations: Learners are introduced to, and expected
to master, transformation by the second chapters of the sec-
tions, Grammar and Exercises. However, the grammatical forms
underlying syntactic structures are not introduced until the
eighteenth, and last, chapter of the Grammar and Exercises.
Semantic operators: Lexical, grammatical and intonational
operators are treated within the text. There is stress upon
introducing grammatical rules, which dominate the content /-

of each lesson, and focus the 'learner upon form rather than(
meaning. Lexical material iigencrally introduced throughi
bilingual vocabulary lists and' intonation is discussed'
through traditional means.

Affective outcomes are presented through a value position
of indoctrination. Literary themes are detailed in selec-
tions from literary works in the exercises of the second
section, translation passages of the third section, and read-

s ing passages of the fourth section. It can be inferred that
these selections have been made primarily to emphasize gram-

,

matical rules presented in the first section rather than to
convey meaning. Although the authors present culturally
relevant translation and reading passages relating to the
iNetherlands, the restricted focus upon meaning is likely to
prevent learners from fully identifying cultural aspects of
the subject matter. However, it seems likely that the pro-,

visions made in the contents for achieving cultural identif-
ication are too limited topositively affect motivation for

1 - second language learning. In developing the material, it is (4')

1
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apparent that the authors have not accounted for the cognit-
ive styles of either Anglo-Australian or. Dutch-Australian
learners.

7 EVALUATIbN

7.1 Specification: An evaluation design is not provided in the
material. Written exercises that may be applied to assess-
ment of learner progreSs are provided in the second'and third.
sections.

7.2 Purpose: The written exercises provide mastery in particular
grammatical rules and structures.

7.3 Outcomes: Learners must apply knowledge, comprehension and
application in the grammatically based exercises, an'l compre-
hension in the translation passages.

1.4 Means: Techniques applied in written exercises include simple
recall items involving grammatical structures, and short
answer procedures applied to 'translation from first language
to second language and second language to first language.
Forms of uses of reporting learner evaluation are not spec-.

ified.

8 CONTINGENCIES AND CONGRUENCES

8.1 Contingencies: The antecedents, transactions and outcomes with-
in Dutch cAamma4 and 2 eade4 indicate limited contingency
dependent upon the extent to which the nature of the con-
structs can be inferred. However, only the transactions
within the material are specified and this limits, the extent
to which contingencies'can be established.

The background characteristics indicate that the material
will achieve limited success through implementation within
communit, language education programs in Australian schools.
However the rationale, goals and outcomes must be inferred
although it is apparent that these constructs are consistent
with the approach adopted. , The scope of the contents is
intended to be comprehensive, and the sequence involves learn-
ers negotiating the first two sections of the text, simul-
taneously within terms of what the authors believe are trans-
ition from concrete to more complex grammatical rules. How-

, ever, the implied teaching-learning method adopted within
the material affects the constructs to the extent that it
determines the degree to which the goals can be achieved.
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Responses and outcomes are, likely to be achieved to the
extent that they are not restricted by the implied teaching
method. The development of skills within the configurational
and graphophonic sequences; -and syntactic transformation are
only partially covered, and learners are expected to master
such a'spects covered with inordinate rapidity. Additionally,
the failure to include relevant bicultural subject matter
limits the degree to which favorable cultural attitudes' can
be developed and so retards positive motivation for second
language learning. The analysis establishes that contingen-
cies within the material are mainly unilateral with the trans-
actional constructs, particularly the teaching-learning
method, determining the natures and scopes of the other
constructs of the design..

Despite these limitations, Dutch §namman and 'deaden
could be implemented if the grammar-translation method is
appropriate to the particular community language program.`
Although the background. characteristics suppoit this conten-
tion, the implicit nature of the goals and stmultaneous
sequencing of the contents; involving co-ordination of the
sections,. impose constraints upon successful implemenXition.,

8.2 Qongruences: The grammar-translation method adopted in the
course does allow moderate congruence to be established with
immigrant education programs employing this approach. The:
material effectively utilizes the.grammar-translation 'method
despite the lack of bicultural contents relevant to the educ-
ational needs of Anglo-Australian ana Dutch-Australian learn-
ers. However, the inadequate premises of this approach
limits the. congruences that can be establishedr-between the
material and community language education programs in Aust-
ralian schools.

9 ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 Summary comments: The material is suitable for use with all
learners for community language education.

10 BACKGROUN*CHARACTERISTICS

10.1 Policies: The material is likely to be successful in all urban
settings in AuJtralia, and upper socio-economic classes of
Australian society. The material is more applicable to
static social groups, and is directed toward conservative
and liberal attitudes within the community.

The material is likely.to be successful with both Anglo-
Australians and Dutch-Australians. The material is not
dependent for success upon support from these ethnic commun-
ities, and is unlikely to cause conflict between Anglo-
Australians and Dutch-Austrqlians.

4
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10.2 Educational Practices: The material "could be used .successfully
with leainers from all social backgrounds but would be espec-
ially successful with learners from upper and middle socio-
economic backgrounds because of the emphasis given to develop,
ing reading and writing skills through the teaching of
grammatical rules. The subject matter has been designed so
that learners of both Anglo-Australian and Dutch-Australian
backgrounds could experience success;

The material would be most successfully implemented with
learners arranged in class groups of similar ability. The
material best relates to training in specific skills organ-
ized on the basis of a separate subject area. Modern language
teachers are important for successful implementation of this
material. Normal classroom space is required when using the
material. Additional facilities and. equipment are not re-
quired.

10.3

4

Program practices: Teachers of Anglo-Australian and Dutch-
Australian backgrounds are likely to experience success with
this material, although teachers would need to be familiar
with the cultural backgrounds depicted in the Texts for Trans-
lation into Dutch and the Reading Texts, to present these
successfully to learners.

. An appreciation of the cultural
attitudes of the Dutch of the Netherlands would be necessary
for successful presentation of these sections to learners.
A teacher would need to be fluent in understanding and taking
part in a conversation in Dutch, as well as reading and
writing in Dutch, to experience success with this material.

Teachers would require a slight degree of in- service'
training and teacher experience to implement the material
successfully. Teachers with'some attachment to orderly pro-
cedures would experience most success with this material.

The contents are designed so that learners of both Anglo-
Australian and Dutch-Australian backgrounds could experience
success with the sections, Grammar, Exercises and Texts for
Translation into.Dutch. Learners of Dutch-Australian back-
ground are likely to be more successful with the Reading
Texts. Learners are more likely to experience success with
the Reading Texts if they possess an understanding of Dutch
cultural attitudes and possess favorable attitudes toward
the Dutch of the Netherlands. The contents do not presuppose
knowledge of the Dutch language, and learners lacking these
skills should experience success with this material to the
extent that the implied teaching approach allows, and favor-
able attitudes portrayed in the subject matter can foster
positive motivation for second language learning. Although
success with the material is likely to make no identifiable
differencein attitudes toward oneself or toward change, it
is likely to make a 'difference in attitudes toward others.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF PRACTICAL DUTCH GRAMMAR

1 IDENTIFICATION OF URCE MATERIAL

1.1 Title: rundawenta24 04 Pitacti_Cellbutch c2umma4.

1.2 Author: Lambregtie, C.

1.3 Publisher; Distributor:
Book Depot

William. 0. Eerdmans Publishing; D.A.

1.4 Addresses of Publisher; Distributor: 255 Jefferson Avenue S.E.,
Grand Rapids, Michigan, 49502, United States of America;,
11-13 Station Street, Mitcham, Victoria, 3132, Australia

1.5 Years of copyiigitt: 0 1951, 1953

1.6 Material medium: print

1.7 Components:

1.8 Subject area: second languages

:1.9. Curriculum role: basic

1.10 Grade level: not specified. Theo analyst believes that the
stress given to the-terminologies of grammatical forms and
strvltures would render the material suitable for:grade 9
through to grade 12.

1.11 Academic status: not specified

1.12 Educational time block: not specified

1.13. Population characteristics: not specified

1. 4 Community acceptance: Although the material was developed in
the United States of America, there, are few evidences of
American Engl4h. An isolated example occurs in the present-
ation of metric measurements with American English spellings
on page 97.

1.15 Source: Material in the second language developed abroad with-
out adaption for use in Australia.

1.16 Teacher training: The extent of in- service training necessary
to master content and suggested teaching methods is not
specified.

1.17 Preparation: The extent of out-of-classroom preparation is
not specified.
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1.18 Physical description: the material b.s a 190mm by 261Smm, 100
page soft cover book. The print is good quality. The aesth-
etic and technical quality of-presentation is fair.

1.19 Material development: The author, indicates that he has worked
"as a translator and instructor for American and Canadian
Armed Forces in the Netherlands and in 'classroom instruction
in the United States...: "(iii). Further details concerning
material development are not specified.

RATIONALE, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
.00

2.1 Rationale: Three facts have guided the development of the
material. The author .states: fly. No foreign language can
be mastered fully without living fOr some time among the
people who ,speak it. No foreign language can be learned
without making special study of its grammar. 3. No Grammar,
regarNss of its merits, can consider completely all the
facts and facets of alanguage"(iii). The author's intent
is to facilitate the development of. reading and writing
skills in the Dutch language' through consideration of these
facts.

The specification of the rationale is obscure.

2.2 Research and Development: The natures of validation and pilot
trialling, learner-based revision, and reference groups,
materials and locations are not specified.'

-41=i

3 COA4 tst,

3.1 Goals: The goals of the material are not specified. It can
pe inferred that the goal of the Material is to present ,s,17;

elements of grammatical rules and structures to facilitate
second language learning.

The author incorporates memory, comprehension, application
and analyiis of the cognitive domain into the material.
The author incorporates receiving," responding., and valuing
of the affective domain into the material.

3.2 Objectives: Objectives for each lesson are not specified.
It can be inferred that the objective of each lesson is to
explain a grammatical rule through. comparison of English
and Dutch usages. Ac the conclusion of 'the explanations,
the rule is stated of a summary provided of its features.

Objectives aPe stated in behavioral or performance terms
in the 'sections titled Review Lesson and Everyday Dutch.
The means for .demonstration are unclear for -.the former,
although translation from first language to second language
is probably intended, whilst translation from second language
to first language is specified for the latter. The conditions
for demonstrating skills are dependent upon the presence
of a teacher. These sections are designed to achieve comp-
etence in reading and writing skills of the Dutch language.
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'4 CONTENTS

4.1 Characteristica! The material consists of a textbook. The
reality status of the material is- factual. The contents
of-the material are almost exclusively independent of temp-
oral reference and semantic emphasis.

The...linguistic usage in the material in bilingual, with
instructions and .explanations' presented in English and'
examples presented" in. Dutch. Standard Dutch is used through-
out the text.

4.2 Scope:. Fundamenta.14 of Nactica.t Dutch g4amma4. is designed to
present elementary reading apd writing skills fbr languagi
development in Mitch through sixty-two lessons concerned
with grammatical forms, together, with additional Review
Lessons and translation exercises 'termed Everyday Dutch.
The course commences with introductory lessons -presenting

104,Dutch. phonics. Most of the succeeding chapters examine a
specific grammatical form with two lessons given to syntactic
transformation. Review Lessons are presented at intervals,
and sections termed Everyday Dutch .are designed as 'trans--
lation exercises from the second langdage tc the first lang-
uage, and -there is a poem and prose passage included for
the same purpose. There is one section specifically designed
for translation from first, language to second language
although some lesions include exercise sections for the same
purpose. Bilingual vocabulary lists are frequently included
in tne context of the lessons. The structure of the text
emphasizes presentation of.the grammatital rule of the part-'
icular lesson supplemented with exercises designed to rein-.
force that rule.

There are no teacher materials included but the Preface
conveys information to the teacher concerning the author's
rationale. -

The **contents are covered 'fairly clearly through an
extensive variety of short materials. The contents are to
be covered once by the learner and all topics must be covered
for a- satisfactory learning experience. Supplementary
materials are not ,,pecified. The author states: "The spec-
ialist may desire more material than this book has to offer"
(iii).

4.3 Sequence: The order of the material is based upon learners
moving from concrete to abstract, increasing complexity or
difficulty. The starting point within the sequence is the
same for each learner and because of its consistent arrange-
ment, is determined to some extent by.the material. Prior
knowledge is the basis for determining the starting point.
The course within the sequence is the same for each learner
and is determined by the material on the basis of performance
on preceding tasks. Optional sequences are not available.

41/
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5 METHODS

5:1 Recommendations for use: A description of the teaching-learning
method is not specified..

5.2 Type of learning environment: The material, is designed for
second language learning in the classroom or for self-studyf
Activity groupings involve learners arranged in groups, but
the sizes and abilities of groups unspecified, or forndivid-
ual learners.

5.3 Nature of interaction: Resource material-to-learner action
is predominantly prompted by the learning approach adopted.

5.4 `Teacher and learner roles: Within the conduct of teacher and
learner roles, it is intended that the teacher initiates,
the, processes.

5.5 Teaching approach: It can be inferred from the lontents that
the grammar-translati6n method is to be applied for classroom
implementation or for self-study. However only certain.,
elements of grammar- translation methodology are employed
in each lesson: explanation of the grammatical rule, and
vocabulary presented through bilingual lists; and trans-
lations presented in additional sections. °There are no
reading passages.

5.6 Learning approach: It can be inferred from the contents that
the learning approach is through didactic instruction.

?A

7q417."

-6 OUTCOMES

6.1 'Responses: The author expects learners to dthieve competence
in reading and writing skills in the Dutch language through
sequenced presentation of grammatical forms and structures
and vocabulary. The approach depends upon the grammatical
rule of the lesson being learnt in the context of initial
examplesy presentation of the grammatical rule, and trans-
lation exercises. Responses are not specified and must be
inferred from the contents..

Response to the material is intended to be. .bjective
with limited scope. for subjective response to the material.
Objective response is stressed primarily through presentation*
of form in examples and translation with meaning regarded
as secondary.

The method of presentation of the material is graphic
(written about), and the method of response to.the material
is graphic (read) and graphic (written.about).

6.2 Outcomes: Reading and writing skills are treated in the mater
ial. Configurational sequence: The author has restricted
sight vocabulary initially within the statements of grammat
ical rules, vocabulary lists and exercises. Sight vocabulary
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is treated in the tradition of the grammar-translation method.
Treatment of structural analysis is restricted to the context-
of verb prefixes. Graphophonic sequence: There is an
initial treatment of phonic skills related to short and long
vowels, and diphthong 'digraphs. Letter recognition and blend-
ing are not treated. Syllabification is treated throughout
the text in appropriate contexts. Syntactic transformation:
Syntactic. transformat.ioh is treated twice in the text in
simple and com and sentences. Grammatical structures invol-
ved 'in syntacti transformation are introduced in the first
section. Semant operators: Nonverbal cues, idiomatic
associations and i national patterns are treated In the
grammatical context. The teaching method advoCated has
placed emphasis, upon the presentation of grammatical rules
and structures within the text.

The material does not incorporate value positions within
the contents.

7 EVALUATION

7.1 Specification: Testing has not been specified for evaluation
purpoies. Review Lessons and Everyday Dutch, together with
translation exercises in particular sections, provide means
for evaluating learner progress through'twritten exercises.

Purpose: The written exercises have been developed to evaluate.
'mastery.

7.2

7.3

7.4

Outcomes: Learners are required to apply knowledge, comprehen-
sion, application and analysis to'complete the exercises.

Means: The assessment form and type are not specified. Short
answer procedures and essay techniques are applied to learner
evaluation. The form or uses of reporting learner evaluation
are not specified.

8 CONTINGENCIES AND CONGRUENCES

8.1 Contingencies: The goals, methods and outcomes must be inferred
although it is apparent that they are consistent with the
approach adopted. The author states that the contents of
the material are not intended to be comprehensive, and these
are presented in an arbitrary sequence. The evaluation
sections included are inadequately specified.t6.achieve their

'purpose. .Although the goals, contents, methods, outcomes
and evaluation are contingent at an inferentialjevel, the
failure to specify each clearly or to treat each' in its
entirity so that the parts accumulate )as a whole, limits
the extent to which the material will achieve educational
outcomes 'for which it is designed.

49
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The course could be incorporated into a grammar-transla-
tion approach to learning Dutch as a second language. Since
the text does not fully develop thig approach, it would be
essential to supplement the course with alternative reading

-

materials. The strict adherence in the course to the grammar-
translation method would severely limit its scope for imple-.
mentation in programs for learning Dutch as a second language. \

8.2 Congruences: The grammar-translation method adopted in the
course does allow for limited-congruence with a compatible
program, if account,is taken of the restricted nature of the
contents and their ordering, and lack.of reading materials.
However, the inadequate premises of the grammar-translation
method limits the extent to which the material can be imple-
mented in community language education in Australian schools.

9 ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 cbmments: The material is, suitable for use with all
mirarners for community language education.

10 BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS

10.1 Policies: The material'is likely to be successful, with learners
in all urban communities, and upper ocio-economic groups.
in Australia. The material is most appropriate to static
social groups with conservative attitudes.

The material is suitable for Anglo-Australian and Dutch
ethnic groups. The material is not dependent for success
upon support from these ethnic communities, and,is unlikely
to cause conflict between Anglo-Australians and Dutch,-Aust-
ralians.

10.2 Educational Practices: The material could be used successfully
with learners from upper and middle socio-economic 'back-
grounds, but would be inappropriate for learners from lower
socio-economic backgrounds because of its exclusive emphasis
upon acqtiiring grammatital rules. Lealmers of both Dutch-
Australian and Anglo-Australian backgrounds couldbe expected
to experience 'success with the material.

The material could be most successfully implemented-with
/

learners arranged in class groups of similar ability. The
material best relates to training in specific skills organ-
ized on .the basis of a separate subject area. The material
is somewhat related to other resource materials used in the
immigrant education curriculum.

Modern language teachers are important for successful
implementation of this material. Normal clap r. space
is required when using this material. Additional facilities
and equipment are not required.

I
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.10.3 Program Practices: Teachers of both Anglo-Australian and Dutch-
Australian backgrounds are likely to experience success with
this material. If the author's claim to recognize the need'
for positive motivational attitudes in second language learn-
.ing are to be met, a successful teacher would be expected
to show favorable attitudes toward the culture of the Dutch
of the Netherlands. A'teacher would need, to be fluent in
understanding and taking part in a conversation in Dutch,
as well as reading and writing in Dutch to experience success
with this taterial.

A quite extensive degree of in-service teacher training
and teaching experience would .be necessary to. experience
success with this material. Both Dutch-Australian and Anglo-.
Australian learners could experience success with the mater-
ial especially if they possess favorable cultural' attitudes
towards the Dutch of the Netherlands. §ince the contents
presume all learners are beginners, monolingual English
apeakers should-experience.Success. with the material. Learn-
ers would need to show competence in knowledge, comptehension,
application, and analysis to- -use the material successfpXly.'

Success with the material will -make no identifiable
difference toward oneself, toward others or toward change.
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IDENTIFICATION OF/RESOURCE MATERIAL

Title: 11622and4 V004 iou en n 4i A Dutch courue fon A:At/m-1i=
Ooy4 and pin14 in -upper pnirnany and 2awea 4econdany C2a44e4

1.2 Developers: Stam, A., Tillemal P. and Weidmann, G., authors,
Harmsen, A., co-ordinator .

1.3 Publisher, Distributor: Multicultural Education Co-ordinating
Committee, Tasmania

0

1.4. Address of Publisher, Distributor:. 116 Bathurst Street, Hobart,
Tasmania, 7000, Australia

1.5. Year of copyright: 0 1982

I.
1.6 Material medium: print

1.7 Components

1.8 Subject areas: second languages, social sciences

1.9 CurricOum role: basic 0

1.10 Grade levels: grade 5 through to grade 8

1.11 Academic status: not specified

1.12 Educational time block: It is implied that -the course is desigI,
ned to be used throughout the specified grades.

1.13 .Population characteristics: Australian learners beginning the
study of Dutch as a. community language.

1.14 Community acceptance: The course was developed in 'Tasmania,
Australia, and judging from the number ofTasmanian references,
in particular depiction of a. Dutch immigrant settlement.at
Kingston, the material, is most 'suited to Dutch-Australian
children living in that State. However this regional bias
-would not impede the material being implemented successfully
in other localities in Australia with minor modifications.

In presenting' Dutch language :and culture, the course is
linguistically and culturally Biased towards the largely
Calvinist provinces of the north. Noord-Brabant, 1imburg
and the Dutch speaking regions of Belgium are overlooked.
This is implied when the developers state in the guidelines:
"The language to be referred to as IHoLtanc141 rather than
the less commonly used 'Nedeatur0410(2). DeSpite the predom
inance of the Hollandic provinces, it is arguable that such'
reference elevates the status of regional dialects to that
of a standard language, whereas Neclea.Cand is applicable
throughout the Netherlands and northern Belgium.,
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2. 14

1.15 Source: Material in the second language written for Australian
needs.

1.16 Tbacher training: The extent of in-service training necessary
to master the content of the material and the suggested teach-
ing method in the material is not specified..

1.17 Preparation: The extent of out-df-classroom preparation neces-
sary is not specified. The analysts believe that quite
extensive outof-classroom preparation would be necessary
to implement the material successfully.

1.18 Physical description: The material is a soft cover, 174Sim by
248mm, 135 page book. It contains twenty-three indexed black-
and-white photographs, and there are numerous-black7and-white
illustrations. The material also contains two,.maps of the
Netherlands. Numerous puzzles, quizzes and traditional songs
are presented diagrammatically. The print is clear and easily

"read. The aesthetic and technical quality of presentation.
is excellent.

1.19 Material development:' The material was developed by the Multi-.
cultural Education Co-ordinating Committee, an agency of the ,
Educatibd 'Department of Tasmania, through a financial 'grant
provided by a faderal institution, the Commonwealth Schools
CoMmission as part of the Multicultural EdUcation Program.,

The authors are teachers of the Dutch language in Tasmanian
schools whilst the co-ordinator is supervisor of Modern Lan!-
guages.in the Education Department of Tasmania.

The; material forms part of a general Multicultural 'Educ-
ationation Co-ordinating Committee project in Tasmania to develop
a Dutch language curriculum for upper primary and secondary
levels.

The writer of the Preface states: "As a result of -this
submission, the Multicultural Education Co-ordinating ComMit-
tee received $10,000, Athout which the publication of this
book would not have been possible"(1).'

The extent of 'dissemination is not specified: However,
dissemination of the material is.conducted by the publisher,
and the co-ordinator within the development team.

. 2 RATIONALE, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

2.1 Rationale: The writer of the Preface states that the course
was developed to provide a suitable resource material since
"those schools commencing primary Dutch in years 4 or 5 had
either to adapt books originally written for adults Or to
devise their own materials"(1). The developers state: "This
book aims at providing a course for Australian boys and girls
in Grades 5-8 beginning the study of Dutch as a community
language"(2)-. The purpose is to facilitate the development
of listening and speaking skills in the Dutch language.
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The developers' explanation of the rationale is clearly
speCified.

. .

2.2 Research and.. Development: The natures -of validation and pilot
trialling,. -learner-based revision, and reference groups,
materials and locations involvid, are,not specified..

-_-. _
.

3 GOALS
11 n

3.,1 Goals: The goals,of the. course are to develop listening and
speaking skills,and to 'a lesser degree, reading and writing

°

skills in the Dutch language. The developers incorporate
Memory, comprehension application. and analysis of the cog-
nitive doMain within the grammatical material, stories,
exercises and activities.- Receiving, responding awl valuing
of the affective domain are incorporated into stories and
dialogues. The goals of the material must be .inferred.

4
3;2 Objectives: The specific objective of each chapter is to focus

upon the inductive teaching of grammar through an established .

series of orally based tcpics:' la grammatical rule is'present-
ed in an inductive form; exercises based upon the grammatical
rule, prose passages, and exercises designed to'prompt quest-
ioning techniques follow. Chapter 22, the last chapter, does -

not follow patterh; the,-objective of presenting' an
alphabetical list of recipes is not specified. Specific
objectives are not specified.

Performance or behavioral objectives are not stated la
measurable terms. iLearnerS are required to demonstrate
achievement. orally in_ the specific objective within the exer-
cises and dialogues, reading in the prose passages and writing
in the exercises. Learners are required to express increasing
competence through sequencing of tasks-in listening, speaking, '-

reading and writing in order to reach levels of performance
consistent,with grammatical structures presented.

4 CONTENTS

4.1 Characteristics: The' material is a textbook,. covering both
factual and fictional content within topics. Although the
content is predominantly contemporary in nature, 'attempting
to relate aspects of Dutch culture to the experiences of Dutch
Australians, historical material is included and there is
a degree of attention given to traditional features, of Dutch
culture. The semantic emphases:6T the content are economic)
geographical, historical and sociological.

r
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The 'Dutch 'language is used throughout the material includ-
ing instructions to exercises. The material uses standard
Dutch although the linguistic content tends toward colloquial
language to the extent that certain expressions are culturally
charged and difficult to translate especially to the target
audience. The language level is beginner.

4.2 Scope: HatlandA V004 iou en m44. contains twenty-two chapters.
The scope of each chapter is contained in the. ..inhoucl (table
of contents). Each chapter, excepting the last, consists
of several sections: An initial section focusing upon induc-
tive teaching of grammatical rule,.prose passages, exercises
based upon

e5
proSe passages, 'exercises"designed to prompt.

responses, mpletion exercises, and vocabulafy. DialOgUes
and word attack skills, puzzles, quizzes, traditional songs,
role playing activities, projects, games and colOuring exer-
cises are optional topics included in chapters. The quant-
itative emphasis is placed upon the inductive presentation
of grammatical'material in each chapter, both in the present-
ation of the grammatical rule and in other topics.

The material does not contain a aescription of teacher
materials although the developers have included'an Introduc-
tion outlining guidelines followed for developing the material.
However, these guidelines can function as teacher materials
in a limited way. In addition to a brief introductory passage,
the guidelines are categorised into three sections: Gener41
containing twelve guidelines; Vocabulary to be covered con-
taining fifteen guidelines; and Grammar topics containing
eight guidelines.

The contents are covered clearly through an extensive
variety of short topics. The content is to be covered once
by the learner and all topics must be covered for a satisfac-
tory learning experience. Supplementary materials are not
specified'.

4.3 Sequence: In the general guidelines the developers state: "Most.
tchapters to contain sections to challenge beginners and

advanced learners"(2). Despite the implications of this state-
ment, the content is designed to move from concrete to greater
complexity. The starting point within the sequence is ident-
ical for each learner in a class group, and determined'by
the teacher on the basis of prior knowledge. The course within
'the sequence is the same for each learner and determined by
the teacher on the basis of performance in preceding tasks
or interests. Optional sequences are available to learners
through open-ended alternatives.

5 METHODS

5.1 Recommendations for use: In referridg to use in the material
of the second language only, the developers state: "No English
used in text to leave teachers a flexible approach"(2). Add-
itional specification of teaching- learning methodology is



not made, and although 'this statement implies that teachers
may determine their own approaches, the nature of the material
determines the teaching- learning methodology to be adopted
for second language instruction. 'The use'of the second lan-
guage only throughout the contents is apparently a consequence
of the implicit teaching approach adopted: the direct method.
However, in'the end reference to use of a 'flexible approach'
remains ill-defined since the exercises state clearly what
learners are expected to undertake. The description of the
teaching- learning method is obscure and not comprehensive
since its detail must be inferred. The description is located
in the Introduction.

5.2 Type of learning environment: Although the material is designed
essentially for second language development and bicultural
education in the classroom, topics included also apply to
home economics, and music and dance education.' Additionally,
the developers state in the guidelines: "Pupils compelled
to seek assistance from Dutch-speaking acquaintances"(2).
It is feasible that in these circumstances, flexible approach -
es. in line with prevailing methods in these areas would be
appropriate.

For most tasks learners are arranged in class groups but
the abilities of these groups remain unspecified by the
developers. Occasionally learners are required to be grouped
in pairs or small groups for certain topics.

5.3 Nature of inter,,.tion: Contacts prompted in the learning ap-
proach adopted involve predominantly teacher- learner- resource
material interaction.

5.4 Teacher and learner roles: Within the conduct of teacher and
learner roles, it is intended that the teacher initiate the
processes.

5.5 Teaching approach: It can be inferred from the contents that
the direct method should be applied if the material is to
be implemented successfully. Characteristics of the'direct
method are incorporated into the teaching- learning method-
ology and contents: all classroom language, including the
language of instructions, exercises and teacher talk, is in
the second language; grammatical rules and structures are
presented inductively with learners being required to infer
the rules of the target language; and each lesson,involves
the presentation of topics intended to interest learner's to
the extent that responses will provide examples of the target
structures. An evident qualification in the presentation
of the teacher materials is evidenced since the developers
fail to adequately specify such details concerning the teach-
ing methodology.

5.6 Learning approach:-- The learning approach is a combination of
didactic instruction, discussion and questioning methods,
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discovery method and inquiry method, and role-playing, simul-
ation and games. Whereas a substantial part of the contents
is presented to the learner through lecture and verbal presen-
tation, learners are also required to negotiate grammatical
rules and structures through discussion (for example in
dialogues), and questioning (exercises designed to prompt
queftioning techniques), discovery method (inductive present-
ation of grammar), and inquiry method (questioning Dutch
speaking acquaintances).

6 OUTCOMES

6.1 Responses: The emphasis placed by the developers upon offering
1 teachers a flexible approach in implementing the material.:*

-.1
4i limits the degree to which responses can be specified or--

7vr1

inferred. Specific.. intended responses are stated in the
instructions to learners at the' commencement of topics., The
developers expect learners to acquire literary, as well as
aural and oral, competencies in the Dutch language through
the presentation of a variety of topics including grammatical
rules and, related exercises, dialogues, stories, exercises

i
. designed Ao prompt questioning, and activities. It can be

inferred that musical, dancing and cooking. activities are
designed to form culture-related attitudes and skills. Spec-',1

k

ific intended responses are specified especially 'if related
to second language learning although broad responses are not

I indicated.
II Within the context of second language instruction, the... 1

,1.
teaching approach implicit in the material requires that
learners respond objectively to grammatically based exercises.
Although unspecified, this inferrence must be drawn if the

A material is to be implemented successfully. The developers
do not specify that learners are required to make objective

9 responses to culture-related content in the material. Although
the 'Australian flavour' of stories and non-sexist basis ofb

Yr

the contents are aimed at moulding subjective responses by
learners, subjective responses are not specified.

The method of presentation of the material is aural, oral,
graphic through reading, and pictorial. The method of response
to the material is oral and graphic through both reading and
writjng. Pictorial, kinesic, tactile and olfactory responses
may contribute to response transmissions.

6.2 Outcomes: In the context of second language.learning, listening,
speaking, reading and writing skills are each treated independ-
ently with an emphasis placed upon aural and oral skills.

. The developers do not specify in measurable terms the extent
of achievement in each skill although it is implied that learn-
ers are expected to show evidence of listening, speaking,
reading and writing skills at the beginning of the course
and to develop each during its progress. However, the extent



of the development of listening, speaking, reading and writing,
despite each skill appearing regularly throughout the contents,
cannot be inferred from the contents.

Predictable outcomes for second language learning through
implementing Matand4 V004 1011 en mil can be categorised as
follows. Configurational sequence: Sight vocabulary is
restricted initially within the contents but learners are
expected to achieve rapid progress thereafter; structural
analysis is-also introduced early and the developers indicate
relationships between . structurally.derived words. Grapho-
phonic sequence: Phonics and syllabification are dependent
upon aural and oral communications rathir than strategies.
developed within the contents. Syntactic transformation
receives attention in the contents through conversational
dialogues. Semantic operators: Lexical and grammatical
operators are stressed in the contents whilst non- verbal and;
intonational operators are neglected; the stress upon making
grammatical points does not allow, contextual requirements.
to be fully met although the developers have stressed cultural
reference within the material.

Although lioLland4 V004 jou, en mi.44 is essentially a second
language.materiall content of a bicultural nature is incorpor-
ated within the subject matter. This material presents facts,
concepts and generalizations concerning economic, geographical,,
historical and sociological accounts of the culture of the \
Dutch of the Netherlands and Dutch-Australian culture.

The affective subject matter of HoLland4 V004 jou en mil
incorporates value positons involving indoctrination, clari-
fication and analysis. The -literary themes presented in the
fictional prose passages apply indoctrination and clarific-
ation of Dutch-Australian cultural values. The factual prose
passages embody indoctrination, clarification and analysis
of cultural values pertaining to Dutch culture of the Nether-
lands. The emphasis is placed upon indoctrination and clari-
fication of Value positions tn the presentation of literary
themes within prose passages. Indoctrination, clarification
and analysis is applied within subject matter related to
cultural identification with the emphases placed upon indoc-
trination and clarification. In terms of developing favorable
motivational attitudes to second language learning, the
teaching approach with its emphasis upon inductive grammatical
study presumes considerable motivation on the part of learners.
However, the stress the developers place upon cultural rele-
vance of the subject matter enhances motivation through
forming favorable bicultural attitudes. Value positions
involving indoctrination, clariTication and analysis are con-
sistent with the cognitive style of Dutch-Australian learners,
but are less appropriate to the ,cognitive style of Anglo-
Australian learners who may require that commitment is invol-
ved in value positions of the subject matter.

7 EVALUATION
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7.1 Specification: There is to specific evaluation design provided
in the material. Each chapter contains exercises that,maybe.
applied. to the.assessment of student progtess. These include
oral exercises based upon prose passages, oral exercises
designed to prompt oral responses, and completion exercises.

Purpose: The exercises are designed to indicate mastery of part-
.'icular target structures of grammar.

7.2

7.3 Outcomes: Lea'rners are required to apply knowledge, comprehen-
sion, applyeation and analysis to complete the exercises.

17.4 Means: Techniques applied in oral exercises include completion
items and short answer procedures. Forms of reporting learnei
evaluation are not specified.

8 CONTINGENCIES AND CONGRUENCES

_

8.1 Contingencies:. The antecedents, transactions and outcomes within
NOLtand4 'Awn you dn m44. are contingent 'but. this has only
been attained at the expense of balance between each construct.
of the'design. The background characteristics indicate that
this material is suitable for the target learner groups.
The implied goals and objectives are attainable. The contents
follow an established sequence with some variations and the
material has been written with the target audiences in mind.
However the Implied teaching methodhas affected the nature
of the contents through its restriction to second language
usage. Furthermore, the developers' specification of the
teaching- learning method as a flexible approach is misleading
since the intrinsic relationship between the contents and
method they employ determines the .apbroach to be adopted..
Although the developers do specify intended responses in the
context of specific topics, it is apparent that. predictable-
outcomes cannot always be achieved through the designs pre=
sented. It is unlikely that outcomes from the configurational
and graphophonic sequences can be met.uithout supplementary
materials. Moreover, the evaluation design is inadequate
to effectivelY measure learner outcomes. In sum, predicted
outcomes from implementation of the material will be deter-
mined to an undue degree by application of the implied teach-
ing method. ,

Given the qualifications upon contingencies within the
material; NoLland4 VOOA jou 'en mii could be successfully
implemented in part*cuTar_srograms_with:certain reservations.-
The background characteristics necessitate that successful
impl4mentation of this material requires teachers fluent in

the Dutch language and conversant with the bicultural aspects
incorpomojed in the Material. The implicit nature of goals
and objectives imposes a constraint.upon successful implemen-
tation. The contents are appropriate to particular instruc-
tional settings within Australian schools. It is possible
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that the'material would only be successfully implemented by
teachers committed to the implied teaching approach.. The
inadequacies of the desips to achieve outcomes in several
critical areas of second language acquisition, together with
the lack of adequate strategies to measure outcomes, limit
the extent to which implementation.will result!.in successful
educational outcomes.

8.2 Congruences: Limited congruence can, be established between this
material and particular 'immigrant education programs. The
developers are keenly aware of-the background characteristics
applying to implementation of the material and have provided
appropriate contents,'but the constraints of the methodology,
limitations upon attainment of outcomes and lack of an evalu-
ational design, restrict congruences that can be established.

9. ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 Summary Comments: .IW1and4 V004 'Ant en mil .is suitable for use
with all learners for community language education and bicul-
tural education.

This material has been state adopted in such programs in
schools in Tasmania. The material has also been widely used
in such programs irfi ther Australian states.

10 BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS

10.1 Policies: ,The material is likely to be successful in all urban
and rural settings in ftistralia, and across all socio-economic
classes in Australian society. 'The material is.applicable
to both mobile and static social groups and is directed toward
liberal attitudes in the community.

The material is likely to be successful with both Anglo-
Australians and Dutch-Australians. Generally the material
is not dependent upon support from the Dutch ethnic community,
although assistance from Dutch speaking acquaintances is
required for certain .inquiry activities. The material is
unlikely to cause conflict between Anglo-Australians and Dutch-

. Australians.

10.2 Edticationalpeactices: .__The_material _cou-Jd be used successfully
with learners ,from all backgrounds in Australian society,
although prior knowledge of the Dutch language would be advan-
tageous. Each chapter of the material is organized into a
series of short topics, which in some cases would be most
appropriate for learners arranged in Class groups of mixed
abilities, and in other cases' learners arranged in small
groups of mixed abilities.
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The purpose of the material is directed toward general
education and could be used successfully within an integrated
approach across subject areas. The material is well-related
to other resource materials used in grade 5 through to grade
8 immigrant education curriculum.

, Modern lainguage, social science, speech and drama, home
arts and crafts, and music staff of the school are important
in varying degrees to the successful implementation of the
material. The material requires normal classroom space-lor
its use, and additional facilities and equipment are not re-
quired.

10.3 'Program Practices': Teachers of Anglo-Australian and Dutch-
Australian backgrounds with'lengthy residences in both Aust-
ralia and the Netherlands would experience most success.with
this material. Teachers would need to show tolerant attitudes
.toward. the target .ethnic groups and be aware of current bi-
cultural issues in Australia and the Netherlands to experience
success. Teachers would need to be able to understand, speak,
read and write fluently in the Dutch language to successfully
implement the material.

The implicit nature of the teaching method
--

together with
'the unlimited scope of teaching learning approaches- that
developers state may be adopted, suggest that teacherswould
require quite extensive in-service training to implement the
material successfully. Quite extensive teaching experience
would be necessary to implement this material successfully.
A teacher 'with some attachment to flexible procedures would
be most successful implementing the material.

Although both"Anglo-Australian and Dutch-Australian learn-
ers would experience success, the latter group is likely to
experience greater success with this material. However to
experience success learners would need to be receptive to
a range of cultural attitudes- relating to Australia and the
Netherlands. Learners shduld show competence in the areas
of knowledge, comprehension, application and analysis of the
cognitive domain to use this material. successfully. Success
with this material :is likely to make.a difference to learners'
attitudes toward themselves, toward others and toward change.
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INTRODUCTION TO DUTCH

IDENTIFICATION AND BACKGROUND
%.

1,1 Title: 2ntrIoductiart. tu Dutch: 4 Nacticat c4annma

... 1.2 Author: Shetter, W.

1.3 Publishers: Australasian Educa Press Pty Ltd.; Uitgeverij
Martipus Nijhoff b.v.t

,1.4 , Address of Publisher: 74 Railway Road, Blackburn, Victoria, 3130,
Australia (P,O. Box 186; Blackburn, Victoria, 3130); Morssingq1
9-13, 2312AZ, Leiden, Nederland.

1.5 Years of copyright: 0 1958, 1961, 1967, 1974, 1984

1.6 Material medium,: print

'1.7 Component: Int4oduction to Dutch: A P4acticat c4amma4 is designed
as a basic grammar for use with the supplementary reader,
6en goed begin ... A contempo4a4g Beach Reader.. The author
states: "The successor, to Len sped begin which faithfully
accompanied the 2nt4oduction through two-thirds of its life,
is in preparation as this is being written. Reading Dutch will
offer graded and exhaustively annotated contemporary literary
selections and poems "(6).

1.8 Subject area: second languages

1.9 Curriculum role: basic

e'
1.10 Grade levels: The author states: "It has long since proven its

usefulness as a text for elementary classes ..."(5).' The anal-
yst believes the material is more suited to the upper secondary

'level.

..s

1.11 Academic status: riot specified

1.12 Educational time block: not specified

1.13 Population characteristics: The author states: "The Ynt4oduction
today is an attempt to meet the need of those both in and out
of the classroom. It has long since proven its usefulness
as a text for elementary classes, without ever abandoning its
loyalty to the independent struggler"(5).
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.1.14 Community acciptance41. The material presents the culture of the
Dutch of the Netherlands in contemporary terms although with
reference to traditional features.. The Elglish texts to the
translation and .reading passages contain'eXamples of American
English in terms, spellings and phraseology. Meanings of such
examples of American English may not be apparent to learners

. in Australian schools.

1.15 Source: Material in the second language developed abroad without
adaptation for use in Australia.

1.16 Teacher training: The extent of in-service training necessary
to. master the content and 'suggested teaching methods in the
material is not specified.

117 Preparation: The extent of out-of-classrbom preparation is not
specified. The analyst believes that slight preparation is
necessary.

1.18 Physical description: The text is a 147mm by 215mm, ,soft cover
book. The quality of paper and printing is excellent, but the
size of print is small. The aesthetic and technical quality
of presentation is excellent.

. .

1.19 Material development: W. A. Shetter is a faculty member of the
Department of Germanic Studies, Indiana University, Bloomington,
Indiana, 47406, U.S.A.

, .

The author infers that the material was developed to provide
a grammar for formal instruction in the Dutch language.

The natures of funding and dissemination are not specified.

2 RATIONALE, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

2.1 Rationale: The author states: "In the mid-50's it was difficult
to fipd any formal instruction in the Dutch language, and those
with a need for or just curiosity about the language were
apt to find themselves making do, as I had once done, on their
own ... This expansion of opportunities has naturally stimu
.lated the creation of a wide and stillgrowing selection of
pedagogical materials for English speakers, mostly designed
for classroom use. The int4oduction today is an attempt to
meet the need of those both in and out of the classroom"15).

The purpose of the course is to develop reading and wrIting
skills in the Dutch language.
. The rationale is very clearly specified..

2.2 Research and Development:
. The natures of validation and pilot

trialling are not specified. However the author states:, "All
these various improvements come, directly or indirectly,
through the practical use of the grammar in situations where

4
very little that is, unclear or poorly conceived has much chance
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of passing unnoticed. Every revision,- on an average of one
every six years - has owed special gratitude to those with
sharp eyes, shrewd assessment of a need and a willingness to
offer suggestions. By now this host includes so many colleagues
and so many generations of students and other users that indiv-
idual acknowledgements of indebtedness are not practical: I
continue to invite any and all ctiticismkiand suggestions"(6).
The `natures of learner-based revision, reference groups, mat-
erials and locations involved-are not specified.

3 GOALS

3.1 'Goals; It can be inferred that, the goals of the -material are
to develop. reading, writl.ng, and to some extent listening and
speaking skills, in Dutch, and to develop an appreciation of
the culture of the Dutch.

The author incorpOrates memory, comprehension and applic-
ation within the text. . The author incorpOate receiving,
responding and valuing. within the text.

3.2 -Objectives: Objectives for each lesson, are not specified. It
can be inferred that the objective in each lesson is to explain
a set of related grammatical rules and offering app:opriato
examples with English translations.,

Behavioral objectives are not specified in measurable terms.
Learners are required to comprehend lists of vocabulary and
idiomatic expressions, complete mTitten . exercises intended
to demonstrate achievement in the grammatical forms of te
lesson, translations of materials incorporating the grammatical
,rule from Dutch to English. The, conditions for' demonstrating
objectives aredependent upon the presence of a teacher in
the classroom or a learner for self-study. The author expeits
learners to perform the application of grammatical rules cor-*
rectly and achieve competence at the levels of reading, writing
and?speaking required.'

4

4.1

CONTENTS
- .

Characteristics: The material is a textbook. The reality status
of the subject matter is factual containing contemporaneous
references to the Netherlands. The semantic emphases of the
material are economic, geographical, political, sociological
and social psychological.

The linguistic usage in the material is bilingual with in-
structions in English and the contents in Dutch. Standard
Dutch is used throughout the material although a literary
rather, than the colloquial style has been employed. The lang-
uage level is beginner.
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4.2 Scope: The contents of the learner materials consist of .twenty-
nine 'chapters listed in the Table of contents. The chapters
are titled Pronunciation, Spelling, The plural, Articles and
demonstratives, Personal.Pronouns (the verb), The verb IfigOberti
and '2.i.dn Imperative, Reading selections The place of:. the
verb, The adjective The adverb comparison, Object pronouns
and Units of measurement, Reading selections, The past tense
.,('weak' verbs), The past tense ('strong' verbs), Some irregular
.verbs The past perfect tenser Modal auxiliaries Verb plus
infinitive, The future The present participlt and the infinit-
ive, Review and reading, Separable p fixes, Conjunctions,
relative pronouns, Word order: the aces in the sentence,
The word 'en.' Prepositional compo , Diminutives, The passive
voice, Reading selections, Telling time, Idiomatic usages of
some common verbs, Word formation and derivation and Three
stories

The format of each chapter in the main 'body of the text
is common: the grammatical rule is presented initially followed
in order by a bilingual vocabulary list;.idiomatic expressions;
and written eiercises designedto provide practice in the rule
of the lesson, and translation exercises from second language
to first language, and first language to second language. The
review lessons follow a similar format.

The contents are covered clearly. through an extensive var-
iety of short topics. The content is to be covered -once by
the learner and all topics must be covered for a satisfactory
learning experience. Supplementary materials are recommendbd.

4.3 Sequence: The order of the-material is'based upon learners moving'
from concrete-to abstract, increasing,complexity or difficulty.
The starting point within the sequence is the same for each
learner, and because of its consistent arrangement, the start-
ing point is determined to some extent by the material. Prior
knowledge is the basis for determining the starting-point. ,
The course with th sequence is the, same for''each.learner.,
and is determined by the teacher on the basis_oflerformahW
in preceding tasks. Optional -sequences are not. specified.

. d..;.,7:

0

r.
1_

5 METHODS

5.1 Recommendations for use: The author states: The presentation
of the grammar makes every effort to remain compact and as
self-explanatory as possible, maintaining what has always been
acknowledged to be the book's strongest points. The heart of
all the practice material is still the 'Practice sentences',
the precise .uses of which are left up to the needs and ingen-
uity of the user: simple translation, question and answer prac-
tice, or substitution drills. For home use, an English trans-
lation of all these sentences is provided in an appendix.

The user will find numerous 'Summaries' set off .in boxes,
an occasional little 'By the way-' comment on some point about
language or culture, and a variety of visual schemes, illustra-
tions and cartoons, all done by the author. Each chapter
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includes a few sample exercises, here and there brightened
up with in illustrative scheie. or cartoon. Dialogs have been
included in most chapters, good for learning.by heart and as
a basis for classrooa conversation. The English dialog 'in eacif
chapter can be used for translation 'back into Dutch or as a'
set of cuesfor, rapid review. The photographs introduced in
this edition add a little extra window onto everyday, Dutch
life and can also7be put to gOod use in stimulating conver-
sation. But noneof this is intended to be fully adequate to
teaching needs: introduction Of drills, newspaper material,,
poems' and popular songs and the like must be left up to.the
instructor:"(?6): . A'

.

The description of the teaching-learning method -is quite
clear, comprehensiv, and .located in the,Preface to the first
edition.

5.2 Type of learning environment: Intdoduction to &Itch: A P4acticat
c4amma4 is designed for use either in the classroom or for
self-study..

The material' is designed for either individual learners
for self-study or learners arranged in groups, but the sizes
and abilities of groups are unspecified.

5.3 Nature of interaction: Resource material -to- learner ac .on is
predominantly prompted by,the learning approach adopted.

5.4 Teacher, and learner roles: It is intended that the teacher
initiate processes within the classroom and the learner init-
iateprocesses within a self-study situation.

5.5 Teaching approach: It is inferred from the author's explanation
that the grammar translation method should be .applied during
instruction.' Characteristics of the grammar translation method
incorporated in the material are explanation of the grammar
rule, presentation of ocabularies in bilingual. lists, and
exercises designed to provide practice on the grammar and vocab-
ulary of the ,lesson, and reading passages are included in
separate chapters.

5.6 Learning approach: It can be inferred from the contents that
learning occurs through didactic instruction.

6 OUTCOMES

6.1 Responses: The author expects learners to achieve competence
in reading, writing, listening and speaking skills in the Dutch
language through sequenced presentation of grAematical forms,
structures and vocabulary.

Learners are required to respond in written form to spec-
ified tasks:,ccmpletion exercises and translation exercises.

The method of presentation of the material is by graphic
means through reading, and method of response is oral (spoken
about) and graphic (read about).
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6.2 Outcomes: ..Reading and writing skills are treated predominantly
within the contents and there is also restricted ,treatment
of listening and speaking skills. Configurational sequence:.
Learners are expected to master sight vocabulary initially
through the bilingual vocabulary lists and exercises. Struc-
tural analysis is systematically presented to learners in
the_ twenty-eighth chapter although introduced in earlier
chapters. Graphophonic sequence: Letter recognition is pres-
ented initially in the second chapter. Blending; digraphs
and syllabification are not treated in the text. -Syntactic
transformations:The grammatical forms of syntactic transform-
ation are treated in the seventh chapter and twenty-first
chapter in relation to placement of the verb within the sen-
tence structure. . However, grammatical structures involved
in syntactic transformation are first introduced in the exer-
cises of the fifth chapter. Semantie operators: Lexical
constructions in the form,3f idiomatic expressions are intro-
duced in the, fourth 'and succeeding chapters. The teaching
method advooated has placed- emphasis upon the presentation
of grammaticarrules and structures within the text: Intonat-
ional patterns are treated descriptively or _through a'pronun-
ciation scheme.

Affective outcomes are presented through a value position
of indoctFinatiOn. The author refers' 'to both American and
Dutch culture. The author does specify strategies in the text
that recognize the motivational relaUonship-beitween favourable
cultural attitudes and achievement id second language learning.
The author has not developed,the subject matter to the cog-
nitive styles of Anglo-Australian or Dutch-Australian learners:

7 EVALUATION

7.1 Specification: Tests have not been specified for evaluation pur-
poses. Written exercises have been developed to'assess learner
progress.

7.2

7.3

7.4

Purpose: The written exercises have
achievement.

Outcomes:Learners must apply knowledge,
ation to written exercises.

been developed to evaluate

comprehension and applic-

Means: Written exercises involve cloze procedures and short
answer procedures. Tabulation and uses of reporting of learner
evaluation are not specified.

8 CONTINGENCIES AND CONGRUENCES

8.2 Contingencies:
Yntitoduction

antecedents,

The antecedents, transactions and outcomes within
to Dutch indicate moderate contingency between
transactions and outcomes.
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the goals; methods ard outcomes must be inferred although
it iskapparent that they 'are contingent to the method adopted.
The ;e141uation scheme included is inadequately specified.
These inadequacies limit the' extent to which the material will
achieve educiktional outcomes for which it is designed. This
is,indicated in ihe.material Nithin the configurational ssequ-
ence and graphophonic sequence.

The material would be more successful if implemented in
cohjunction with,theyeader,,een goed. Depin , preferably
together with other materials.

Implementation, however, would not. proceed without problemsbecause of limitations within the material. The teacher
material is.inadequate in providing information for classroom
use, and for implementing the material teachers are required
to infer -most of the important features. It is evident that
the pdpulatioh characteristics renddr the material unsuitablefor use in Australian schools.,

8.2 Congruences: The grammar- translation method adopted in the coursedoes allow for limited congruence with a compatible programin second language instruction.

9 ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS ,

9.1 ,comments: Ynt4oductioh to Dutch: A P4actica1 graamma4 is
suitable for use with all learner3 for community language educ-
ation.

10 BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS*

10.1 Policies: The material is 14kely to be successful in all urban
settings in Australia and higher socio-economic classes in
Australian society. The mat)erial is more applicable to static
social groups, and is directed toward conservative and liberal
attitudes within the community.

The material is likely to be successful with both Anglo-.

Australians and Dutch-Australians. The material is not depend-
ent for success upon support from these ethnic communities,and is unlikely to cause conflict between Anglo-Australians
and Dutch-Australians.

10.2 Educational practices: The material could be used successfully
with.learners from all social backgrounds but would be espec-
ially 'successful with learners from upper and middle socio-
economic backgrounds because of'the emphasis given to develop-
ing reading and writing skills through the teaching of grammat-
ical rules. The subject matter has been designed so that

6i
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learners of both Anglo-Australian and Dutch-Australian back-
grounds could experience success.

The material would be most successfully implemented with
indivikipal learners and learners arranged in class groups of
similar ability. The material best, relates to training in
specific skills organized on the basis of a. separate subject
area. Modern language teachers are important for successf11
implementation of this material. Normal classroom space is
required when using the material. Additional facilities and
equipment are not required.

CI

10.3. Program practices: Teachers of Anglo-Australian and Dutch-Aust-
ralian backgrounds are likely to experience success with this-
material, although teachers would need to be familiar with
the cultural background of the Netherlands to present the
subject matter successfully to learners. A teacher would need
to be fluent in understanding and taking part in a conversation
n* Dutch, as'well as reading and writing in Dutch, to exper-
ience success with this material.

Teachers would require_a slight degree of in-service teacher
training and teacher experience to implement the material
successfully. Teachers with some attachment to orderly proced-
ures would experience. most success with this material.

The "contents are designed so that learners of both Anglo-
Australian and Dutch-Australian backgrounds could experience
success with the sectionsi'of each chapter.

Learners ,of Anglo-Australian and Dutch-Australian back-
7

groUnds are likely to 'experience success with the material..

The contents presume that all learners are beginners, and con-
sequently monolingual English speaking learners should exper-
ience suc-cess. Learners would need to show competence in
knowledge, Com,prehension and"application to use the material
successfully. Although success with the material will make
no identifiable difference in attitudes toward oneself or
toward change; it is likely to make a difference in attitudes
toward others.

6i
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LEARN DUTCH

1 IDENTIFICATION OF RESOURCE MATERIAL

1.1 Title: Leann Dutch; A Qa4..c g4anwa4 and Readen t'04 Lkginaen4

1.2 Author: Smith, B.

--f.3 Distributor: Spectrum Bookshop

1.4 Address of Distributor: 72 Maroondah Highway, Croydon, Vic-
. toria,.3136,Australia

1.5 Year of copyright: n.d. B. Smith

1.6 Material medium: print

1.7 Components: The components are described by the author as:
Part 1: "reading and writing simple Dutch stories and sen-
tences written in the present tense"; and
Part 2: "is an extension of part 1 and deals with past and
future tenses, word order and other parts of'grammar" (Pre-
face).

1.8 Subject area: second languages

1.9 Curriculum role: basic

1.10 Grade levels: not specified The analysts believe that Part
1 can be implemented in grade 6 or grade 7 in the initial
year of second language instruction; and Part 2 can be imple-
mented in grade 8 of Australian schools.

1.11 Academic level: not specified

1.12 Educational time block: not specified

4

1:137 PopUlatiiiiiCharacteristics: not specified

1.14 Community acceptance: The author states: "Lea4n Dutch is based
nn experience-oflanguage- instruction --atair institute for
English speaking students in Melbourne" (Preface). The con-
tents of the .material apparently acknowledge this aspect of
second language instruction implicitly. There are nu explicit
depictions of the culture of Anglo-Australians or Dutch-
Australians contained in the subject matter.

1.15 Source: Material in the second language written for Australian
needs.

1.16 Teacher training: The extent of in-service training necessary
to master the content and suggested teaching methods in the
material is not specified.

7 0
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1.17 Preparation: The extent of out-of-classrecm preparation is. not
specified.

1.18 Physical description; The two component texts are each 210mm
by 295mm. Part 1 has 59 pages, and Part 2 has 70 pages. -The
component texts have soft covers with noncommercial spiral
binding that is inappropriate for extensive classroom use.
Black-and-white nand-drawn illuiirations and typewritten print
are featured ii both components. The'text perpetuates a
number of typographical errors.' The size and quality of print
are adequate for reading. The aesthetic and technical quality
of presentation is fair.

1.19 Material development: The author is a teacher of the Dutch
language in Victoria, Australia. Her authorship of this text
has been supported by Mr E. Hamer of the Saturday School of
Modern Languages, Melbourne and Mr B. Donaldson, lecturer
at the University of Melbourne,

2 RATIONALE, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

2.1 Rationale: The author states: "This book is intended as an
introduction to the Dutch Language" (Preface). The text is
an introductory, course intended to develop *reading and written.
language skills systematically in the Dutch language.

The specification of the rationale is obscure.

2.2 Research and Development: The natures of validation and pilot
trialling, learner-based revision, and reference groups, mater-
ials and locations are not specified.

3 GOALS

3.1 Goals: The goals of the material are specified. The author states
that the goals of the materiel are: "Part 1 attempts to fam-
iliarize the strident with reading and writing simple Dutch
_stories_Ami sentences,__Imitten in --the presence tense-"; --and
Part 2 is an extension and also familiarizes the student with
reading. and writing of simple Dutch stories and deals with
past and future tenses, word order and other parts of grammar"
(Preface).

The author incorporates memory, comprehension, application,
analysis and synthesis in presenting the subject matter.
Memory and comprehension are required in both component parts
to deal with the subject matter presented, and application
is required in both parts to apply grammatical rules and
structures in exercises; Analysis and synthesis are required
mainly in Part 2 for prose composition.

The author incorporates receiving and responding into the
presentation of reading material, question responses and
exercises.
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3.2 Objectives: Objectives for each lesson must be inferred. Objec-
tives for each lesson comprise instruction in a grammatical
rule,, generally reinforced by exercises related to that gram-
matical rule. Some lessons contain additional objectives,
for instance, teaching idiomatic expressions.

Behavioral or performance objectives are not stated in
measurable terms. Learners are expected to deMonstrate skill
'in understanding and reca]..ling grammatical rules through

'.'exercises and translations of reading passages. The condit-
ions for demonstrating achievement 'depends upon the presence
of a teacher. The author expects learners to perform the
application'of grammatical rules correctly and achieve compet-
enceat the levels of reading, writing and speaking,required.

4 CONTENTS

4.1 Characteristics: The material consists of a set of two component
textbooks. The reality status of the material is fictional;
and although reference is made to the Netherlands and Aust-
ralia, it is not possible to .establish these references temp-
orally although they are generally contemporaneous. The
semantic emphases of the material,are.geographical, historical
and sociological..

The linguistic usage in the material is bilingual, with
instructions in English and the, contents in Dutch. Standard
Dutch is used throughout the material. However the complic-
ated nature of grammatical and sentence structures referred
to in Part 2 of the material, has led the author to employ
a literary rather than colloquial style of standard Dutch.
The languagge level is beginner.

4.2 Scope: The -contents of the learner materials can be listed by
lessons according to topics. The topic of each lesson is
indicated within the Contents of each component part. Gram-
matical forms included in Part 1 are: formation of p171s
(lesson 3); demonstrative and personal pronouns (lesso 4
and 5); ,conjugation of the verb 'to have' (lesson 5); numbers
(les s in__614___ssnJugation_ 'of regular-verbs- -4-lesson--84-1-penjug-----
ation of reflexive verbs (lesson 9); adjectives (lesson 10);
possessive pronouns (lesson 11); and configuration of the verbs
'to do', 'to go', 'to stand' and 'to see' (lesson 12). Phonics
is treated in lesson 1, and syllabification in lesson 2.
Additional topics treated in Part 1 are: weekdays (lessons
6 ,and 9), and time (lesson 10).' Grammatical forms included
in Part 2 are: past tense of regular verbs,(lesson 1); past
tense of irregular verbs (lesson 2); the perfect tense of
verbs (lesson 3); conjunctions and relative pronouns (lesson
5);- progressive form of verbs (lesson 6); modal verbs, future
tense, cardinality and ordinality of verbs (lesson 7); separ-
able verbs tiesson 8); passive voice (lesson 9); and uses
of the word 'e.4.1 (lesson 10). Syntactic structure is treated

O
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in lesson 4. Additional topics treated in Part 2 are: letter
writing and idiomatic expressions (lesson 3); and currency
of the Netherlands-And colours (lesson 7).

The contents hre covered fairly clearly through an exten,..-
sive variety of short topics. The content is to be covered
mice by the learner and all topics must be.covered for a
satisfactory learning experience. Supplementary materials
are not specified. -

4.3 Sequence: The order of the material is based .upon learners
moving from concrete to abstract, increasing coMplexity or.
difficulty. The-starting point within the sequenhe
same for each learner and because of its consistent arrange-
ment, the starting point is determined to some extent by the
material. *Prior knowledge is the basis for determining the
starting point. The course within the sequence is the same'
for each learner and is determined by the teacher on the basis
of performance in preceding tasks. The author.states: "Each
lesson can be dxtended according to the interest level and
ability level of the students" (Preface). However, the author
makes no attempt to, specify forms that branching may take.
However, possibilities for branching could include culture-
related activities concerning "'clod habits, money exchange
And mythology.

5 NETHODS

5.1 Recommendations for use: The description of thebeaching- learn-
ing method is very obscure and not comprehensive since its
detail must be inferred. 'The author states: "Both Part 1

and Part 2 are written in such a way as to presuppose that
the students will be guided by a qualified teacher" (Preface).
This is exemplified by the teaching-learning method, which
is based upon a grammar-translation approach..

5.2 Type of learning environment: The, material is designed for
second language learning in the classroom with learners
arranged in groups, but' the sizes and abilities of groups
unspecified:-

5.3 Nature, of interaction: Resource material-to-learner action is
predominantly prompted by.the-learning -appreath-ad-opted-.

5.4 Teacher and learner roles: Within the conduct of teacher and
learner roles, it is intended that the teacher initiates the
processes..

5.5 Teaching approach: .It can be "inferred from the contents that
the grammar-translation method be applied if the material
is to be implemented successfully. Characteristics of the
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grammar-tianslation method incorporated into the teaching-
learning methodology and contents are priority is placed
upon the, acquisition of reading and writing skills predomin-
antly 'through grammatical. exercises but later in Part 1 and
Part '2 extended through reading passages; explanation of
grammatical rules .followed by exercises designed to practice
these rules; and prosentation'of vocabulary through bilingual
4sts.

5.6 Learning approach: It can be inferred from the contents that
the learning approach is by means ofdactic instruction.

6 OUTCOMES

6:!/°. Responses: Responses are not specified and must be inferred
from the contents. The,agthor expects learners to achieve
competence in reading and Writing skills in the second lan-
guage through 'sequenced presentation of grammatical forms
and structures, vocabulary and reading passages.

Learners are required to respond in written form to spec-
ified,. tasks: completion and grammar-based completion exer-
cises, translation exercises, essay writing, and reading.

The method of presentation of the material is by graphic,
means through reading, and by pictorial means.. The method,
of response to the material is graphic in written. form.

6.2 Outcomes: Reading and writing skills are treated in the material.i..;?!.4.
Configurational sequence: The text follows the -practice of '1'4
restricting sight vocabulary initially and learners are Inot$,;
expected to make unduly rapid progress. ?StrateiDies in
text allow for extension of-sight vocabulary, through picture,,~
cues, vocabulary lists, distinguishing words+o,f:Vailarco.,,;;;,

ufiguration and through reading' StruptUral.'':
alysis is not presented 'initially and onlyAntrodutied
uallyln the cohsideration of'grammatical structures,. -PGri
phonic sequence: The ,author haseklevelOped.`AtiittegieS:
the presentation of phonics and 'sy24bifi4ationiktkp*444,
The first lesson intkoduces letter-sound relationship; throu
blending and digraphs. Syllabification is Antrciducedin'the 4.P
second lesson. Syntactic transformation is first. presentelr_t
through memorization in the second lesson. By the fourth
lesson, l ea-Mrs are required to complete and translate sen-
tences. Semantic operators: Non-verbal, lexical, grammati'cal
and idionational operators are treated in the text. Although
there iS an emphasis upon -grammatical structures and rules,
the author uses other operators at appropriate points in the
.text to intensifr contextual meanings. ,

Affective outcomes' are presented through as value position
of indoctrination. Literary thenies are developed in short
reading passages within the context of the appropriate gram-
matical rule. The author refers to both Australia and the
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and the Netherlands in the subject matter. However, it is
not clear whether the author intends learners to identify
with Anglo-Australian culture, Dutch-Australian culture, or
the culture of the Dutch of the Netherlands. The author does
not specify. strategies in the text that recognize the .motiv-
ational relationship between favorable cultural attitudes'
and achievement in second language learning' It is not appar-
ent that the author has adapted the su ject matter to the
cognitive styles of either Anglo-Australi/an or Dutch-Aus ral-
ian learhers.

7 EVALUATION

7.1 Specification: Tests have not been specified for evaluation
purposes. Written exercises have been developed to assess
student progress. There are sections in both components texts
which-covena variety of topics: Oammatical forms and struc-
tures; reading skills; and writing skills including trans-
tation.

/

7.2 Purpose:` The written exercises have been developed to evaluate
achievement. ' /

.

7.3 Outcomes:. Learners mat apply /knowledge, comprehension and
application to written exercised.

.

7.4 Means: Written exercises involve'cloze procedures, short answer
procedures and essays. Tabuliation and uses of"reporting of
student evaluation are not specified.

8 CONTINGENCIES AND CONGRUENCES

8.1 Contingencies: The antecedents, transactions and outcomes within
Lea 4n Dutch 'are contingent to the extent that they are spec-
ified or can be interred. The degree to which specificationsA
or inferences can be drawn varies within the component con-
structs of the antecedents, .transactions and outcomes.

The background characteristics indicate that this material
__ALAuitahle fpr target learner and teacher-groups in Austra-

lian schools without being expressly written for a target
audience. The stated goals are attainable within the contexts
of grade levels indicated by the analysts, and the-inferred
objectives would be attainable, to the extent that the teaching.
approach allows since learners are expected to demonstrate
achievement of these objectives.

The contingent relationship between antecedents and trans-
actions is characterized in the natures of the contents and
methods. The contents are grammatically sequenced in terms
Of what:the author believes is transition from concrete to
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more complex grammatical rules. However, the author has 'made
little attempt to incorporate appropriate bicultural material
which limits the degree to which favorable cultural attitudes
will affect motivation in second language learning. Although
the nature of the teaching approach must be inferred, the
grammar-translation approach implied, is consistent with the
contents.

The natures of -inferre responses and outcomes together
are contingent upon an ecedents and transactions. Both
responses and outcomes are 'likely to be achieved, to the
extent that this is possible through the contents and implied
teaching apptoach. The initial presentation of skills given
in the configurational and graphophonic sequences, together
with the treatment of syntactic transformation, are suffic-
iently developed and organized to achieve the intended out-
comes. Although 'a high degree of contingency has been
established between the constructs, implementation of the
material is likely-to depend upon successful application of
the teaching approach.

Despite this appraisal, Lean Dutch could only be success-
fully implemented in second language programs with certain
reservations. The background characteristics of this material
require teachers fluent in the Dutch language. In particular,
the implicit nature of the objectives and methodology impose
a constraint upon successful implementation. A major restric-
tion upon acquired competence in second language learning,
is its dependence upon the grammar-translation method.

8.2 Congruences: Moderate congruence can be established between
this material and a particular immigrant education program.
The grammar-translation method effectively utilized establishes
the material's congruence with a program in second language
instruction consistent with this approach. However, the inad-
equate premises of this method limits th-e scope to which the
material can be applied within programs for community language
education in Australian schools.

9 ASSESSMENTAND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 Summary comments: The material is suitable for use with all
'learners for community language education.

10 BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS

10.1 Policies: The material is likely to be successful with learners
in all urban and rural communities, and all socio- economic
groups in Australia. The material is also appropriate to
both mobile and static social groups, and conservative and
liberal attitudes within the community.
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The material is suitable for Anglo-Australian and Dutch
ethnic groups. The material is not dependent for success

. upon support from these ethnic communities, and is unlikely
to cause conflict between Anglo-Australians and Dutch-Austral-
ians.

10.2 jducational Practices:. The material could be' used successfully
with learners from all social backgrounds but would be espec-
ially successful with learners from upper and middle socio-
economic backgrounds. The ma..,Jrial could be successfully
implemented with learners of both Aaglo-Australian and Dutch-
Australian backgrounds.

The materiallikwould be most successfully implemented with
learners arran in class groups, of similar ability. The
material best relates to training in specific skills organized
on the basis of a separate subject area. The material is
somewhat related to other resource materials used in the
immigrant education curriculum.

Modern language teachers are important for successful
implementation of this material. Normal classroom space is
required when using this material.

Additional facilities alid equipment are not required.

10.3 Program practices: Teachers of Anglo-Australian and ,Dutch-
Australian backgrounds are likely to experience'success with
this material, since cultural implications are limited within
the contents. A teacher experiencing success with the mater-
ial would be required to show tolerant attitudes toward Dutch-,
Australians and the Dutch of the Netherlands,. A teacher would
need to be fluent in understanding and taking part in a con-
versatiourin Dutch, as well as reading and writing in Dutch,
to experience success with this material.

A slight degree of in-service teacher-training and teaching
experiince would be necessary to implembnt the material suc-
cessfully. A teacher with some attachment to orderly_ proced-
ures would be most successful implementing the material.

Learners of Anglo-Australian and Dutch-Australian back
grounds are likely to experience success with the material.
The contents presume that all learners are beginners, and
consequently, monolingual English speaking learners should
experience success. Learners would need to show competence
in knowledge, comprehension, application, anO.ysis and synth-
esis to use the material successfully. Although success with
the material will make no identifiable difference in attitudes
toward oneself or toward change, it is likely to make a
difference in attitudes toward others.
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MEND NEDERLANDS

1 IDENTIFICATION OF RESOURCE MATERIAL

1.1 Title: Leveed Nede4.landi: Len Cii/Wit4 nedda-tand4 V004 batten-
2andeA4, herziene uitgave

1.2 Developers: Department of Linguistics, University of Cambridge.;
Afdeling Toegepaste Taalwetenschap, Vrije Universiteit to

'Amsterdam (Department of Applied Linguistics; Vrije University,
Amsterdam)

. .

1.3 Publisher; Distributor: Cambridge'University Press

1.4 Addresses of Publisher; Distributor: 10 Stamford Road, Oakleigh,
Victoria, 3166,,. Australia. .(P.O. Box 85; Oakleigh, Victoria,
3166, Australia)

1.5 Years of copyright: *0 1975, 1984
'

1.6- Material media: print; tapes, set of 7; .audiocassettes, set of
5

1.7 Components: Leveed Nedvaand4 consists of the following compon
ents.
student textbook
set of 7 reel tapes
set of 5 cassettes

1.8 subject area: second language4

1.9 Curriculum role: basic

1.10 Grade levels and age groups: not specified It is implied that
the material is suitable for learnerS of all age groups. The
analyst believes the contents would be most suited to second-

,ary and tertiary levels of Australian schools.

1.11 Academic ,status: not specified

1.12 Educational time block: not specified

1.13 Population characteristics: The developers state: "Op de3e w43e
3a,1_ de CUA4U4 aan een jo givtoot moF,e,Lipze inteiznationate vactag
lawmen vo.ldoen"(iv). (In this way the course will be able to
satisfy an international demand to the greatest possible
extent.)

The material is designed to be used by any individual or
group for learning Dutch as a second language.
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1.14 Community acceptance: Although the material has resulted from
collaboration between British and butch academics, cultural
references relate only to contemporary Dutch communities and
family life. The family members and their contacts portrayed
in the subject matter of the text are typically representative
of Dutch speakers of both the Netherlands andBelgium.

1.15 Source: Mateftal in the second language developed abroad without
adaptation for use in,Australia.".

.

1.16 Teacher 'training: The extent of.in-service training necessary
to master the content and suggested teaching methods in the
material is not specified.

1.17 Preparation: The extent of out-of-classroom preparation is not .

specified.. The analyst believes that slight preparation is
necessary to implement the material successfully. The teacher,
or the learner in a self-itudy situation, is required to.co-
ordinate, classroom use of the components. through'organizing
the use of the reel tapes or cassettes and the student text-
book. In addition, four self-study supplements in Dutch,
English, Spanish and French' are available to aid preparation
and' implementation. These supplements are listed in the
Ambevoien ,Lecturt (Recommended reading).

1.18 Physical description: The text is' A 10mm by 297mm, 240 page
soft cover book. Each lesson contains a series of black-and-
white.pictures44114.54EatIng the writtentext.. The depictions
contained in the pictures are clear but their .small size may
impose eye strain with the degree of cdncentrated use intended~
The quality of .the print excellent but too small for easy
reading. The quality of paper: is excellent. The'aesthetic
and technical quality of presentation is excellent.

Each of the set of seven reel tapes is supplied in a card-
board box container. Each track of the tapes runs for approx-
imately 40 minutes at 9, 5 ctn per second. a Each, of the C90
cassettes is supplied in a durable container; .The technical
quality of both the reel tapes and cassettes is excellent in
tape quality, editing, and the commentator's, instructor!s
andstudent's voices are well modulated with deliveries being
smooth and conversational. `Recording fidelity is usually
excellent although. there are traces of slurring and reverber-
ation. The volume level between tapes is uneven.

1.19 Material development: The material was jointly developed by the
University of Cambridge,. Cambridge, United Kingdom and Vrije
University, Amsterdam, Netherlands. Development of themater-
ial was supported by the government cf the Netherlands.

..'

It can .be inferred that the developers possess tertiary
teaching experience and have educational and` professional
affiliations with either the Department of Linguistics, Univer-
Sity of Cambridge or Afdeling Toegepaste Taalwetenschap

J'
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(Department of Applied Linguistics), Vrije University.
In the Voommu4d (Foreword), the developers state: " -Dese

CUA4U4 i4 he.t ARouttaat van een jaaemiange inten4ieve en
toegewiide 4amemweaking tu44en een aantat 6nge24e en Ndea-
Iand4e weten4chap4men4en ,en docenten, met aamoediging et finan=
ca2e 4teun, van he Nedgaland4e Mini4teaie van Ondeaw44 en
Wetem4chdppen.

Het initiatief tot he.t ontwikkeien van een Ca44U4 van t'dese
aaad i4 uitgegaan van deseSamen2iike docemten Nedez.land4 aan
enge24e univea4iteiten. Billnonde van de heea P. K. °King,
.lectaaeA in Dutch aan de Univea4iteit van Cambaidge, heeft
dese Univea4iteit gegevem min he.t vooanemen een audio-
vi4ue2e CL144U4 Nedea2and4 4amen te 4tei2en. Mede op gaond van
aanbeveiingen van P40t. D4. A. C, N. Bachaach hi -s4n kwa2i-
teit van vooasittea van de Ndea2and4e afdeiing dea gemengde
Commi44ie van het 6nge24 Nedea2and4 Cu2tuaee2 Veadaag heeft
het 4 ini4teaie:van Ondeaw44 en Weten4chappen po4itief gez
er-qead op. een L',044te.l van. de.Univea4iteit van Cambridge

aan did initiatief 4nancie2e 4teun te vaa.lemen.
oktobea 1966 .wead D44. P. A. A. Semen'hieatoe a24

ae4eaach-a44 i4tent .benoemd. Na sin ve4t4eA in oktobea 1967
avid de veavaaadiging van de .0244a4 amdea4 opgeSet en viadea
uitgevoead op.ba4i4 van een nauwe 4amemweaking ta,44en gaga-
&d4 het Depaatment of Lingui4tic4 waanvan de diaecteua, de
heea 2. L. M. Taim, M.A., de aiteinde4ike weten4chappetiike
en finamciete veaantwooadeIiikheid V004' de CU 44114 dnoeg, en
andeasiid4 het Tatenpaacticum raate4: AfdLing Toegepa4te Taal
weten4chapl van de Vaiiie Univea4iteit te AMwteadam ondea het
Hoofd van. de Afde2ing 414. S. IL j'onkea'en dien4 opvo2(gea 0446
2. 1. Mattea..

ben 4tafiid vah he.t TaIenpaacticum van de Vaiie Unvea4iteit,
Aeiuffaouw H. B2e4, wead benoemd op de pot in Cambaidge.Zii-
weakte al4 cua-ju44chaiif4tea nauw amea met MeiUffaouw Dom.
C. B. Zuidema lthan4 AleV4OW Wit2em4e-2Uidemal,. eveneen4
4tafiid van het Ta2enpaacticum van de Vage Univea4iteit. Na
het huwe2idle van Meiuffaouw &e4 en haaeveataek naaa 0.10
Se-Atte Meduffzouw Zuidema het 4chai4ven 'van de GU44114 V004t
en heasag de diaIogen en oefeningen' aan de hand van de eavaa-
ingen die met .de C1144114 in de paaht4A in Cambaidge en aan
de Vaide Univea4iteit warren opgedaan..Meiuffaouw Zuidema 414
de vooaadamAte caeati'eve -haacht ach4e4 de CE4,44114 3oa24 die
nu tot 4tand i4'gehomen"(iv). (This course is the result of
many years of cooperation between some English and Dutch
scientists and teachers, who were subsidized by the Dutch Min-
istry of Education and Science.

The initiative to develop this course was taken by lectur-
ers in Dutch at English universities. P. K. King, lecturer
in Dutch at the University of Cambridge, spoke for this Univer-
sity when he indicated the intention of developing an audio-
visual course in Dutch. Professor Dr. A. G. H. Bachrach, who
was chairman of the Dutch department of the Commission of the
English-Dutch Cultural Pact, recommended this project and the
Ministry of Education and Science subsequently appr ved sub-
sidizing the initiative.

So
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In October 1966 Drst P.A. M. euren was employed as' a re-
search assistant. He left in October 1967 and then the entire
organization of the course was changed with continuing develop-
ment now, taking place through close cooperation between the
Department .of. Linguistics, with the director, J. L. M. Trim,
M.A., financially and scientifically responsible for the\
course, and the Talenpracticum (Language Laboratory), later
Afdeling Toegepaste Taalwetenschap (Department of Applied Lin-
guistics), of the Vrije University at Amsterdam under' the
directorship, firstly of Dr. G. D. Jonker, and later Drs J.
F. Matter.

One of the staff members from the Talenpracticum of Vrije
University, Miss H. Res, was sent to Cambridge. There she
wrote the course in cooperation with Miss Drs. E. B. Zuidema
(at predent Mrs Willemse-Zuidema), likewise a qtaff member
of the Talenpracticum of' Vrije University. After Miss Bles'
marriage and departure for Oslo, Miss Zuidema continued writ-
ing the course, using results from testing the course in
Cambridge and at. Vrije University. Most of the course in its
extant form is Miss Zuidema's work.)

The developers state that material development was funded
by the Ministry of Education and Science of the government
of the Netherlands. -

The nature of the extent of dissemination undertaken by
the developers is not specified. However, the developers state
in the Voo4woo4d bii de tweedd he4giene uitgave (Foreword
to the second edition): " Tienduigenden, ovelat tea weitetd,
hebben via Levend Nederlands V004 het ee44t henni4 gemaaht
met het fiddeacaand4 en met fidde42and "(v). (Thousands, from
every part of the world, became acquainted with Dutch and the
Netherlands through using LeVend Nederlands. )

2 RATIONALE, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

2.1 Rationale: The developers state: " Q.ij. een tact( OA he Nede4-
land4 die weii4waa4 op 914o4 e 4chaa.0 wo4dt getee4d, maaa doo4
bet4ehhe.liik A2eine aantaLlen 4tudenten met 4te4h uiteenlop-
eade behoetten ea achte4y4onden, .Leiden oveawegingen van p4ah-
ti4che aa4d veeee4 tcrt een 42exibete CUA4U4 dan
tv een 4e4ie ve44ch4.Lleade CU441244en V004 ve24chiLlende doe1-
94oepenn(iv.) (With a language such as Dutch, widely learnt
by small groups of students with strongly varied needs and
backgrounds, the practical problems have led to just the one
flexible and versatilecourse. instead of a series of differ-
ent courses for each group.)

The course is designed to develop listening and speaking_
skills systematically in the Dutch language.

The specification of the rationale is obscure.

8
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2.2 Research and Development: The nature of pilot trialling is spec-
ified. The developers state in the VowitivoAd (Foreword):
"ln 1969 wead een aanlat peivionen uitgenodigd aan he teditem
van de cwt -i124 mee te weaken, opdat geb4uih you hunnest wo4den,
gemaaht van eava4ingen.met de C1244U4 opgedaaa in goveel moge-

veadahigemde ondeaw4.444 tuat.LeA, (In 1969 some
people were invited to'test the course in as- many educational.
situations,as_possible so that 'the writers would be able to
make use 'of their experiences.) The nature of this pilot
trialling is not specified.

The nature of learner-based revision is specified. The
developers state: "In 1971 en 1972 wend in Cambridge en Autea-
dam een 4e4ie biieeahom4ten gehouden, waa4aan de cu441444amen4-
tette44, advi4eu44 en te4te44 deetnamen. Op dege biieenhom-
4ten wend at he mateaiaat goagvutdi4"beooddeetd, geamemdee4d
en ten4totte goedgeheu4d. Het be4taande mate4iaat weird op
g4ond vqi de eava4ingen uit de te4tpeae aangient4h uitge-
baeid mei matediaat dat was ontwo4pen om de ttexibaLteLt van
de C11,44U4 te ve4g4oten en dege bete4 ge4chiht te mahen V004
een bride 4cata van 4tudenten

gee/a/made de 4evi4idpe4iode weaden de voo44tetten die doa'
at te deelneme44 aan het p4oiect weaden gedaan, evenaL die van
amdeae, dooa het Mini4teaie ge4aadpteegde, de4hundigen, be4-
p4ohen en oveagenomen at4 ge daan V004 in aammeahing hwamen"
(iv). (In 1971. and 1972 some meetings were held ire Cambridge
and Amsterdam in which all the writers, advisers, developers
and testers took part. The antire material was discussed,
modified where necessary; and finally approved. .Extensions
were developed, applying the knowledge gained during the pildt
trialling sessions, so that the course became more flexible
and useful for larger groups of students ...

During the revision period, proposals presented by all the
participants, including experts employed by the Ministry,
were discussed and where thought best, were included in the
course.)

In the Voo4woo4d b.t. de tweede heagiene uitgave(Foreword
to the second edition), the developers state: gOn3e eigeM ea-
vaaingen atimede die van amdeac.docentgekuihe44, gevoegd.bil.
nieuweae ingichten op het gebied van vaeemde-taatvelweaving
en -ondeaw44, hebben on ove4tuigd van de wen4etilihheLd tot
een gaondige hey giening van Levead Nederlands oven te gam,
01,14 4tond daaabii:voo4 ogen om, gondea de gaondgedachte van
de cyamki aan te ta4t,en, iteLinatetaaaL/b2zu____diAzutbasztte_____
maker aan de.communicgtieve behoette van de te4neme4 eme4g4d4
en aan diems getfwe4hgamheid ande4.4d4.

De be2ang4iih4te veaamdeaingen behetgen de votgemde punten:
-De 2 4j4t aanbevoten teCtuaa i4 getALIS4d en aitgeb4eid
-Veiteeavoudiging en veaduidet4hing van de aanwiigingen V004
geb4uih 64 ge144tudie

-Het aanvulten en in-ode/cal-se/ten van vocabutai4e-t4i4ten
-Veavanging van het mateaiaat V004 de v4iie conve44atie
-Veanieuwing en uitbaeiding van de hui4weahopgaven
-Be gaammatica die in de ee44te editig uit4tuitend geaicht
was op gebiluib doo4 de te4gevea, ems geheet he44ch4evem en
k/Luihbaa4 gemaaht V004 de te4nemea
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-De tuNeaux von de be4ch444ving vun de 4i4uctuu/toeieenet
344n veAvaLten "(v). (Our own experiences, as well as those
of other teachers and users, combined with recent. views on
second language learning and teaching, convinced us of the
desirability of thoroughly revising LeveredNede4-Cand4 . We
wished to reeain the basic contents of the course but improve
the subj6ct matter` to meet the communicative needs of students
in the classroom and for self-study..

The major modifications are these:
. -the recommended reading has been modified'and extended;

-the instructions to, A guide for the self-study student have
been clarified or simplified;

-vocabulary lists have been modernized and extended;
- the subject matter for free conversation has been modified;
- the homework exercises have-been reworked and extended;
-the grammar that was originally designed for use by the tea-
cher.has been rewritten so that it can also. be used by stud-
ents; .

.

,

G -the-descriptive tables of the structure exercises have teen
deleted.

The Nature of referencegr---- aid locations involved are
specified. The developers state: deAge waiter; .4. 4,1p/e44,

_ .Thu4loch_Tehnicad. CJA_,Cogo, 4ay.e----1.--gort,L4,e,t,44,4_ot.weit,,
Cunterzbulty; M44 cc. HUtChiA40,7" c2.04gow Univen414; M. 2.
Rige,l4bmd; LiveApo Umive44i4; D4 A. 2v M. Om Seggaen,
UnAlt;e/t4itd .de StAaLouag; D44 2. W. de Vitie4, Univen4ita4
indoneAj:z, e^4aha/ztaliv). (These were:. A. Alpress, Thurrock
Technical College, Grays; ' J. Hol, University of -ent, Canter-
bury:" Mrs J. Hutchi,lson,.Glasgow University; M. . RigelsfOrd,
Live pool University; Dr A. J. M. van Seggelen, .Universite
de Strasbourg; . Drs J. W. de Vries, Universitas 'Indonesia,
Djakarta.)

3 GOALS

3.1 Goals: The goals of the material are specified. The developers
-state: "The course is intended to provide practice. in the
understanding, Rioduction and use of educated colloquial
Dutch"(x). The goals are to develop listening and ,,speaking
skills in the, Dutch language.

It can be inferred that Leo 1: Foneti.eh en 4peLLing
(Lessons 2-24: Dialogue, Drills) incorporate memory. Lem
SumeniuUing van het ge4pAeh (Lessons 2-24: Dialogue summary)
is intended to apply comprehension to the text of the dialogue.
Lpi fxpluitutke4to4 (Lessons 2-24: Exploitation material)
incorporates application and analysis. LeA 2-24: c;nammouticn
(Lessons 2 24: Grammar) additionally :ncorporates synthesis.

It can be inferred that Lei 1: Fonetieh en 4peLang
(Lesson 1: Phonetics and spelling) and Leo 2-24: ce4pAeb,
Oefentnyen. f,xp-laitatieAto,f, cizummat4a (Lessons 2-24: Dial-
°Rues, Exercises, Ev.ploitation material. Grlmar), incorporate
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receiving and responding. Leo 2-24: Samenvatting van het
9e4poek (Lessons 2-24: Dialogue summary) additionally incorp-
orates valuing.

3.2 Obtjectives: For Le4 1: Fonetieh en 4peaing (Lesson 1: Phonet-
ics and spelling), the developers state: "This unit provides
the student with practice in discriminating between Dutch
sounds and in pronouncing and spelling words containing them"
(x). The objective of L.' 2-24: ge4pKek, (reasons 2-24: Dial-
ogue) is .for the learner to mimic and memorize the text. The
objective of Leers 2-24: Samenvatti.ng van he pe4p4ek (Lessons
2-24: Dialogue summary) is to direct the learner to the uean-
ing of the dialogue as a whole. For Lei 2-24: Gleten,engea

(Lessons 2 -24: Exercises), the developers state: "These exer-.
cises provide practice in forming Dutch sentences on patterns
which have been introduced in the dialogue"(xi). For Lem 2,14:
6xp-Coitatie4to,t (Lessons 2-24: the _devel4ers staie: "The
Exploitation material is intended to encourage the student
to use Dutch"(xi). For Le4 2-24: g4ammatica (Lessons 2-24:
Grammar), the developers state: "This survey treats the gram-
matical teaching points covered in the dialogue"(x).

Behavioral or performance objectives are not stated in
measurable terms. For Le4 1: Foneliek ea 4peLting (Lesson__
1: Phonetics and spelling), the developers state: "You are
asked in Lesson 1 to listen to sets (usually pairs) of Dutch
words differing in only one sound but quite distinct in mean-
ing. A visual cue which has already been associated with one
of the,words in a pair is then presented and you are asked
to select the correct word from the pair You are then asked
to repeat the words paying careful attention to their pronun-
ciation"(x). The conditions for demonstrating achievement
involve either instruction by a teacher or self-study. The
behavioral objectives of the material are twofold:.
ce4pAek (Dialogue) and Oeiten.ingen (Exercises) attempt to
change learner's behaviours through over-learning variety
of patterns whilst the 6x/ooitat,i_e4tot(Exploitation material;
and c4ammatica (Grammar) provide explanation of the grammat-
icalr.rules. Since th:11 objective of- the dialogues and exer-
cises is memorization and not comprehension, the ability of
the dialogues to provide meaning and conversational management
is limited.

4 CONTENTS

4.1 Characteristics: The material consists of a textbook, a set of
seven tapes comprising the complete au. lo version of the units,
and five cassettes comprising ah abridged audio version of
the units. The reality status of the material is fictional,
and when reference is made to tne Netherlands, it is possible
to establish these references as contemporaneous. The semantic
emphasis of the material is sociological.

S
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The Dutch language is used throughout the material includ-
ing instructions and commentary. The developers state: "Dutch
is the only language used in the course, which has been plan-
ned to make it unnecessary for you.to use your native language
at any point"(x). The.material uses standard Dutch: which
the developers describe as "educated colloqu.itl Dutch"(x).
The language level is beginner.

4.2 Scope: The learner materials of Levend Neciealandd consist of
twenty-four lessons. The title of each lesson is contained
in the YnAuud (Contents). The course is presented in three
versions: a printed version contained in the textbook; a com-
plete audio version presented on the reel tapes; and an abrid-
ged audio version presented on the cassettes. -

The course begins with an introductory lesson, Lei
Fonetiek en ApeUing (Lesson 1: Phonetics and spelling); The
print 'd version includes 427 visual cues comprising pictures,
.phonemes, digraphs, syllables and words, and is presented over
twelve pages. This lesson is.followed by a commentary-which
examines the pronunciation of the phonemes in standard Dutch.

Lesson 1 is followed by Lea 2-24: ce4paek, Aanvutlende
tonetiek, Samenvatting van het ge4paek, Weningen, exiatoit-
atie4to4, §aammati,:a (Lessons 2-24: Dialogue, Supplementary
phonetiO8 and spelling, Dialogue summary, Exertises,. Exploit-
ation material, Grammar). The format of ,eaohof these lessons'
follows the same order, with the following sequence adopted
in the printed and audio versions. The subject matter of the
ce4pmek (Dialogue) concerns incidents'in the day-to-day activ-
ities of the members of Dutch families and their social con-
: cts in the Netherlands. AanvaUende tonetiek(Supplementary
phonetics) provides concise-phonetic'treatment in the context
of social usage. Samenvatttrg van het ge4paek DialOgue sum-
mary) provides a prose summary of the dialogue. Cleteningen
(Exercises) follow established audiolingual practice, and con-
sist of drill'' _types in subst.ltution and transformation.
6xpio.LtutieAtof (Exploitation materidl) comprises the sections:
&znvutiende wooadent4At (Supplementary vocabulary) in the
form of a Dutch vocabulary list 'which includes an appended
prose lassage incorporating words from the list; Vaagen OVC4
he geApaek (Questions about the dialogue) and ConveaAatie
(Conversation) provide oral exercises; HaiAweith (Homework)
provides written exercise! and g4ammatica (Grammar) treats
the grammar covvred it each lesson.

Thc. completelAudio version comprises leA 1: Fonet.ieh en
Apett.ig (Lesson 1: Fhonetics and spelling) and Le-i 2-24: geA-
pizek, Samenvettiry van het geApaek, Oefeningen (Lessons 2-24:
Dialogue, Dialogue summary, Exercises). The contents of the
course are presented as follows: Tape 1 (Ban,2 1) covers Lesson

through to cue 344; Tap: 2 (Band 2 ) covens Lesson 1 from
cue 345 to Lesson 5; Tape 3 ( Band 3 ) covers Lesson
6 through to Lesson 9; Tape 4 (Band 4 ) covers Lesson 10
through to Lesson 13; Tape 5 ( Band 5 ) covers Lesson 14
tiwough to Lesson 17; Tape 6 ( /land 6 ) covers Lesson 18
through to Lesson 21, and Ta.e 7 ( Band 7) covers Lesson 2z
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through to Lesson 24. . The abridged 1.udio version compriges
Leo 1: Fonetieh en 4petting (Lesson. 1: Phonetics and spelli g)
and Le, 2 -2i: §e4p/teh, Cleitetingen (Lessons 2-24: Dialo ue,
and first three examples of the Exercises for each unit).
Cassette 1 contains Lesson 1 and Cassettez 1 through to 5 con-
tain Lesson. 2 -through to Lesson 24.

The teacher materials consist of the introductory and con-
cluding contents. The introductory material comprises the fol-
lowing sections: V6o4woo4d (Foreword) outlining the material
development of the course; grUeZdtrig (Introduction) presented
in Dutch, English, French, German, Spanish and Indonesian
versions, outlines procedures to be followed for implemen-
tation of the course. Only-the Dutch version presents the
Introduction in .full, including information concerning the
§4ammaticate index (Grammatical index), WboAdindex (Word
index) and supplies Aanbevaten.2ectuuA .(Recommended reading),
whil3t the versions in other languages Are titled and intended
as A Guide for the Self-Instructional Student. The cloncluding
material comprises the following sections: On/zegetmatige.
en 4te/the weithwoo4den (Regular and ,strong verbs) . providing
a list of the verbs; '6.1tainmatidale index (Grammatical index)
which provides an index to ,the cfiammatica (Grammar) sections
of each lesson; Oboadndex (Word index) which_provides an
index to the lessons of the learner-Maferials;,.!arA Ahiwoo4den
op he Itui4weAh.(Answers to the homework).

The contents are covered very clearly through an extensive
variety of short topics. The content is designed to be cloy
ered several times and all topics must be'covered for a satis-.
factory learning experience. Supplementary materials are recom-..
mended in the Aanbevaten .tectuuA -(Recommended reading) which '-

lists gitammatica'4 (grammars), woo/tdenboehen (dictionaries),
amvuLtend mateaiamt Levend Nederlands (Supplementary
material for Levend Nedeiblan14), and 4ontanl, ve/thmten (novels,
short. stories).

4.3 Sequence: The order of the material is based upon learners
moving from concrete to abstract, increasing complexity or
difficulty. The developers state: "The course builds up pro-
gressively. You .are advised to keep, in general,cto the order
of the material as given and to follow the procedure suggested
in thi, guide. Nevertheless individuals. vary considerably
in their learning styles and habits, and may find a different
order which suits them better. Although the Grammar section
has been placed at the end of each lesson, it. is expected that
the student may want to consult it earlier from time. to time
in the course of the lesson"(x). The starting point within
the sequence is the same for each learner'and is (3*-.termined
by the material. Prior knowledge is the basis for determining
the starting point. The course within the sequence is the
same for each learner and is determined by the teacher on the
basis of performance in preceding tasks, or by the learner
in a self-study situation. Optional sequences are not spec-
ified.

S ti
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5 METHODS

5.1 Recommendations for use: For Le4 1: ronetieh en 4pet.ling
(Lesson 1: Phonetics And 'spelling), ite developers state:
"You are asked in Lesson 1 to listen to sets (usually pairs)
of Dutch words differing only in one sound but quite.distinct
in meaning. A visual cue which has already been associated
with one of the words in a pair is then presented and you are
asked to select the correct word from the pair. .You are then
asked to repeat the words, paying careful attention to their
pronunciation.

You will hear three voices on the tape for this lesson:
the :ommentator, who introduces the topic; the instructor,
who calls onLyou for-your responses; and, at the beginning
of the lesson, a.voice representing 'you', the student. There
are also two audio signals on the tape:,a high note as a sig-
nal to lOok at the next visual cue on the page; a low note
as a signal that you should stop looking at the book and
listen to the commentator.

Practice in spelling and reading written words proceeds
along the sam9'fines, throughout lesson 1"(x).

For Le4 .X24: §e4pneh (Lesson 24: Dialogue), the develop-
ers state: "When working with the e-dialogue you should proceed

--a-s-f olio ws-r-

(1) Listen to the dialogue'on the tape and look at the pic-
tures or follow the text in the book. This first run-through
is only to give an understanding of the dialogue as a whole.

(2) Look at the first piCture and at the corresponding line
of text. Now switch on the tape and listen to the first .sent-
ence. If pauses have been made in the recording, you should
repeat the sentence in the pause. If not, you should stop the
recording and then repeat the sentence. Continue like this
through the whole dialogue. Don' -t worry if the meaning of all
sentences is not totally clear at this stage: and don't,hesit-
ate to respond because you have picked up only some, but mot
all, of the. sounds of the sentence played .to you. You will
get better with practice.

(3) At the end of the dialogue stop the tape add rewind
to the beginning in order to listen to your own voice or to
repeat the sentences once again. It is important that you
notice the often considerable differences between what you
hear on the tape and the written text in the book; make care-
ful comparisons of pronunciation and spelling. You can go
through this stage. as often as you think useful.

(4) Wh-n you have familiarised yourself with th., dialogue
in this way, you should be able to repeat the sentences from
the tape correctly without reading the text simultaneously.
Cover the text of the dialogue with a piece of parer, listen
to the sentence on the tape, repeat the sentence and then un-
cover the sane sentence in the text to check whether you have
succeeded in understanding and repeating all the words cor-
-ectly"(x).
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For Leo 2-24; cAammatica (Lessons 2-24: Grammar), the
developers state: "(5) After having gone through the dialogue
you may proceed to the 'Grammar' section atthe end of the
'lesson. This survey treats the grammatical teaching points
covered in the dialogue. The numbers between round brackets
indiCate the .lines in the dialogue with 'r' standing for-'regel'
(line).

(6) Read the,dialogue line by line and see if you really
understand every word. Look up new words in the'di.ctionary.

(7) At this stage the dialogue should no longer present
any difficulties to you. Listen to the dialogue once.again.
You should now be capable of understanding and repeating all
sentences without looking at the text"(x).

For Lei 2-24: Aanvuttende tonetiek (Lessons 2-24: Supple-
mentary phonetics), the developers state:, "The voice on the
tape usually says Let op de uLt4pqaah van ...') ('pay atten-
tion to the pronunCiation of :..') liierthaat ' ('repeat') Then
you may repeat what is-said on the tape. Carefully ,compare
the.pronunCiation with the spelling (see the text in the book)
and your pronunciatiOn with the voice on the tape"(x,xi).

For LeA 2-24: Samemvatting van he ge4p/Lek. (Lessons 2-24;
Dialogue summary), .the developers 'state: "(1) You may listen
to the summary. You may wish to look at _the. pictures again
while listening, but since the summary deals with a situation
which you understand well from the dialogue 'there should be
no problem about the meaning of, the summary as a whole. You
should not be disconcerted at finding new words in the summary,
they will in no way interfere with your understanding.

(2) The summary may 'be read through quickly, again with
concern only for the meaning as a whole.

(3) The summary may also be used as a dictation 'passage:
listen to the tape and try to write. down what you hear. Check-
what.you have written with the text in the book"(xi).

For. Leo 2 -24: 0e4eningen (Lessons 2-24: Drills), the devel-
opers state: "You will first hear an example consisting of
the original sentence (Stimulus) and the' response required
(Reponse). Then in the exercise proper you hear other sentences
parallel to the stimulus, to which you must give the correct
Response yourself. It is necessary to decide what has happened
°to the original- example in order to be able to produce the
same kind of Response the next time. If the tape has been pro-
vided with pauses,. you will have in each case a pause for you
to make your Response. If there are no pauses provided, you
will have to stop the recorder to give the appropriate Response.
Then a model Response follows as a guide to the correctness
of your Response. After this, another pause is needed in which
the Response can be spoken'again. Thi3 activity continues to
the end of the exercise. To summarise', each exercise item

.consists of:
1. stimulus from the tape
2. pause for you to respond
3. correct response from the tape
4. pause for ynn to repeat the correct

Exercisers are classified A,B and C. 'A'

ively 'B' and 'C' exercises are

response
exercises are relat-
more difficult"(xi).
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Within Lei 2-24; exp2oitatie4tof (Exploitation material),
Aanvii-aende woonden244t (Supplementary vocabulary) is to be
memorized and applied in the commentaries,' 'Vnagen oven het
ge4pnek (Questions about the. dialogue) and Conve44atie(Gonver-
sation) are designed to be used as conversation passages whilst
Hui4wenk (Homework) provides written homework' exercises.

The description of teaching-learning method is quite clear,
comprehensive and located in the galeiding (Introductron) and
A Guide for the Self-Instructional Student.

5.2 Type of'environaent; Units 1 through to 24 of Leveed Nedentand4
are'designed for use either in the classroom or for self-study.
Additionally, the exp2oitatie4tot (Exploitation material) may
lead learners to contacts with the Dutch speaking community.
The developers state: "Both in the case of the open-ended
Hai4weak questions and the oral exploitation exercises Witagen
oven he ce4pnek and Conven4atie ) if you are lucky enough tk_.
know a Dutch speaker you can check.your answers with him of '41,
her"(xi).

The material is designed for either individual learners
for self-study or learners arranged in groups, but the sizes'
and abilities of groups are unspecified.

53 Nature of. interaction: The nature of interaction will vary accord-
ing to whether the material is used in the classroom or for
self-study. For classroom use, Lesson and the ge4pleh (Dia-
logue) and Oeteningea (Exercises) of Lesson 2 through 'to 24
predominantly involve teacher-learner-resource material inter-
action, Samenatting van het peApneh (Dialogue summary),
AanvuLleade woonden4i4t (Supplementary vocabulary) , and Nu.

(46mework) involve predominantly resource material -to-
learners action, Vnagen oven het geApneh (Questions about the'
dialogue) predominantly involves resource material-learner
interaction; Conven4atie (Conversatiompredominantly involves
teacher-learner and learner-learner interaction. For self-
study, Lesson 1, geApneh (Dialogue) and Nteningen (Exercises)
of Lessons 2 through to 24, Vnagen oven hetgeApneh (Questions
about the dialogue) and Conweimatie(Conversation), Samenvatting
wit hetsowicaeh (Dialogue summary) , Ahavuttemdewoolzdentilpt (Sup-
plementary vocabulary) and illti4We4h (Homework) predominantly
involve resource material-learner interaction:

5.4 Teacher and learner roles: If Leveed Nede2lcutd4 is to be used
in the classroom, it is intended that the teacher initiate
roles. If the material is to be used for self-study, it is
intended that the learner initiate roles.

5.5 Teaching approach: The developers state: "Het Ra,mieke audclo-
vi4uele muteatha.1 dat wa4 opgebouwd votgen4 de me e4 goa.14.

ontwehke-ld 34.n &Ion het CROJF - waailmee de3e 024 LA duide-
k veawarit4chap veatoont - wend gecombineead met eaiaal

da.t geAchAla i4 voo/t een mee4 cogni-tieve o/ meet diftecte meth-
0d4 "(iv). (The classical audio-visual material, developed
according to the CREDIF methods, to which this course is
closely related, was combined with material that is more suit-
able for a cognitive code approach or direct method approach.)

Characteristics of the audiovisual method incorporated into
the teaching-learning methodology include commencement of each
lesson with a series of visual cues illustrating the ceApaeh
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(Dialogue) which the learner is expected to mimic and memorize,
the use of substitution and transformation types of pattern
drill in the Cleteningen (Exercises), and explanation of the
grammatical, rules applied in each lesson within the gnammatica
(Grammar)., The exp,toitatie4tot (Exploitation material) pro-
vides. exercises 'relating to the cognitive code approach and
direct menthod approach.

5.6 Learning approach: The learning approach is. combination of
practice and drill methods and viewing, listening, answering
methods in the geApneh (Dialogues) and the Oleteningen (Exer-
cises),.didactic instruction in the Aanvat,Lende tonetieh. (Sup-
plementary phonetics), Samenvatting van het geApaeh (Dialogue
summary), 1.10.4wenh (Homework) sections of the bcploitaZieAtot
(Exploitation material) and gnammatica (Grammar), and discus-
sion and questioning the Vnagen oven het geAprneh (Questions
about the dialogue) and ConvenAatie (Conversation)' of the
Exploitation material.

6 RESPONSES

6.1 Responses: The developers intend that learners respond to the
patterns presented in ge4p4ek (Dialogues) and pattern drills

the Oeteningen (Exercises) through habituation to processes
of mimicry and memorization..' These patterns are then to le
applied to performance. Follbwing explanation of the 'rules'
of the lesson through the gnammatica (Grammar), learners are
required to extend conversational and writing. skills in the
exp,Zoitaiie4tot (Exploitation material). Although the dialogue,
and pattern drill sequences of each lesson do not require spec-
ification of responses, responses are provided to complete
oral and written exercises within the Exploitation material.

Responses to the ge4peek (Dialogues) and pattern drills
of the Cleteningen (Exercices) are objective through following
a groCedure of mimicry and memorization when using the tape
or cassette recordings and 'Visual cues at pictures in the text.
Objective responses are also specified in the instructions,
to oral and written exercises of the 6xpLoitatieAtot(Expleit-
ation material).

Leo 1: Fonetieh en Ape-I-ling (Lesson 1: Phonetics and spel-
ling) and Leo 2-24: 5e4p4e4. AanvutLeade tonetiek, Samermatting
van he ge4pAeh, Oeteningen (Lessons 2-24: Dialogue, Supplemmit-
ary phonetics and spelling, Dialogue summary, Exercises) are
presented aurally, graphically through readihr and pictorially,
and responded to orally and graphically throb h reading. L'A
2-24: 6xpLoitatie4tot, cvmmatica(Lessons '2-24: Exploitation
material, Grammar) are presented graphically through reading.
Vnagen oven het ge4p4ek(Questions about the dialogue) an.:

ConvenAatie (Conversation) are, responded to orally.

6.2 Outcomes: Listening and speaking skills are treated predominantly
within the "contents and there is also restricted treatment
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of reading and writing skills mainly in the 6cp,CuLtati.e4toit

(Exploitation material). Configurational sequence: Learners
are expected to master sight vocabulary incorporated into
Lesson 1 through visual cues. 'However, neither sight vocab-
ulary -,nor structural analysis play roles within the audiovisual
presentation adopted in Lessons 2 through to 24, although sight
vocabulary is treated -in the Aanmalende woo4denti441.: (Supple-
mentary vocabulary) and both sight vocabulary and structural
analysis are featured in the §4ammatica .(Grammar). Grapho-
phonic sequence: Letter recognition and digraphs are intro-
ducedinto Lesson 1. Syllabification is not treated in the
material. Syntactic transformation: Syntactic transformation
is introduced within the context of the dialogue of Lesson
2 and learners are expected to, master the syntactic structures
of the Dutch language through mimicry and memorization. life

scope of each Lesson, which extends outside the scope of audio-
visual presehtation in the exploitatie4to4- (Exploitation mat-
erial) and Sitammatica (Grammar), confirms that learners may
proceed through inductive learning of grammatical rules intro-

.

duced in' addition to relying upon over-learning patterns pres-
ented in the dialogues and drills. Semantic operators: The
audiovisual presentation allows for non-verbal cues and inton-
ational patterns to be presented to learners through the tape
or cassette recordings. A major preoccupation of the approach
is given to mimicking such cues Mid patterns. Idiomatic usages
have been considered in developing subject matter of dialogues:

The affective content of Leveed Aedentand4 embodies value
positions involving indoctrination. The literary themes pre-
sented in Leo 2-24: ge4p4eh, Samenvatting van het 9e4pneh,
0e4emi,ven, exploita,tie4tg (Lessons 2-24: Dialogue, Summary
of the dialogue, Exercises, Exploitation material) apply indoc-
tripation of cultural values relating to t?. Dutch of the

AdNetherlands. Despite the stress placed by developers on the
cultural relevancy of the subject matter in Leveed elaand4
the emphasis within the audiovisual method upon mimicry and
memorization limits motivation for developing favourable bicul-
tural attitudes of learners. The material i$ likely to be
appropriate to the cognitive style of Dutch-Australian children.

r.VALUATION

7.1 Specification: There is no specific evaluation design provided
in the material. Each lessOn contains exercises within the
6xploitatie4tof (Exploitation material). wooa.denli

(Supplementary vocabulary), V4agen overt het sze4p4eh (Questions
about the dialogue) and Conve44atie(Conversation) provide oral
exercises, and HuAlAwaAb (Homework) provides written exercises.

7.2 Purpose: The exercises are designed to specify achievement in
the particular grammatical structures of the lessor..
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7.3 Outcomes: Learners are required to apply knowledge, comprehension,
application and analysis to successfully complete the exercises.

4

7.4 Means: Vizagen °veil het 9.e.41;zeh (Questions about the dialogue)
and ConveA4u.Lie(Conversation) incorporate short answer proced-
ures. //u week .(Homework) incorporates cloze procedures and
short answer procedures. Tabulation and uses of reporting
of learner evaluation are not specified.

8 CONTINGENCIES AND CONGRUENCES

8.1 Contingencies: The antecedents, transactions and outcomes within
Levend NedeV.andA. indicate a high degree of contingency. .The.

background characteristics indicate that the material is suit-
able for target learner,groups in Australian schools. The
stated'goals are attainable in terms of the specified teaching-
learning method.' Both the contents and method are mutually
contingent) although the specified teaching learning- method
affects the scope and sequence of the contents. The contents
fulfill the requirements of audiolingualism; dialogue, pattern
drill and explanation are Fch-provideein Lessons 2 through
to 24. Outcomes are contingent upon both antecedents and
transactions. Although the concentration upon over-learning
language patterns through mimicry, and memorization provides
some degree of second language acquisition, this is inhibited
by the unbalanced treatment of basic language skills., The
material inadequately treats structural analysis and syllab-.
ification, although it provides for development of other skills
in the configurational and graphophonic sequences, syntactic
transformations and semantic operators. The deficiency of
the material through concentration upon memorization of pat-'
terns to the exclusion of meaning, is likely to limit the
extent to which motivation for second language learning can
be fostered. Moreover, the evaluation design is inadequate
to effectively measure learner outcomes.

The high degree of contingency between the constructs of
LevendNedeiaand4 would allow the material tb be successfully,
implemented in second language programs. Although successful
implementation of this material would involve application of
audiolingual methodology, the explicit nature of the specific-
ation of constructs is likely to assist its implementation.
However, a major restriction upon acquired competence in second
language learning is the dependency of the material upon the
audiovisual method although the developers have incorporated
subject matter to which the direct method is applied.

8.2 Congruences: A hi4h degree of congruence can be established
between this mattkrial and a particular second language educ-
ation program. The developers have established congruence
through a consistent application of audiolingual theory through-
out the contents. Although the cohesion of the material and
thoroughness of the approach allows potential learner difficul-
ties to be checked, the scope of the material may be too
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pr .ms in Australian schools without supplementary materials.
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14-S .SSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

. .

9.1 Sumdavy commes:. file 'material is suitable for use with all
. learners for'Tmunity _language education.

k
10 BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS

10.1 Policies: Lev-md Nedeft,lund4 is likely to be successful with
learners in all urban communities, and with all socio-economic
groups.

in
contents are apprOprite to both mobile and static

groups in tbe community with liberal attitudes.
. The material is suitable for Anglo- Australian and Dutch-
Australian ethnic groups. SucceSsful implementation of the
material is not dependent upon support from the Dutch ethnic
community. However, when the learners undertake the . exp&it-,

atie4to,t (Exploitation material), the developerg state: ".Both
in the case of the open-ended Hui4we4k questions and the oral
exploitation exercises (Vaagen oven hei ge4plek and Conve44atie)
if You are lucky enough to know a Dutch speaker you can check
your answers with him or her "(xi). The material is unlikely
to cause conflict between Anglo- Australians and Dutch-Austral-
ians.

10.2 Educational practices: The audiovisual method used in Levend
Nede/dand4 will be suitable for all learners. The inductive
approach to learning grammatical rules through the use of
visual and' recordings is appropriate for learners' of lower
socio-economic backgrounds. Dutch-Australian learners are
likely to be more successful with this material if they possess
prior knowledge of the Dutch language. Each unit of the mat-
erial is organized into a series of short topics, which in
most cases would be appropriate for learners arranged in class
grOups of mixed abilities, and in the case of Converma,tie(Con-
versation) learners arranged in small-groups of mixed abilities.
Alternatively, the course is suitable for self -study by an
individual learner.

The purpose of the material is directed toward training
in specific skills and could be used successfully within a
separate subject area. The material is "somewhat related to
other resource materials used in the immigrant education cur-
ricLlum.

MOdern language staff are important for the successful
implementation of the material. The material requires moder-
ately more than normal space for its use, and audio visual
services are required.
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10.3 Program practices: Teachers pf Anglo-Australian and Dutch-Aust-
ralian backgrounds with lengthy residences in the Netherlands
would experience most success with Leveed Alede/21aad4. Teachers
would need to show tolerant attitudes towards he Dutch of
the Netherlands to experience success with the mate7ial. Teach-
ers would need to bevable-to understand, speak, read and write
fluently in the Dutch language to successfully implement the
material.

ry

Quite extensive in-service teacher training and teaching
experience would be necessary to implement the material succes-
sfully. A teacher with strong attar dent to orderly procedures
would be most successful implementing the material.

.Dutch-Australian learaprs are likely to experience greater
success with this material. The .contents of the material
°presume that all learners are beginners,.and consecitlently mono-
lingual English speaking learners should experience success
with the material. 'Learners would need to' pow competence
in knowledge, comprehension and application to use the material
successfully. Success with the material will make no ident-
ifiable difference to learners' atttudes toward themselves,
toward others or toward change.

88/
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MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION MATERIALS

1. IDENTIFICATION OF RESOURCE MATERIAL

1.1 Title: MuLticu,l.tuita-1 education MateAia24 (The Netherlands)

1.2 Developer:. EdUcation Department of South Australia

1.3 Publisher; Distributor: Education Department of South Australia

1.4 Address of Publisher, Distributor: 31 Flinders Street, Adelaide,
South Australia, 5000, Australia

1.5 Year of copyright: Qc 1979

1.6 Material media: print, set of 5 transparencies, set of games,
set,of 22 puzzles, set of 97 slides, set of 1 audiocassette

1.7 Compo ents: Mu2ticuttuAa2 education MatetZial4 comprises six sub-
un'ts: The Netherlands; Yugoslavia; Germany; Poland, Greece;
and Italy. The latter units are beyond the scope of this Guide
and accordingly only the component subunit, The Netherlands,
is represented in this analysis. Each of the six subunits
explores four common themes: food; family life; community life;
and people and places.
(applicable to the entire unit)
Teachers Handbook, section 1
Celebration Calendar
(applicable to the subunit!The Netherlands)
Teacher's Handbook, section 2, The Netherlands
Resource Cards, set of 36
slides, set of 97
cassette, sot of 1
overhead transparencies, set of 5

1.8 Subject areas: social sciences, language arts

1.9 Curriculum role: basic

1.10 Grade levels: upper primary The material is designed for adapt-
ation to the lower secondary level.

1.11 Academic status: not specified

1.12 Educational time block: unit or mini-course

1.13 Population characteristics: (applicable to the entire unit) The
developer states: "We believe that the MuiticiatuAa2 6ducation
Mqtc,zial4 will provide resources for a more culturally enriched
education for all children These Mu,LticultuAa.t educa.tion
Mutvzica4 iorm a resource kit to assist classroom teachers
in developing a multicultural curriculum appropriate.to their
particular school community" (5, 6).
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1.14 Community acceptance: (applicable to the subunit, the Netherlands)
The subject. matter of the Resource CardS presents a Coefficient
of Evaluation of 82.99 on the basis of favorable identification
with Dutch culture. of the Netherlands. The Coefficients of
Evaluation for sets of Resource Cards within each thematic
category indicate diverse scores: Food presents a Coefficient
of Evaluation of 75.76; People and Places presents 81.82;
Family Life presents 84.44; and Community Life presents 88.00.

The developer asserts that biases are not present in the
MuLticuttuitat education MateiziatA. Although it is recognized
that Dutch culture spans the Netherlands and northern Belgium,
reference to Dutch culture in this subunit is confined to con-.
sideration of the Dutch of the Netherlands.

The developer states: "Having amassed *a great body of inform-
ation and ideas, the project team was faced with the challenge
of presenting Dutch culture, in a form which
was honest and not sentimental, interesting but not stereotyped,
and above all relevant to children in Australian schools"(4).
Despite this intention',, the analyst believes that cultural
aspects depicted are largely traditional and liable to.the
forms of misinterpretation the developer wishes to avoid.

1.15 Source: Material in the English language developed in Australia,
anddepiCfing aspects Of other cultures or containing the
content of various other school subjects.

1.16 Teacher training: The extent of in-service training necessary
to master the content and suggested teaching methods in the
material is not specified.

1.17 PreparaVon: (applicable to the entire unit) The developer
states: "Before using these materials thorough teaching prep-
aration is needed. It is suggested that the teacher's own
preparation might include the following: 1. Answering these

4 questions. Why should I teach about multicultural Australia?
What kind of attitudes do I want to develop in my students?
What ideas do my students already have about Australian society
and people of different cultural backgrounds? What prejudices
and notions do they have? What prejudices and notions do I
have? What techniques and materials am I going to use co
develop multicultural awareness? 2. Background knowledge of
countries 3. Knowledge of migration history and settle-
ment in Australia 4. Cultural knowledge 5.
Positive attitude toward other cultures 6. Awareness
of sources of prejudice, stereotypes, bias Before using
any materials from this resource kit, the teacher s11:.uld in
addition to the preparations listed above, read the relevant
introductory sections of the teachers' notes in this handbook
and the resource cards selected for use"(11).

1.18 Physical description: (applicaole to the entire unit) The unit
is contained in .a cardboard box, with a lift-off cardboard
top, measuring 285mm by 320mm by 358mm, including the top.

9 6
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Each of the component subunits' is contained within the box
in a cardboard sleeve measuring 227nu by 48mm by 340mm. The
box is sufficient in size to contain all the learner materials.

The Teacher'S Handbook is supplied unbound; a binding is
not supplied. The pages measure 210mm by 295mm. Typed print
has been used for presentation of the Teacher's Handbook.
Seccion 1 comprises 46 pages, and Section 2 has 45 pages.,

The Celebration Calendar is a 295mm by 210mm, 29 page hound
booklet. The qualities of presentation and printing are excel-
lent.

.
(applicable to the subunit, The- Netherlands) The Resource

Cards are presented in an unsealed cardboard container.
Each Resource Card consists of a double-folded cardboard
sheet measuring 420mth by 297mm. The print on each Resource
Card is black-and-white with the adopted colour code.(orange)
used for additional print anti colouring.

The slides are unmounted and contained within-a protective
wrapping. Mounts -for slides are not supplied. A two-page
unbound chart identifying individual slides by titles is sup-7,
plied. The technical quality of the slides is excellent.

.The cassette is supplied in a durable container. The tech-
nical quality of, the recording is variable. The cassette,
together with the slides and the chart, are contained in an
unsealed plastic folder.

The transparencies are each 205mm by 280mm and contained
in a plastic folder. The quality of the transparencies js
very good.

1.19 Material development: (applicable to the entire unit) The South
Australian Department of Education, the institution responsible
for the development of the material, is a state education

'department.
The developer states: "The MaiticLatuaca 6cielcatLon Materzia44,

of which this teacher's handbook forms a part, are a result
of a curriculum development project undertaken by the Education
Department of South Australia. The project began in May 1976
when a' group of six bilingual teachers was seconded for six
weeks to work ,with the research assistant to the Multicultural
-Education Programme in developing some sort of 'ethnic kit'.
From this vague beginning, the 'ethnic kit' has developed into
a comprehensive resource kit, relating to six of the largest
ethnic groups in Australia. The development took' over two
years; the preparation of the materials for publication .a fur-
ther eighteen months"(3).

It is stated that development of the material was funded
by the Migrant and Multicultural Education Program of the
Commonwealth Schools Commission.

The developer states: "It is assumed that initially only
one set of these materials will be available in any school
and that this will be stored in the resource centre for ease
of access"(8). Details concerning funding and dissemination
are not specified.

RATIONALE, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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2.1 Rationale: (applicable to the entire. unit) The developer states:
"As "a project team, we accepted the challenge of preparing
resource materials which' would. meet the needs of the Education
Department and the ethnic communities:, On one hand" we had
to prepare materials sufficiently flexible for teachers to
develop their own multicultural programme appropriate to. a
specific classroom and school community; on the otter hand,'
we needed materials which were acceptable to ethnic communities,
reflecting their culture in Australia but avoiding the inad-
equacies of existing materials"(3). The rationale is quite
clearly stated by the developer.

2.2 Research and Development: (applicable to the entire unit) The
developer specifies the nature of validation and pilot trial-
ling when it is stated: "Our secondary source of information
was a series of ethnic teachers' workshops to which teachers
from the community and schools were invited to assist the
project team members in shaping the collected information into
a form suitable for primary, school children. This combination
of ethnic background and teacher training enabled continual
testing and criticism of the materials in the very classrooms
where they were to be used"(4).

The natures of learner-based revision, reference groups,
materials and locations involved, are not specified:

3 GOALS

-3.1 Goals: (applicable to the entire unit) The developer states
that the goals of the MatticuttuAal education Matenia44 are:
"to improve the self image of-migrant children, or children
of migrant parents, by fostering and developing in them a
pride in, and deeper knowledge of, their cultural and linguis-
tic background; to sensitise teachers and children to the
different cultures within Australia and thereby correct mis-
conceptions previously formed; to provide resource material
of a non-structured nature to facilitate the establishment
of cultural Awareness programmes in social studies, language.
and expressive arts, within the primary school; and to improve
communications between the school and' ethnic communities
and thus encourage the involvement of.parents of ethnic back-
ground in the education of their children"(3).

(applicable to the unit, the Netherlands) Individually,
all the Resource Cards incorporate memory, comprehension,
and application. Additionally, several Resource Cards specify
analysis, synthesis and evaluation. Individually, all the
Resource Cards incorporate receiving, responding and valuing
although a few cards additionally specify 'organization.
As a whole, the intention of the'Resource Cards is to incorp-
orate characterization.



3.2 Objectives: (applicable to the unit, The Netherlands) The.object-
ives of the Resource Cards are specified. The developer states:
"Most cards direct the child to other sources of information :
or to activities, but no exercises other than puzzles or games
are prodded. The slides, overhead projector transparencies,

.cassette and supplementary material'. from the teachers' notes
are intended to be used in conjunction with the resource cards"
(7).

\ Behavioral, or -performance objectives are not stated in
measurable terms. Learners must demonstrate achievement in
the major themes of cross-cultural studies in terms stated
by the .developer: "Through the resource cards, slides and
cassettes, the experience of all five senses are utilised to
gain a fuller appreciation of ethnic cultures in Australia"(10).
Learners must demonstrate "'achievement both in the classroom
and the community. In focusing upon behavioral changes, the
'developer states: ". . . . this resource' kit is designed to

encourage .children to participate in other cultures while at
the same time gaining a grereunderstanding, of their own

"(10).. This is achieved trou 'presenting opportunities
for cross-cultural studies in terms o children's experiences
and resources of he community. The Resource Cards specify
actiVities t. aimed at achieving behavioral changes which may

. be independently ,varied by the teacher in the context of the
.9teaching-learning method adopted.

0

o 4 CONTENTS

-4.1 'Characteristics: (applicable to the subunit, The Netherlands)
The material consists bçf nonconsumable activity, sheets, a non-
consumable activity bo ( plicable to the entire unit), a
manual, awlet,of one audio 4omponent plicable to the entire
unit), and two sets of vigua components (onecomponent applic-
able to the entire unit). he reality status of the materials
is both factual and fictional. Historical and contemporary
references are included in\, the contents. All the Resource
Cards refer to contemporary events. Most of the slides refer
to customs in terms of contemlierary Dutch society. Traditional
musical material presented on the cassette refers to'contempor-
ary Dutch society. The maps presented on transparencies refer
to contemporary situations in the Netherlands: Resource Cards
in the sets; People and Places,'.numbers 1, 3 and 4, and Food,

1 numbers 5, 8 and io refer toh'istprical events. Slides 81
to 85 refer to Dutch painters (pmbrandt, Pieck,. Vermeer).
Side 1, number 12 of the cassette presents organ music by
Sweelinck, and side 2, number 7, hey4dow ot Rawmen is set
in historical times. The semanti 4AMphases of the contents
are economic, geographical, historii41, political and socio-
logical.

4.2 Scope: (applicable to the subunit, The Netherlands)' The contents
of the learner materials include the Resource 'Cards, slides,
cassette,-androverhead transparencies. x //
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The set of thirty-six Resource Cards comprise four subsets
based upon thematic. content: food,' family life, community
life, people and ,places. -The Resource Cards are described
in the subsections, Resource Cards Background Information
and Resource Cards Index, of the section, The Netherlands,
in the Teacher's Handbook. The titles of the Resource. Cards
within the thematic category, food, are: Let's eat; Dutch
foods in -Australia; . Cheese; Markets and street vendors;'
In search of trade and spices; What'shall we eat today?;
Food customs; Growing 'food; The rusk; and Dutch cookbook.
The titles of the Resource Cards within the thematic category,
family life, are: Living in the Netherlands; The Mitch
in Australia; Born with a bicycle; At school. in the Nether-
lands; Tke Dutch at playi The Royal Family; Siatedaaa4
(Santa Claus); een...Aagie ll i.t (A day out); A Ben 2imi.p, (It's
my birthday); and Dutch family traditions. The titles of
the Resource.Cards within the 'thematic category, _community
life, are: The fight against the sea; Holland, land of flowers;
Cldgs and costumes; Sport and *.recreation; tl2erz4 "(Mills);
A touch of Dutch; Sound of' the street and Carnival. The
titles of the Resource Cards within- the.thematic ,categbry,
people ,and .places, are: Holland, in focas;- Come with ui-to
the Netherlands; The golden age of the 17th century; Some
great Dutch artists; Madurodam; Teach yourself a little Dutch;
Games; and Stones. Generally; the form of each 'Resource
-dard,is similar; each consists*of descriptive prose subject
matter, 'pictorial subject matter, and acti ities related
to the topic. 'The relative emphases given to different
aspects of the subject matter is generally consi tent between
each Resource Card. The desariptive prose subject comprises
the bulk of the contents with the activities onfined to
the back cover of the Resource Card.

'The titles of the slides are: , Farm and barn in North
Holland; Friesian cows; The WestlaneGlasshonses; cabbage;
Market street in .Amsterdam; Fishing Boats; Amsterd4m fish
market; Eating herring.Dutch style; Fish;Qte4tA4 ; \Pot -
te4tie4; GQieboLlen; atieboLlen; Alkmaar cheese.market; qieese'
carriers; Cheese loading; Dutch cheese; Holland festival;
Dutch dining room; Old Dutch; Simething sweet;llopVe4 046e ;
MU4.4* Breakfast table; 114.4ttate2 .A444ttate.1 ;Pa4tachoca ;

Speciliaa4;'Spica.laaA moulds; Edam; Edam homes; Amsterdam
canalsao-APartment housing; Dutch window; Staphorst.house;
Town square;' High-rise housing; Bells and letter boxes;
Inside a Dutch home; Diamond cutting and polishing; Pedestrian.
diploma; Flower markets; Floating flower markets; Tulips;

Flower auction; Aalsmeer; Keukenhof; Floral parade; Flowers;
They throw away the flowers; Volendam- costume; Marken costume;
Spakenburg costume; Staphorst, costume; Clogs; 'Dutch street

organ; Street organ; Street organ music; A:Leppert5J (Castanets);

St. Nicholas; St. Nicholas and his Black Peters; Map; William .

of Orange; Royal palace and flag; The r -yal family; Skinny
Bridge; Lift-up bridge; Delft; Delft blue; Madurodam; Maduro-
dam; K.L.M. jet;,Enclosing dam; Windmill; Windmill; Rembrandt;

100
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The Ali.phtwatch; Rembrandt's colours; Anton Pieck; Vermeer
...Painting; 'Cigars.; Cigar bands; Bicycles; Cycle path; Winter

' scene; Winter scene; Autoweg (Freeways )1; Dry ock;oClocks;
Beaches; Canals; and Hoot lovely old Dutch town. .

The titles of the conte tk of side 1 of'the cassette are:
44iehu4mun (Dance) ; Twee ernm 4e4 Wate4 N6ten (dance); &mai

(Street` organ); e2c,dp (Dutch percussion instrument);
Sintedaaa4 kapoentie (St. Ni olas song); gig gind4 honk de
4toombool (St. NicholaS song); 0a424 wo4dt dan de deu4 peh.lopt:
(St; Nicholas song);,StiLle nacht (Silent night); t/ce ;14. god
(Christmas card); an i4 een kindehe gebo4en op act4d (Christ-
mas carol); Ilup 1164land hup (Christmas carol); Organ music
ftom'the. 17th Century. by Sweelinck; Dutch National Anthem.
The contents of si4e 2 of the cassette are: gebtiden (Sounds
of Holland); in Hottand 4taat een hdi.4 ; .Baat i4 icmig (It's
Bart's birthday); Tettem.'(counting); Simon Ape(Simon,sayp);
DawThe Widow of Stavo4en

The overhead' transparencies consist of a series of maps:
the Nethekands Idepicting .national borders); cities and
towns of the Netherlands rivers, canals, projects related
'to land reclamation); rand forms; and islands, regicep (prov-
inces).

The teacher materials comprise the Teacher's Handbook.
The Teacher's Handbook is divided into two sections: general
information; and teacher's notes to each subUnit. With ref-
erence to° the first section, the'developet states: "This
section contains information relevant ,to the Mutticuttam2CU.te-
ation Mateaial4 as a whole, namely foreword, notes on the
development of these materials, *description of contents,
suggestions for Use, and a resource diractory"(6).

The teacher's notes 'to each of the subunits include the
following information: "Introduction; facts and figures
(containing brief outlines- of history and geography as well
as statistical _information); 'supplementary bibliography;
index to Resource Cards; background information on each
of' the four sections (food, family life; community life,.
people sand places); cassette index and (music, non-
music and any additional items such as words of songs);
slide script; supplementary materials (answers to puzzles,
games, patterns)"(6).'

The contents are covered quite clearly through an extensive
variety, of short topicsr. The content is to be covered once
by the learner. All the subject. matter is not required to

4, I be covered for'a satisfactory learning experience. Supple-
mentary materials are specified within two sources of the
Teacher's Handbook. Supplementary materials applicable to
the entire unit are listed in a' Resource Directory, and
include' a brief review of each entry (book list 1, non-book
materials, records and tapes, films and slides and resource
centrea). The entries in book liSts '2 to 5 refer to 'the
four thematic categories but' have a wider reference than
the six ethnic subunits presented. A Supplementary Biblio-
graphy is-supplied for the subunit, The Netherlands.

1
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4t3 'Sequence: (applicable to the subunit, The Netherlands) The
. order of the materials is based upon learners breaking down ,

complex ideas into their component parts. The starting point
within the sequence is different /for teach learner and is
determined by the teacher. Learner interests are the bases
for determining, the starting points. In adopting the approach,
Study of a Whole Culture, the course within the sequence
is different .for each .learner and the sequence is determined
by the teacher on the basks of learner interests. Open-ended
,alternatives are specified as opti'nal sequences.

5.1

AMETHODS .

Mutticuitunat education Aatenia.14 is designed as a multicul-
tural education. unit, The developer specifies teaching methods
for implementing the material. Since the implications of several.
methods are beyond the scope of this Guide, they are not repre-
sbnted'in this analysis. TheaPproach, Study of a Whole Culture,
relates to bicultural education . and is represented in this
analysis in relation to the subunit,' The Netherlands. The
approach, Focusing on a Special Event, relates to multiculttiral
education and therefore is not represented in this analysis.
The approach, Crosslcultural Studies,' relate', to multicultUral
edUcation ..and therefore. is not represented in this analysis;

_Within certain Australian cbmmunities, the approach, Multicultur-
al DimenSion, with its emphases upon study of the local commun-
ity, famous people and migration will be applicable to bicultural
education and is represented. in this analysis. The developer
also states that Mutti.cultuna2 educationitlateiulca4 relates
to CommUnity Language Programs, and the methodology for imp16-
menting the material in these programs is repreiented in the
analysis. Matticultunal education Mate4ia24 also 'relates to
Resources for Projects and Miscellaneous Ideas,. and these activ-
ities are considered in .this analysis.

Recommendations for use: (applicable to-the subunit, The Nether-
lands) The developer states: "These .lika.ticuttu/tal education
Mateniaid forma resource kit to assist classroom teachers
in developing a multicultural curriculum appropriate to their
particular school community it is in no way a formal
teaching proiramme"(10).

The approach, Study of a Whole Culture, is specified in
relation to the subunit, The Netherlandi. The developer
states: "Most programmes° suggest the study of a European
country, so any of the cultures in these materials could
easily be substituted for this. For example4-there are suf-
ficient tesources and information in the Culture from the
Netherlands

VP unit. for ateacher to develop a comprehensive
study of Dutch culture in the Netherlands and in Australia....

The link between Dutch culture in the Netherlands and
Dutch culture in Australia is the migration of Dutch people
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from'the Netherlands and Indonesia. Part of studying a cul-
ture should include some knowledge both of the country of
origin and the process of migration. Introductory lessons
op Dutch culture could- include the following. An audio-visual
presentation, using the slides and music and sound effects
frop the cassette. Location of the Netherlands in "relation
to Australia: Its location in Europe, neighbours and bound-
aries. Overhead projector transparencies are provided for
this purpose. A large map of the Netherlands for individual
or class projects, can be made by copying the b.sic outline
map (transparency 1) projected onto brown paper, blackboard,
display 'board. Basic background on the geographic 'features,
pOlitical and economic structure, industry and agriculture.
History including exploration and disdovery (remember early.
Australia, Indonesia). Migration history. to 4Australia and
other countries (time, transport, routes, settlement, prob-
lems)"(12X14).

The approach, The Multicultural Dimension, can be related
to bicultural educationin some local communities in Australia.
The method suggested for studying the local community involves

5/'
asking and answering the following questions. The developer
states: "History: Who were the first settlers andwhere did
they come fromlAldhere have recent residents come from? People:
Do all generations of- 'a family live close together? Where
did the craftspeople learn their skills? Where did the workers
work before arriving here? How many people speak more.than
one language? Buildings and Public Facilities: Who designed
the major public buildings? Who built and paid for the
churches, mosques or synagogues? How many different kinds
Of shops.are there which sell food? What community buildings
are there ?, Does the library have commurlity language books
and ewspapers? Are trained interpreters available at the
Health Centre, Hospital, Dentist, etc.? What government
information is .available in anguages other than English?
Community activities: Which ispecial days are celebrhted
in the community? Who are Candidates for local elections?
Are Saturday or ethnic schools organised? How do people in
the community spend their leisure time? The Community Life
section will provide a useful resource for such a study"
(18-19).

With .reference to migration, the developer states: "As
an alternative to a° timeline approach to migration a study
could be develdped using the common experiences of families
who have migrated to Australia. Many such experiencesoare
recorded in the Family Life sections, while the Community
Life sections discuss the establishment of ethnic communities
in Australia"(19).

In using the material for Community 'Language Education,
the developer states: "The teachers' notes sections of this
Handbook provide brief.factual information on histo'ry, geo-
graphy, economy, etc. which may be used in conjunction with
the slides, map:, and cassette to provide background lessons
on the .country where the language developed Individual
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resource cards may be used to teach specific items of vocab-
ulary .Each ethnic unit has .a .resource card relatiegn
to language, with some activities, words to learn or games
to play"(20).

The deWoper states: "Many individual or group projects
can'be plighid using some of the resources within these mater-
ials As with all project work, ckildren need,.to have

clear idea of what is expected of them and how it is to
presented. Here are some,suggestions for projects for

which these materials provide resources or ideas"(21).
Our Family or My.FaMily (individual-project)

Photographs,suggested by Family Life sections,: Showing family Photographs,
.

photograph albums; take photographs of family members; draw
a family portrait; make a family tree; record grandparents'
and parents', experiences; write a family history; read -
stories of family celebrations; draw plans of houses; class
display .of family photogiaphs and treasures; and history icrap-
book"(21).,
Class Eichange (class-or school project) "The resource'

cards op life in other countries may stimulate children's
interest in some form of cultural exchange. As a .means of
gaining a better underitanding of the life of children in -

another' *country., the school may undertake a class'exchange
.

box programme. %t 'ally this consists of a sturdy.box packed
with informationion the school, its children, the local com- '-

muAitY, Australian life, etc. ThisAnformation might take
some of the following forms: set of photographs of the local ,

community with a simple text rinted on the back; a colleer-
tion,of children's art and aft work;: Scrap kooks on part-.
icular themes; homemade books on local even s; "greeting
cards; children's toys dolls dressed in eve day clothes;
stamps, coins, postcards; posters of scenic attractions;
and .picture books"(22).

The Miscellineous Ideas involve development. of a sChopl
garden, a community newsboard, displayer:;- and storytelling..

The description of the teaching-learning methods is fairly
clear, comprehensive and located in the Teacher's 4andbook.

5.2 Type of learning environment: The developer stated': '"Ack; this,0
resource kit is designed to encourage children to participate
in other cultures' while at ;he same time gaining a greater
understanding of their own, it includes manrabtivities which
take children outside the classroom into the community"(10).
The approaches, Study of a Whole Culture, Multicultural
Dimension, Coimmunity Language Programs, Resources .for. Pro-
jects, and Miscellaneous Ideas, involve classroom 'activity

. although library, use is specified 'for the Study of a Whole
Culture, and4ommunity ins clvement is implied in the Multi-

cultural Wmerrsion and several Miscellaneous 'Ideas.

5.3 Nature ofd teraction: It can be implied that the approaches).
Stu f a Whole Culture and application to Community Language
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. Education-.Programs, involve predominahtly teacher-learner-
, rmsource material interaction. The approach,Multicultural
. Dimension involves predominantly teacher-learner interaction,

whilst Projects involve predominantly resource' material-
learner interaction. . .

i

-t
,.,

.
r

5.4 Teacher andIlirner roles: Each of the teaching methods' eecom-
.

mended requires the teacher to initiate roles.
. . ,

5.5 Teaching approach
4

5.6 -Learning approaches: Generally, the ,different teaching methbds
recommended when using the component materials involve an
eclectic approach' to*learning. The Resource .Cards, Olides,
cassettes and-transparencies involve discussioh and questibn-
ing methods;' viewing, listening, answering methods; inquiry'
methods; methods to develop creativeness; role-playing,
simulation and gameWand experiential approaches.-

P

I

6 OUTCOMES e -t

6.1 . Responses: (applicable'io the subunit, the Netherlands) In
applying the approach; Study of a Whole Culture, the devel-
oper expects learners., :to study Dutch "culture in terms of the
.four thematic categories: food, family lift .community life,
people and plaboarp Within the category; food,-.the developer
expects learners-to develop an appreciation of traditions,*
cooking, shopping, trade, history, fishing, and agricultute..
Within the category, family life, the developer.expects learn-

. erp to develop an appreciation of migration, transport, school,
recreation, history, celebrations,, traditions and the royal

.family. Within the category, community life, leafners are
',expected to' develop an appreciation of land reclamation,
industry, agriculture, celebrations, costumes, sports and
recreation, and music. Within-the category, people and places,
learners are expected to develop an appreciation of geography,
great ,discoveries, explorers, artists, tourism, language,
folklore and recreation. The developer does not specify the
nature of responses.

Learners are required to indicate objective responses. to
activities specified on the-Resource Cards. Most of the act-
ivities apply researchor practical activities. Learners are
expected to make subjective responses to certain exercises
and activities and it can be inferred that they should be
able to express appropriate values and attitudes. Although
the developer implies that the development of value positions
is paramount/ these-are not, specified except for negative
aspects such as bias and stereotyping.

The method of presentation of subject matter during intro-.
ductory lessons of the approach, Study of a Whole Culture,
involves oral (spoken about) and pictorial transmission, and
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it is implied that graphic (written about) transmission is
also invoked. The methods of response.tathe material are
not specified for the introductory lesions. In applying the
approach, the Multicultural Dimension, the methods of present-

'i,ation. of material and response to material are not specified.

6.2 Outcomes: (aoplicable'to the subunit, The Netherlands) Types
of skills predicted through the use of the subunit., The Nether-
lands, in the tontext of the approach, Study of a Whole`
Culture, involve facts, concepts, generalizations and struct
ures. -The approach, .'the Multicultural Dimension, involves
facts, concepts and generalizations.

In applying the approach, Study of a Whole Culture, skills
.presented within the disciplines of geography and history

. involve° indirect aservation through presentation of geogra-
phical and historical/ information, written notes, map visual-
ization,'the use of pictirial material through slide project-

. ions. Skills presented 'within the disciplines of economics
and political science involve* Oesentation of economic and
political information and Written notes.

,

In applying the approach, Multicultural DimensionA skills
presented within the disciplines of geography, history and
gocio.logen4olve an interdisciplinary approach to the study

..

of the .1 cal commuriity trough employing research skills tcv
documentary information antconsultation with ethnic community
members. Learners are also prestntect' with material referring
to famous people requiring application of research skills
to documentary evidence, and sociological material. referring
to experiences of Dutch immigrants.

In applying the material within the context of the approach-
es, Study of a Whole Culture and the Allticultural Dimension,
indoctrination, 'clarification and analysis are incorporated
intothemterial.Common literary themes within the themattc
categories are developed throughout the content. Resource
Cards (People and* Places number 8, and Family Life numbers
7 and 8) and the cassette (side 2, item .7) offer passages
which explore literary themes. The material is designed prim-
arily to,explore notions of cultural identification." The
developer states: "To facilitate cross-catural studies the
materials were given a common structure,so. eacii-ethnicunitex7
plores the themes of Food, Family Life, Community Life, and
,People' and Places, using resource cards, slides, a cassette,
maps and other items"(4). The emphasis given in the material
to encouraging favorable cultural attitudes toward.the Dutch
of the Netherlands is likely to prompt positive motivation
toward second language-learning. The de'sign of thi' contents
is likely to be more suited to the cognitive style.of children
from middle and upper class backgrounds in Australian society.

4'

7 EVALUATION
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7.1 Specification:. (applidable, to. the subnnit, .The Netherlands)
The developers state:' "There are no f4.rnial exercises, tests
or atsignments"(10). However, written. exercises .,and
.ities to be assessed by observation are specified on= the:
Resource Cards, although these require the teacher to inWite

. techniques for .learner -evaluation. The developer does,. not
intend that these written exercises or activities be assessed:-

7.2 Purpose: The designs 'provided would
, ,

be appropriate to assess'
achievement and mastery. .*

7.3 Outcomes: The written exercites,and activities to .beassessed
by observation apply knoWledge, comprehension, application,
analysis, .and synthesis..

7.4 Means: The assessment forms td 'be applied to the written exer-,
cises and activities' to ,.be assessed by obiervation are not

. specified. The written exercises involve multiple-choice
-items, true -false items., Ample recall items; short. answer.'
,.procedures, and essays. The form of tabulation and uses 'of'
'-results in reporting learner &valuation are' not specified.

8 .. ,CONTINGENCIES AND CONGRUENCES d ,

8.1 .4 Contingencies:.. (applicable to the subunit,'.The Netherlands)
The antecedents, transactions and outcomes within Mutticratun-..
al education MatenicamAndicate a low degree of contingency. ,

The rationale explains 'tVe dilemma.in which the developer.
is 'placed. The purpose.of developing ''flexible contents cap-
able, of optional user development is discrepant 'with .the.
inflexible designs imposed upon the constructc.. The .comprom-
ise has resulted.in poorly definedsconstruCts, :and users are
not provided with sufficient guidelines concerning the trans-

,.actions and outcomes to fulfil intended purposes.
The background characteristics indicate that this' material,'

is suitable forstarget learner and teacher groups in.Austral-
ian Schools. Although the stated goals are attainable, these .

are not realiied in ,the context'of the objectives. The
of developing :a 'non- Structured' material is not provided 4

through the invariably open-ended nature.of the Resource` Cards,.
nor are the affective goals likely i.to be attained. within the---,-*
contents of the Resource Cards.

The transactions show inadequate Contingency between the
contents and methods. Although. the contents provide subject
matter for learners, appropriate in characteristics, scope
and sequence, compromise between the irreconcilable ;.purpose.
has limited the.,insights of these designs. The relevant,
recommended teaching-learning methods 'lack sufficient defin-
ition. The Teacher's Handbook documents introductory approach-

, es for Study of a Whcle Culture and The Multicultural Dimen-
sion, but it is difficult to appreciate users achieving out-
comes in the context of the flexible nature of the contents
through the recommended methods.

t
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Althoughoutcomes are to a-degree contingent .upon.anteced,I
ents" and transactions, the incompatible purposesexpressed,.
have contributed to .theit, imprecise deliniation. This is
particulatly true of the affectiVe'.Content . of the goals;
it is. difficult to apprehend such outcomes being achieved
given.the-liMitations identified in 4e preceding constructs.

.:, Moreover, the evaluation ip inadequate to assess achievement
of the outcomes.

, _ U.

Although 'the material is designed for implementation within
multicultural educatitn.progtams,.the.nature of Mulli.etatu4a2 ,

.

.

education Mate4ia,t4 ilidicites.that limited contingencies could, : ,
.,

be established between antecedents, transactions and .outcome.
.

, Of appropriate bicultural programs. HoOever, Vhaticut
, ,.

tu4a1- .

education Mipte/timei is likely. to be most successfully imple
mented as supplementary material in 'a bicultural. program.

.A Although the.devel9per insists that this is its purpose, the
% intention .01r the' material 1.6 to fulfil a basic rolt withIn

' -the- curriculum. Tespite.an.effort'on-the4art of theAleveldp- .,

. , .er to compromise rolei, these-inConsistelciei-in puipote nave
l

not been overcome .within the,: design: of the 'constructs ..The
4.dconsistencies and-inadequacies impose, constraints. upon
'possible prOgram: alternatOesa'user can develop to implement
this Material'. , ' ., ,-.: , , , .,

o 4 .j
' ,8.2' COngruences; (applicableto'the subunit, The Netherlands) Thet

detached natures, of the constructs and.lack of tohesiOn.withie
**the material .limits the congrUence that goad be established .

with appropriate bicultural programs./:The developer has-son- ,

'centrated .upon providing flexible tonstruCts.to contaid.alr
contingencies. Howevertope-given.to.,this feature is.eiees-

-

*sive resulting in inadequate connection. between the Constructs"...
.Successful implerientaqon of the material is-likely to involvi
:the user initiating substantial adaptationsto the'construct.s:

.

a.

9 - ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS
. C

9.1 Summary cOmments:t (applicable to 'the subunit, .The Netherlands)
Matticu2tu442 education Mate4ia24 is 'suitable for' use frith

All learners for bicultural education.

10 BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS

10.1 Policies: (applicable to the subunit, The Netherlands) The
material is likely to 'be successful with learners in all urban

:and rural communities and throughout all socio-economic groups
in Australia. The contents are most, appropriate to mobile

..groups in the community with liberal or radical attitudes
The material is suitable for Anglo-Australian and Dutch.-

Australian ethnic groups. Generally, the material' is not
dependent upon these ethnic communities, except the activities
designed for learners to interact with the Dutch-Australian
community.. The material is unlikely to cause conflict between
these ethnic communities since the developer' states: "

on the other hand, we needed materials which were acceptable
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6 ethnic communities, reflecting their culture inaAustralia
but avoiding the inadequacies of existing materials"(3).

10.2 Educational Practices: ( applicable to the subunit, The Nether-
lands) The material,ctould be used successfully with learners
from all ,social backgrounds. The material is appropgiate
to learners of 'all sobial, characteristics and is likely to
accord'With the developer's intention that it provide a re-
source for a more culturally enriched education. Becatise
the subject matter:.concenfrates upon the Netherlands, Dutch-
APtral/ian children aware of their cultural' heritage are
likely'to be more successful using the material.

The material would be most -successfully implemented with
learners arranged in small groups'of mixed ability, or learn-
ers arranged in class groups of mixed ability. 'The material
best relates to' general education through, an integrated
approach across subject area lines or study 'by major topics.
The material is somewhat related to other resource. materials
used in the bicultural education curriculum.

'Art, home arts and craft, modern language, music, technol-
ogy, outside volunteers could contribute to successful use
of the material although social science staff 'would be most
important. Moderately more than normal classroom space, is
required when using this material. 'Classroom display areas,
the school library, audio visual service and the school re-
source centre are required for successful use of the material.
Cassette recorders, overhead projectors and slide projectors
are essential equipment.

10.3 Program Practices: (applicable to the subunit, The Nether ids)
The developer implies that all teachers involved in s . :1,

sciences education should be' capable of using the matellal
successfully given adeql .te out-of-classroom preparation.
However, teachers of Dutch-Australian background are likely
to be most successful given that,knowledge of Dutch culture
of the Netherlands is essential. Teachers would need to
possess favorable cultural attitudes toward the Dutch of the
Netherlands to experience success with the material. A little
knowledge of. the Dutch language would be advantageous for
success with the material but not' essential. Extensive in-
service teacher training and teaching experience are necessary
to successfully implement the material. Teachers with strong
attachment to flexible procedures are likely to be most
successful with the material. The material is likely to be
successful with learners drawn from all 'elements of Austral-
ian multicultural society.

Learners with favorable cutural attitudes toward the Dutch
of the Netherlands are likely to experience most success with
the material. All learners, irrespective of their native
language, are likely to experience success. Learners would
need to show competence in knowledge, comprehension, applic-
ation, analysis, synthesis and evaluation to use the material
successfully. Success with the material is likely to make
a difference in attitudes toward oneself, toward change and
definitely will make a difference toward others.

1.0 9
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1 IDENTIFICATION OF RESOURCE MATERIAL

1.1 Title: Paczatpal: A Dutch Cou44e ,ova De9,inne44

1.2 , 'Authbr: Schoenmakers, A.

1.3 Publisher, Distributor: Stanley Thornes Publisher; Australasian
Educa Press

.1.4 -Addresses of Publisher, Distributor: Educa House, Old .Station
Drive, Leckhampton, Cheltenham, G153 ODN; England; 74-RailwaY
Road, Blackburn, Victoria, 3130, Australia

1.5 Year of copyright: Q 1981, A. Schoenmakers

1.6 Material medium: print

1.7 Components

1.8 Subject areal' second languages, social sciences

1.9 Curriculum role:, basic

1.10 Grade levels and age groups: adults The analyst believes thp,t
the material is suitable for adults and grades 11 and 12 of
the upper sedondary level in Australian, schools.

1.11 Academic status: not specified

1.12 Educatidnal time block: Nacapaal is designed to be implemented
optionally as a year-long course.

1.13 Population characteristics: The material has been developed
for adult learners of Dutch as A second language.

1.14 Community acceptance: The material presents the culture of the
Dutch of the Netherlands in contemporary terms without refer-
ence to traditional features. The material also includes
a multicultural perspective through characterization and
presentation of ethnic minority groups in Dutch society within
the subject matter. However, the kresentation of culture-
related subject matter is biassed-toward the norther provin-
ces, in particular Noord-Holland and Zuid-Holland. Noord-
Brabant, Limburg and the Dutch speaking regions'of elgium
are overlooked.

Although P4aatpacd. was developed in Britain, there are
few references to British culture. This is likely to assist
successful implementation of the :material in Australian
schools.
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1.15 Source: Material in the second language developed abroad without
adaption for use in Australia.

' 1.16 Teacher training: The extent of in-service training necessary
to master content and suggested teaching methods in the mater-
ial is not specified.

1.17. Preparation: The extent of. out-of-classroom preparation to

implement the material as a whole is not specified. The Notes
for the Teacher imply that slight out -of- classroom preparation
is necessary. However,-, the natures of out of-classroom prep-
aration are stated by the author for ,particular lessons:
"Bring about ten small objects into the classroom such as

40
spoons, forks, etc. (Lesson 3); You need to bring a
few loaves (to make the lesson realistic) and a couple of
Dutch books (Lesson 9); As no other grammatical points

. are made in this unit, much attention can be paid to the tele-
phone game. You can extend this exercise by making up some
more clues on separate (index) cards. On each card you write
an instruction as in the book. The game should be re-
peated once every. five or six lessons (Lesson 13); If

you have an English and a Dutch recording of the musical song
'If I were a rich man/A14 Li runt een4 nigh way' it is a good
idea to use that as an unusual illustration of the conditional
clausa.' with the 'unfulfilled condition "(Lesson 23);

Bring some holiday snaps of previous years, or better, ask
students to bring theirs (Lesson 28)" (x-xii).

1.18 Physical description: The material is a soft cover, 164mm by
246mm,' 144 page book. The text includes numerous black-and-
white illustrations and there is one map of the Netherlands.
The quality .of printing is excellent, and together with clear
presentation of the format, allows the text to be read easily.
The quality of paper is good. The aesthetic and technical
quality of presentation is excellent.

1.19 Mkterial development: .The author was formerly an associate of
'; the Department of Germanic Studies, University of Sheffield,
England. Further details concerning the author's affiliation,

'origin, funding and dissemination of the material are not
specified.

2 RATIONALE, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

2.1 Rationale: The author states: "There is now enough evidence
to prove that a language is best learned by pure imitation,
and in post-war years many direct method courses in which
drills pre-dominate and from which grammar has all but van-
ished have been produced. In spite of this (modern) insight
in language acquisition, it is my experience that the average
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adult learner still wants to be given rules, exercises and
clear explanations. As Paczatpaat has been written with
an adult learner in mind, I have tried'to combine the trad-
itional, approach with a more modern one"(vii). The material
has been developed upon the basis of this presumption to prov-
ide a course which concentrates upon the deVelopmentof listen-
ing, speaking, reading and writing skills in the Dutch lang-
uage.

"The specification of the rationale is quite clear.

2.2 Research and Development: The natures of validation, pilot
trialling and learner -based revision are not specified. How-
ever, it is implied that validation and learner-based revision
of the material has been conducted subjectively through obser-
vation.

3 GOALS

c 4'
3.1 Goals: The, general goals of the course are to develop listening, .

;

speaking, reading and writing skills through dictation read-
ing, question-and-answer exercises and conversational dial- .,:,.....

ogues. A description of genera]. goals is not specified in It

the material.
The author incorporates memory, comprehension, application,

analysis and synthesis of the cognitive domain into the mater-
ial.' The author incorporates receivini, responding, valuing
and organization of-the affective domain into the material.

3.2 Objectives: Specific objectives ija the form of flexible guide-
lines are clearly stated for each lesson. The author states:
"(a) Students revise the previous lesson's conversation exer-

cise.(books closed).
(b) One of the students is asked to read out the text of

the new lesson. .44°,16,e,
(c) Words are explained (in Dutch) and written down

separate exercise book.
(d) The questions that follow the text are answered (books-

remain open at this stage).
(e) The new text (or part of the text) is dictated (books id.14

.

closed).
(I) Each student checks his own mistakes.
(g) Grammar is explained and students are given_ grammatical

exercises.
(h) The teacher asks the questions referring to the text

for a second time (books closed now!).
(i) Students do the conversation exercise (the questions

are intended to be controversial and should provoke a
lively response)."(vii). ;..
The objectives are clearly specified.
Behavioral or performance objectives are not stated in

measurable terms. Learners are required to demonstrate oral
skills by providing a read presentation of the text (through
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a different learns on each occasion), answering qUestions,.
and participatin within a conversation exercise;. aural and
writing skills hrough transcribing a dictatiop 'exercise;
and reading sk is through use of the text at different junct-
ures in the, esson. Demonstration is intended to occur in
the presenc of a teacher and, a group of learners. Learner
performance is intended to relate to behavioral changes both
in thetelopment of skills in the Dutch language, and the
experie ces of leatners during the progress of the course.
The author states: "Whenever possible, a student should be
aske,4 to tell the teacher what, he sees in a picture, what
he 'thinks of the lesson, whether he finds his homework dif-
fiCult or easy, and so on"(vii).

4 CONTENTS

4.1 Characteristics: The material is a. textbook covering both fact-
ual and fictional content within the lessons. The content
is predominantly contemporary-in nature and relates to Dutch
culture in theoNetherlands. There is a reference in Lesson
22 to historical events in the Netherlands. The semantic
emphasis of the content is economic, geographical., hiitorickl
and sociological..

The Dutch language is used throughout the material includ-
ing instructions to exercises. Standard Dutch is used througl-
out the contents. The language level is beginner.

4.2 Scope: The learner materials within Pavatpaat consist of twenty-
eight lesson's with their main features listed in the .7nhoud-
4opgave (Table of Contents): The titles and contents of
each,lesson are as follows: 'Lesson. 1 presents the personal
pronouns ('you') and 'it' ('you') in terms of personal.
relationships; Lesson 2 Uit4pitacch (pronuncition) treats
phonics; Lesson 3, Wat i4 dat? Vaaag en antwooaa. (What is
that? Request an answer.) presents subject and predicate
relationship; Lesson 4, Spett.ing (spelling) introduces,spell-
ing rules; Lesson 5 De tasilie van Diik (The van Dijk family)
presents personal pronouns 'h ' ('he') and 144 ('she');
Lesson 6 includes the definite articles, 'de' (common gender,
'the') and 'het' (neuter, 'the'), and the. indefinite article
' een ' ('a', 4-an'); Lesson 7 presents the accusative cases
of personal pronouns; Lesson 8, am 414 daaig (Grandmother's
birthday) includes formation of plurals, days of the week
and cardinal numbers; Lesson 9, Veavo4 .Leta kopert (Contin-
uing to buy something) includes the singular forms of the
demonstrative pronouns, ' ('this') and 'dat ('that');
Lesson 10 includes the plural forms of the demonstrative pro-
nouns, ' de30 ('these') and 1 d4.e, ('those'); Lesson 11 in-
cludes present tense conjugations of irregular and strong
verbs: lkiihen1 ('to look,), Iwo/ideal ('to become'), 'hymen
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('to come!) and 'Oen' ('to eat'); Lesson 12 includes ruleS
for the inflection of adjectives by adding-'-e'; Lesson 13;
introduces the ,telephone game designed to apply. grammatical
'rules and structures within a conversational context; Lesson
14, 204t (mail) includes three grammatical forms,, the inflex-
ions of Ihunnen' 1, ('to be able toi4 irregular plurals, and
the accusative form of personal pronouns; Lesson'15 intro-
duces the perfect tense of strong and weak verbs; Lesson
16 introduces compound sentence construction; Lesson 17
introduces the relative pronouns, 'die ' ('who',. 'which'),
Idati ('which', 'who'), whom'), 'wat' ('what'),
1waa4 ' ('where'), 'hoe' ('how'),-'warutee4.1 ('when'); Lesson
18 introduces the past tense of regular verbs; Lesson 19
introduces the past tense of irregular verbs; Lesson 20 intro-
ducesthe passive voice; Lesson 21 presents the use of the
reflexive pronoun, including ' ('oneself', '-self');
Lesson 22 introduces the uses of the word 'ea'; Lesson 23
introduces conditional clauses; Lesson 24 includes the plu-
perfect tense; Lesson 25 includes three grammatical forms*,
the conjugation of the future tense auxiliary, Lip.aten '

('will!), the imperative mood, and uses of ,net ' (tnot')
and ' gem.' ('not a/any'); Lesson 26 presents formations
of diminutives; Lesson 27 introduCes 'het, 'het, noul ,

'hoo4'; and Lesson 28. includes composite. verbs.
Most lesiOns contain introductory reading passages, often,

including controversial subject matter, intended-to stimulate
conversation. These are initially presented by one learner.
The question and answer technique of the conversation exer-
cises is employed to present graMmatiCal forms inductively,
and is followed by.statement of the grammatical rule. Strong
and weak forms are presented. A iitionally, lessons include
dictation passages and grammatical exercises. All lessons,
excepting the second and fourth, which present phonics and
spelling respectively, deal in 'varying degrees with grammat-
ical forms and structures. -

The teacher materials consist of Notes for :the Teacher
presented in English, and the gmleiding '(Introduction): which
contains information° relevant to the teacher's .role. The
Notes for the Teacher provide an introductory passage, a set
of guidelines outlining the general pattern of.each lesson,
and a detailed discussion of each lesson including recommend-
ations for use. The description of each lesson is adequately
designed for the teacher to present the contents effectively.
However, the teacher materials offer an optional rather than
a compulsory approach for presenting the contents.

The contents are covered very clearly through an extensive
variety of short topics. The content is designed to be cover-
ed once by the learner excepting the conversation exercises.
The learner is required to cover the conversation exercises
twice, firstly within the context of the lesson and secondly
at the commencement of the sucr.eeding lesson. Information
concerning one supplementary material is supplied in the Notes
for the Teacher, and the ItUeicling (Introduction).
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Sequence: The contents require that learners e from concrete
to- increasing complexity or difficulty, although breaking
down of complex ideas into their component par,ts is incorpor-
ated within individual lessons. The starting point within
the sequence is the same for each learner, and designed to
be determined by the teacher on the basis of prior knowledge.
The course within the sequence is the-same for each' learner,
and is determined by the material although the teacher may
optionally tervene in determining the sequence. Optional
sequenc are not available to learners:

5 METHODS

MINIIIIIIM111111111.

5.1 Recommendations for use: The author states: "As Naatioaa2 has
been written with an adult learner in mind, I have tried to
combine the traditional approach with a more modern one.
Muth is learnt in the 'direct' way (i.e. much has to be under-
stood from the context), but rules are given as well. ObVious-
ly it IS up to the teacher to decide how much attention should
be paid to grammar and how much to conversation, as each group
will make its own demands"(vii). Additiolially the author
provides guidelines.for teachers in the forms of a general
pattern of a lesson; and instructions for the teacher to,

follow during the course of each lesson.
The description of the teaching learning method is quite

cigar and comprehensive. The description is located in the
Notes for the Teacher.

5.2 Type of learning environment:' The material is designed for
second' language learning in the classroom with learners
arranged In groups, but the sizes and abilities of groups
are unspecified. Learners are required to be grouped in pairs
for question exercises and conversational dialogues.

5.3 Nature of interaction: Teacher-learner and learner-learner inter-
action is .predominantly prompted by the learning approach
adopted.

5.4 Teacher and learner roles: Within the conduct of teacher and
learner roles, it is intended that the teacher initiates the
processes.

5.5 Teaching approach: The total approach is a combination of gram-
mar-translation and direct methods. The teacher may determine
the emphases placed upon the teaching of- grammar either
deductively or inductively since the material incorporates
particular features characteristic of both methods. Within
the general pattern of each lesson, presentation of subjedt
matter'through oral reading, development of bilingual vocab-
ulary lists by learners, presentation of texts through dictat-
ion, explanation of the grammatical rule of the lesson, and

11.5
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exercises to provide praCtice in grammatical forms and struc-
tures.are characteristics of thlt.ltrammar-translation approach
*embodied in the, material. Ch1taCteristics of the direct
method incorporated within the material are presentation of
the material entirdly in the second language, presentation
and revision of conversation, exercises involving subject
matter relevant to learner interests, oral response to quest-
ions presented in the text, and error correction of mistakes
in dictation exercises.

t.

5.6 Learning approach: It can be inferred from the contents that
didactic instruction, discussion and questioning methods,------
and, viewing, listening, answering methods are adopted in the
learning approach.

6 OUTCOMES

6.1 Responses: The author expects learners to acquire competence
in the skills of the Dutch language through the presentation
of a variety, of topics including reading and' dictation pas-
sages, question exercises 'conversational dialogues, and
explanation of the grammatical rule of the lesson. Prose
passages and conversation exercises used for presentation
of material related to Dutch culture of the Netherlands, and
aimed at developing attitudes and value positions by learners.
Specific responses,are stated in relation to second ldnguage
learning activities.

Objective responses are specified in the instructions to
-learners at the commencement of topics within lessons. Lear--
ers are to write dictation passages and vocabulary lists
whilst conversational dialoguesand answers to questions are
prompted in an objective form to assist learners induce gram-

..
matical forms.

The method of presentation of
graphic through reading, and pi
ponse to the material is aura
writing.

the material is aural, oral,

r,

.orial. The method of res-
oral and graphic through

6.2 Outcomes: The author expects learners to achieve. competence
in listening, speaking, reading and writing skills although
an emphasis is placed upon the development of aural and oral
skills. The direct method predominates within the total
approach to developing language skills, and this is achieved-
through demanding grammatical accuracy from the commencement
of the course and through use of error correction. Although
performance in each language skill is not specified in measur-
able terms learners are expected to demonstrate development
of each skill throughout the progress of the course.

Predictable outcomes through implementing Pitaatpaal can be
categorized as follows. Configurational sequence: Perception
of whole words' is restricted initially within the contents
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and learners are expected to continuously extend their sight
Vocabularly. Structional analysis is only introduced with3A
particular contexts, for instance, discUssion of the formation
of the past participle in Lesson 15. Graphophonic sequence:
Phonid skills are introduced in Lesson 2 abut include only
letter recognition. Syllabification is also treated in Lesson
2. Syntactic transformation: Learners are eApected to compre-
hend sentence structure from the commencement of the course
within the context of the conversational dialogues. Strategies,
such ts the telephone game, have been included to extend
syntactic transformation. Additionally, the structure of
compound sentences is treated in Lesson 16 and conditional
clauses in Lesson 23. Semantic operators: Achievement of
non-verbal, lexical, grammatical and intonational operators
are predicted outcomes of using Pnautpaca. Through presenting
strong and weak forms of the articles and pronouns followed
by examples, the author refers to gestural, expressional
or situational cues in4both the oral and literary forms of
standard Dutch. The author states: "The emphasis on weak
forms is needed as many native speakers of Dutch don't-even
realize that weak forms exist ... Please remember to pronounce
these words as- you would in ordinary, everyday Dutch (every-
body is inclined to exaggerate in speaking Dutch to foreigners.
Yet when they come to Holland, be puzzled by sentences
such as twatistur', because the teacher has overdone the
correctness of the pronunciation)"(viii-ix). Lexical operat-
ors are presented within the context of conversational dialo-
gues and the strategy, the telephone game. The author states:
"Students should become adept at handling the most common
phrases such. as begniip het niet. OUt u dat henhaten?
Hoe 4pel ie da.t? etc."(x-xi). However, Pnaatpaca is priticii..
ally concerned with both inductive and deductive presentation
of grammatical forms and structures. Specific strategies
have not been devised for presentation of intonational operat-
ors, and patterns of pitch, stress or juncture are presented
by the teacher in the context of conversations.

Although Pnaatpaca.l is essentially a second language mater-
ial, content of a bicultural nature is incorporated within
the 'subject matter. This material presents facts, concepts,
generalizations and structures concerning geographical, histk
crlcal, political and sociological accounts lof the culture
of the Dutch of the Netherlands..

The affective content of Paaatpaal incorporates value
positions involving indoctrination, clarifisia:on and analysis.
The literary themes piesented in the ficti 1 prose passages
apply indoctrination and clarification of cultural values
of the Dutch of the Netherlands. The factual prose passages
include indoctrination, clarification and analysis of cultural
values pertaining to Dutch culture of the Netherlands.
Although the teaching approach, with its emphasis primarily
upon the inductive acquisition of grammar, a high level of
motivation on the part of learners, the stress the developers
place upon cultural relevance of the subject, matter enhances
motivation' through forming favorable bicultural attitudes.
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The author has applied subject matter within Naatpumi to the
*cognitive style of adult .and adolescent. learners. Since
references in the material,allude t'o Dutch culture in the Neth-
erlands, and there are several referehces to British society-,-
the material is likely to be appropriate to the cognitive
stxl.es of Australian learners in the specified age groups.

7 EVALUATION .

7.1 Speiffication: The author states: "When giving a test to adults,
never give real marks, but indications, such as' 'good', 'fair',
'not quite etc. You don't want old fears from school
days to interfere with the fun of ,your conversation class.
If .you; give written work, ask the group to correct one anoth-
er's test papers"(x).. There is no specific evaluation design
provided in the material. Each lesson contains

. exercises
that maf. .be applied to the evaluation of student progress.

7.2 Purpose: The exercises are designcd to indiCate achievement
of particular grammatical structures.

Outcomes; Learners are required to apply nowledge, comprehen-
sion, application and analysis to co plete the exercises.

7.4 Means: The written exercises involve cloze procedures and short
answer exercises.' The forms of reporting learner evaluation
are not specified.

8 CONTINGENCIES AND CONGRUENCES

8.1 Contingencies: The antecedents, transactions and outcomes within
Naatioacti indicate a high degree of contingency. The back-
ground characteristics indicate that the contents of the
material are suitable for adults and older adolescent age
groups. The goals are attainable in, terms of the stated
objectives through implementation of the contents within
the context of the specified 'teaching-learningimethod. Both
the contents and methods are mutually contingent. This has
been provided through the author specifying guidelines as
well as affording teachers latitude to stress relatively .

the presentation of each language skill and provide for indiv-
idual' and collective needs of learners. Outcomes are cont-
ingent upon both antecedents and transactions, and can be
attainea in so far as the total approach, a combination of
grammar-translation and direct methods, allows. It is' apparent
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that ,language kills, can generally be achieved through the
designs presented, although syntactic transformation is depend-
ent upon implementation of the specified teaching-learning
Method, and the treatment of the graphophonic sequence is

. limited. However, the evaluation design is inadequate to

effectively measure learner outcomes.
Despite the hi4h degree of contingency between constructs

of Pitaatpaat , this material would 'only be successfully imple-
mented in programs' directed to adult or older adolescent
learners. The contingencies established between the cons-
tructs of the material will allow the material to-be success-
fully implemented in appropriate programs given that teachers
are cormitted to the specified, teaching approach.

,/
8.2 Aongruences: Extensive congruence can established between

Paaatpaat and particular program'. This has been attained
thro gh the author providing constructs appropriate to part-
icul r programs. .

9 ASS SMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 ry Comments: P4aatpaat is suitable for use with all learn-
rs for community language education.

10 BACHGROUND CHARACTERISTICS .

10,1 Policies: The material is likely to be successful in all urban
settings in Australia, and with professional, administrative
and clerical workers. The material is applicable to mobile
social groups, and is directed toward liberal and radical
attitudes in the community.

The material is likely to be successful with both Anglo-
Australians and Dutch-Australians. P4acapaca is not dependent
upon support from the Dutch ethnic community, and is unlikely
to cause conflict between Aftglo-Australians and, Dutch-Aust-
ralians.

10.2 Educational Practices: The material could be used successfully
with learners from all social backgrounds in Australian
society. Dutch-Australians and Anglo-Australian learners
with knowledge of Dutch culture of the Netherlands and the
Dutch language. are likely to be more successful with this
material. Each lesson Of" the material is organized into a
series ..of short topics, which in some cases would be most
appropriate for learners arranged in class groups of mixed
abilities, and in other cases learners arranged in small
groups of mixed abilities.

The major purpose of the material is directed toward
general education and could be successfully implemented within
a separate subject area or an integrated approach across
subject area lines.

19
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Modern..,language teachers are important for successful
implementation of the material. The material requires normal -,

classroom space for -its use, and additional facilitie.1 and
equipment are not required..'

10.3 Program Practices: Teacher of Anglo7Austialian and Dutch-
Australran backgrounds with lengthy residence it the Nether-
lands would experience most.sUcoess with this material. Teach-
ers would need to be aware of Dutch culture of the Nether-
lands to use -this material successfully. Teachers would
also heed to be able to understand, speak) read and write
fluently in the Dutch language to successfully implement
the material.

A slight.degree'of in-service training and teaching exper-
ience would be necessary to implement this material success-
fully. A teacher with some attachment to flexible procedures
would be most successful implementing the material..

Both Anglo-Australian and 'Dutch-Australian learners are
likely to experience success with this material. Learners
should show competence in the areas of knowledge; comprehen-
sion, application, analysis and synthesis of the cognitive"
domain to use this material successfully. Success with this
material is likely tq make a diffprence to learners' attitudes
toward themselves, toward othersfkhd toward change.
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17 AUSTRALIAN FAMILIES

0

1 IDENTIFICATION OF RESOURCE MATERIAL

1.1 Title: 17 Au4t4a2ian. Far/14244 (The Baar Family)

1.2 Developers: Curriculum Development Centre; Qantas Airways

1.3 Publishers; Distributors: Curriculum Development Centre; Qantas
Airway&

1.4 Addresses of Publishers, Distributors: P.O. Box 52, Dickson,
Australian .Capital Territory, 2602, Australia; G.P.O..Box 489,
Sydney, New South Wales, 2001, Australia

1.5'74 ,% Year of copyright: (X, 1981
. .

1.6 Material media: print,- set of 1 poster (wall display)- set of
2 prints, set of 2 audiocassettes

1.7 Components: 17 4u4t4atian,FasUie4 comprises' seventeen case
studies. based upon Australian families: Lebanese (Hanna),
Chilean (Alfaro), American (Parish), Greek (Kypreos), Maltese
(Gauci), aboriginal Australian, (Stanley), German (Munzberg),
Chinese (Yee), Polish (Korziuk), Serbian (Stefanorich), Italian
(Puglisi), Dutch (Baar),'. Anglo-Australian (Medwin), Laotian
(Ha), Turkish (Cingiloglu), Irish (Duke), and Fijian-Vanuatuan
(Andrew). Only .the component case study, The Baar Family,
is represented in this analysis, sincethe remaining sixteen
units are beyond the scope of this Guide. Each of the seven-
teen case studies'contains common information about the fol-
lowing: family-tree; family background; family now (location,,
roles and decisions, bringing up the children, community,
identity); housing; eating; relaxing; worshipping; learning;
communicating; and working.
(applicable to the entire whit)

Teachers Handbook
cassettes, set of 2

(applicable to the case study, The Baar Family)
case study booklet, The Baar Family
colour poster, set of 1
colour. prints,'set of 2

1.8 Subject areas: social sciences, language arts, home economics

1.9 Curriculum role: basic

1.10 Grade levels: grade 7 through to 9, primary level in a simplified
form

1.11 Academic status: not specified
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'1.12 Educational time block: unit or mini - course
.

,

1.13 Population .characteristics: not specified It is implied that.
, ,

the material A applidable to the general Australian population.

1.14
.

. .

.
.

D '.

Community ac.ceptance: (applicable to the ca'se stpdy,,The Baar
.

Family) The subjp6t matter of the case study booklet indicates
a Coefficient of.tvaluation of 71.76 on the basis of favorable'
identification with Australia apd Australian culture.°

The. component case study; .The Baar Family, relaeSto a.-
Dutch4Australian family resident in Tasmania andAudgingfrom
depictions of the State -capital, Hobart an4 ;the Dutch-Austral-
'Ian community in Tasmania, .ii is most suited to Dutch-Austral- .

ian\children -living in this State. However the subject matter'.
of, this case study.could.be sugcestfully implimente&With Dutch-
Australians, and with. Anglo-Australians wit.h,. appropriate

: .explanations, elsewhere in Australia.
f

.1.15. SOurce: material.in the English language developed in Australia,
and depicting aspects of other cultures or 'containing the
content of various other school subjects.

.**;:

1.16 Teacher train ing: The extent of in-service training; necessary:
to master the content and suggested teaching methods in "the..
material is not specified.

1.17 Preparation: (applicable to the entire unit) The extent of'out-
of-classroom preparation necessary is not specir4.ed. In using
the approaches, questions and activities outlined in the
.Teachers Handbook, the developers state: "Teachers' should
evaluate their suitability before using any particulir Approach"
(9). The analyst believes quite extensive out-of-classroom
preparation is necessary to implement the material successfully.

1.18 Physical description: (applicable to the entire unit)The unit is
contained in a framed, green, plastic box container, with a
slip metal latch, measuring 310mm by 230mm by 60mm. The box
contains a pocket for one of the two cassettes. The size of
the box is sufficient to contain all the materials except the
posters.

The Teachers Handbook is a 210mm by 295mm, 49 page,soft
cover booklet. It includes a number of black-and-white illus-
trations and also six tables. The quality of print isexcel-
lent but the type face is small in two tables. A glass paper
of excellent quality has been used.

The interview with members of the Baar family on Cassette
A plays for approximately 3 minutes 30 seconds. The developers
state: "The quality of sound is not 100 per cent because all
the interviews were conducted in or around each family's home
with the resultant background sounds on the tape. Students
will have to listen carefully to the spcakers"(39).
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The language material on Cassette B plays:for approximately
3 minutes 3.0 seconds. The quality of reproduction is good.
(applicable to the case .udy, The Haar Family)

The soft. cover case study booklet is 295mm by 210mm and
'Contains 27 pages. The booklet includes 41 black-and-white
photographs which document each of the themes detailed. Gener-
ally . the reproduction of the photographs is a little dark,
making clarity of detail imprecise. The cover contains an
additional coloured photograph.
= The colour poster is 583mm,by 433thm and of excellent quality.
The series of colOur/posters is not contained in the framed,
green plastic bOx-ciiint4ner but in a separate cylindrical card-
board container.

The colour prints are 255mm by 205mm and of excellent
quality.

.5 :e

'1.19 Material development: Development of 17 Au4taa.liah Fami.a.44 has
been undertaken by the Curriculum Development Centre, a federal ,

educational institution, and a public authority, Qantas Airways
Ltd., the Australian international airline, on a commercial
basis.

One of the contributors to the Foreword in the Teachers
Handbook states: " 17 Ait4t4atiqn Fami2ie4 is the latest release
in a every successful seriesof joint projects undertaken by
the Curriculum Development Centre and Qantas Airways. Unlike
its forerunners which focus on thft study of families in other
cultures overseas, 17 AciAt4cdian focuses on people
living in Australia. today. This direction is partly a response
to the Centre's belief 'in the'value of studying contemporary
social issues -and trends, and partly a reaponie to the recom-
mendations of the Qalbally Report which calls for.`
programs to foster multicultural understanding"(2). The mater-
ial was developed.by a- project team: P.-Fennell and C. Koopman
,of the Curriculum Development Centre, and T. Myers of Qantas.
Airways Ltd. Assistance in the,deyelopment- of the material
was also provided ,by groups of initial planners based in each
state of Australia, advisers, trialling personnel; selectors
of the families, and prOduction personnel.

The nature of funding characteristics are not specified.
The nature of the extent of dissemination is not specified.

2 RATIONALE, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

2.1 Rationale; (applicable to the entire unit) The developers state:
"The underlying reason for their production was to provide
a resource on the multicultural nature of Australian society...
The intention is to get students to come to some understanding
about thee multicultural nature of our society through a study
of Australian families"(11).

The rationale is clearly specified.
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2.2 Research and Development: (applicable to the entire unit) The
:natures of validation and pilot trialling are notspecified.
The developers state: "Feedback from teachers using the mater
ial would be, appreCiated"(10)4" A stated requirement for one
instructional method, the Case Study Approach, is: "The teacher
is expected to furnish an evaluation of the effectiveness of
the materials in terms of the stated aims and objectives"(11).

The nature of learner-based revision is-not spetified.
Trialling of draft materlals is stated to have occurred

in four schools incVictoria,'Australia': St. Paul's School,
Coburg; St. 3ohn's College, Braybrook; Ferntree Gully Primary
Sthool; and Coburg High School. Personnel responsiblefor'
trialling are stated for the first three schools. Trialling
also occurred in one school in New South' Wales, Australia:
Armidale High School. Personnel for this trialling are also
specified. ,,r

3 GOALS

.3.1 Goals: (applicable to the entire unit) The developers state:
"The general aims of the materials areas follows:

i) to help promote increased awareness, understanding
and sensitivity in students' of the multicultural
nature ofthe classroom, community and nation;

ii) to help all children cope with the realities of living
in a multicultural society;

iii) to foster the retention of the cultural heritage of
different ethnic groups and promote intercultural
and international understanding;

iv) to help enhance personal and cultural identities. in
all Australians, whatever their background;

v) to .mphasise the intrinsic worth of all people and
the positive contributions that differences among
groups and indivjAllals make to the whole society;

vi) to develop sensitivity, understanding and acceptance
of differences in customs and values of other ethnic
groups;

vii) to create awareness of the many customs and valves
that are common between people everywhere;

viii) to help children understand that culture is constantly
evolving and in Australia it evolves in a particular
social and.physical context;

ix) to encourage teachers to use the classroom and the
community as resources;

x) to create awareness of the strains and *tensions imp-
licit in multiculturalism"(5).

The goals of the component materials vary according to the
teaching approach adopted. The developers state that the goals
of the Case Study Approach are:

1. "To i crease student understanding (ie: knowledge
and r flective awareness of their own and others'
valu and attitudes) of
a) the differing nature of Australian family life;"
b) the differing sets of traditions and values held

by significant grbups of Australians.
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2. To increase student ability to
a) empathise with others;
b) tolerate differences "(11).

In applying general goals within the context. of the Case
Study Approach, the developers incorporate memory, comprehen-
sion, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation of the
cognitive domaiinto the material. The developers also incorp-
orate receiving, responding, valuing, organization and charact-
erization of the affective domain into the material.

ti

3.2 Objectives: (applicable to the case study, The Baar Family)
The objectives of the component materials vary according to
the teaching approach adopted. In applying the Case Study
Approach, objectives covering all component materials-are
jstated by the developers: "To encourage students to respond
'to pictorial eviderice and to record their reactions to a var-
iety of Australian families for the following purposes:

1. To increase skills of observation and interpretation.
2. To bring attitudes and values to the surface.

3. To reflect on their own values.

4. To motivate students to use the materials further.
5. To provide a structure to guide student enquiry "(12,

13).

Behavioral or performance objectives are not stated in
measurable terms. In applying the objectives within the con-
text of the Case Study Approach, the developers state that learn-
ers must demonstrate: "Formulating simple concrete hypotheses
(.entatively); assembling evidence; interpreting pictorial
evidence (part 1); checking hypotheses; reviewing evidence;
checking the logic of inferences drawn; reflecting on one's
own logic (part 2); use of index to help locate information
(part 3); oral skills - listehing and responding (part 4);
extracting information from a single source, verbal, diagram-
atic and pictorial; collating, organising and presenting infor-
mation in a guided, structured context; students interpret,
collate and use data organized by other students; speaking
and listening; data collection - collation from 'real life
sources (part 5); and constructing a narrative from clues sup-
plied by a factual data base (part 6)"(12,14). The conditions
of the demonstration involve teacher direction of class and
small group activities. Performance through demonstration
of these objectives is related to behavioral changes. Learner%
are expected to acquire knowledge and concepts related to
ethnic identity, stereotyping, prejudice, cultural character-
istics of the ethnic group, and information about a particular
ethnic family; attitudes and values toward interpreting pictor-
ial material, using hypotheses, judgments, logical and reflect-
ive thought processes; interpreting and developing attitudes;
valuing their own activities; and imaginative response and
creativity.
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4 CONTENTS

119 --- ,res

4.1 Characteristics: (applicable to the case study, The Baar Family)
The material consists. of a nonconsumable activity book, a
manual (applicable to the entire unit), a set of two audio
components (applicable to the entire unit), and two sets of
visual .comporipnts. The reality status of the materials is
factual. Historical, contemporary and futuristic references
are included in the contents. The semantic emphases of the
contents are geographial, historical and sociological.

4.2 Scope: (applicable to the case study, The Baar Family) The
contents of the learner materials include the chapters, listed
in the Contents, of the nonconsumable case study booklet, The
Baar Family, the colour poster, the set of colour prints, and
the set of cassettes (applicable to the entire unit).

The case study booklet, The Baar Family, comprises nine
chapters: Family Background, Family Now (Location, Family Roles
and Decisions, Bringinrup the Children, Community, Identity),
Dwelling, Eating, Relaxing, Worshipping, Learning, Communicat-
ing, and Working. The chapter, Family 'Background, prefaced
by The Baar Family Tree, presents a literary transcription
of interviews with family members concerning their emigration
from the Netherlands. Excluding a descriptive account of
Hobart, Tasmania, within the subsection, Location, subject
matter in Family Now is presented through interview-transcrip-
tion. Each of the chapters, Housing, Eating, Relaxing, Worship-
ping, Learning, Communicating and Working, also incorporates
interview transcription, although the chapter, Eating, contains
a set of recipes and the chapter, Communicating, a bilingual
word list. The predominant subject matter, based upon trans-
criptions of interviews with family members, presents both
factual details and their opinions concerninglpersonal exper-
iences.

The colour poster and set of colour-prints present photo-
graphs of family members. The developers state the following
caption for the poster: "The Baar family (left to_ ..right Jan,
Robert-Jan, Magda and Dorinda) pose for a family 'portrait in
the backyard of their home in Hobart"(37). The captions for
the colour prints read: "(a) -The family visits the Saturday
market at historic Battery Point in Hobart; (b) Robert-Jan
and Dorinda 'skylark' in the kitchen of their house in Hobart"

(38).
The contents presented on the two cassettes are independent.

Cassette A includes interviews with parents of each of the
seventeen families. The developers state that the subject
matter of the interview with Baar family members comprises:
"Identity, reaction to Australian customs, names for the child-
ren"(39). Cassette B includes words in fifteen native lan-
guages spoken by non - English speaking families, and includes
a setion devoted to the presentation of Dutch words.
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The contents are covered clearly through an intensive.cover-
age of a few materials. The contents are designed to be cov-
ered once by the learner althdugh all materials need not be
covered for a sathfactory learning experience. Supplementary
materials are recommendedloi'two-teaching-learning approaches,
thejeaching of Values and the Conceptual Approach..: °.

4.3 Sequence: (applicable to. the'case study, The Baar Family). The-.

order of the materials is based upon learners breaking down
complex ideas into :their component, parts. In. adoptin,g.the.
Case Study Approach, the starting point within,the sequence
is different for each learner and is determined by the teacher
on the basis of prior knowledge. 'The course within the sequence-y
is the same for each learner for Oarts.1,'2, 3:and 4 but dif-
ferent for each learner during group work'in part 5 and the
creative writing assignment in part-.6.. The seqUence is.deter-
mined on the basis of learner interests initially by the
teacher although learners determine the sequence within
group activities. In describing open-ended alternUtivei -for,
using the contents, the developers state: ."The material should
be as open-ended as possible. It shouldTbe a starter kit to..
encouragefurther.development in a sensitive way. in the elass71
room-and community"(4). Branching is also specified when apply-
ing the Case Study Approach.

4

5 METHODS

17 AwitAatian Fami.lie4 is designed as a multicultural educ-
ation unit. The material employs six teaching methods which
affect implementation of the material. Since the 'implications
of several methods are beyond the scope ofthis Guide, they, are.
not represented in this analysis. Only the methodr Case Study
Approach, relates to bicultural education, and is represented -

In this analysis in relation to the case study, The Haat Family.
The Case Study Approach is an introductory method,and the alter-
native methods, Making Your Own Case Study and Thematic Approach,
are to be employed subsequently.

Although the method, Making Your Own Case. Study could be
. applied to developing a case study of a Dutch-Australian family,
it includes implications involving curriculum /development that
are beyond the scope of this Guide and it is not represented in -.

. this analysis. The perspective of the method, Thematic Approach,
relates to multicultural education and therefore is not represent-
ed in this analysis. Although the method, Teaching. About Values,
employs subject matter of the case studies.as stimulus material,
this method relating only to affective learning, extends beyond
the case studies, and therefore is not represented in this analysis.
The method, Using The Materials In English. Courses, employs a
thematic approach with 'a multicultural educational perspective,
and is not represented in this analysis. The.method, Conceptual
Approach, examines key concepts of multicultural education and
is not represented in this analysis.
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5.1 Recommendations for use: (applicable-to the case study, The Haar
Family) The developers state: "This handbook includes some
suggestions. on how the materials could be used. Many teachers
and students -will use them in totally different ways. Because1, 1
of this, the .caching and learning strategies are suggestions
only. There is no best way to use these materials. By learn-
ing about different approaches-from teachers who use the kit
the Curriculum Development Centre hopes to.build up a network
of users to serve as a teacher information exchange"(4).

The Case Study Approach consists of an introduction followed

#
by a variety of strategies. The introduction includes six-
parts, for which the developers have specified .teaching-learn-
ing strategies in detail. The developers state:. "Following
this introduction of 2-3 weeks, a variety of strategies may
then be adopted: reading one case study, on an'individual basis,
with a view to giving a brief oral or written review to a group
of students; producing a 'This ts Your Life' sequence on one
member'of the family; a 'Thematic Approach' may be the logical

if` extension to the introdudtory 'Case. Study' approach; a whole
class, or groups within the class, using the interviews sched,
ule (Appendix C), the example' of the materials themselves,
and the experience of organizing data, make up their own case
study'studies"(15).

The description of the method, Case Study Approach, is very
:clear, comprehensive and located in the Teachers Handbook.

,5.2 Type of learning environment: In relation to the. Case Study
-Approach, the developers estate: "This- -unit assumes -..that 1.
students would be working on these materials in class, with
little opportunity for excursion at this stage of this unit;
2. some activities which the .student would complete outside
the class are necessary"111). .

The Case Study Approach requires that parts 1) 2, 3 and
4 be presented to learners arranged in c]ass groups,.but the
sizes and abilities of groups are unspecified. For parts 5
and A, learners are to be arranged in small.groups of from
two io four learners but the abilities of groups are unspec-
ified.

41atureof interaction: The Case Study. Approach prompts a variety
of interaction patterns. Within the Introduction, part 1

involves predominantly teacher-to-learner action, part 2
teacher-learner interaction, part 3 resource material-learner
i-terattion, part 4 teacher-learner interaction, part 5 teacher,.

' 2

5.3

rner-resource material interaction and part 6 resource
material-learner action. Among the subsequent strategies,
preparation of a review, involves resource material-to-learner
action, and 'This is Your. Life' involves teacher-resource
material-learner interaction.

4
5.4 , Teacher and learner roles: Parts 1, 2 and 4 of the Introduction

to the Case Study Approach require the teacher to initiate
roles, whilst in parts 3, 5 and 6 of the Case Study Approach,
the,learners predominantly initiate roles.
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5.5 Teaching approach
0,

.6 Learning approach: Part 1 of the Introduction to the Cade Study
Approach employs aisequence of learning approaches: discussion.
and questioning methods; problepsolving, heuristic and dis-
covery methods; and viewing,, listening and answering methods.
Parts 2 and 4 incorporate discussion and-questioning methodi;
parts 3 and 5 involve inquiry methodi; and part 6 employs
methods to aevelop creativeness. Of the subsequent strategies,
preparation of a review' involves, inquiry methods, and 'This

Life'is Your Lif involves inquiry methods,. methods to develop'
creativeness, and role-playing.

.

-

6 OUTCOMES

6.1 :Responses: (applicable to the case study, The Baar Family) In
applying the Case Study Approach, intended responses are stated *
by the developers: "Awareness of: need to continually. sharpen
observation - logical thinking skills, to value more the '

on flimsy evidence (part 1); develop negative attitudes,towardi'..
pension of judgment - not to jump to, hard. and fast conclusions

simple stereotyping; to be more reflective on their'Own,obterv-
,

ations, attitudes and values (part 3); 1 neat chart summarising
.

some or all of the booklet (part 5); an edited, complete pro-
duct as selected° froin those outlined in teaching/learning,
column (part 6)"(13, 15).

The responses stated for parts 1, 5 and 6 are 9ognitive,.
and part 3. contains affective responses.

The method of presentation of the material during the intro
duction of the Case Study Approach involves oral and pictorial
transmission in part 1; oral transmission in part 2; pictorial:
transmission in part 3; oral transmission in part 4; graphic
(read) and pictorial transhissian in part 3; and pictorial-.
transmission in part 6. The method of response to the material
is by aural and graphic (written about) transmission in part
1; graphic (read) transmission in part 2; graphic (read) and
graphic (written about) transmission in part 3; aural and
graphic (read) transmission in part 4; ral, graphic (written
about) and pictorial transmission in part. 5; and graphic
(written about). transmission in part 6. The methods of pres-
entation of material and response to material are not specified
for the strategies, following the introduction, when using
the Case Study Approach.

6.2 Outcomes: (applicable to the case study, .The Baar Family) Types
of skills predicted through use of the case study, The Baer
Family, in the context of the Case Study Approach involve facts,
concepts and generalisations.

The sociological emphasis within the case study, The Baar
Family includes in the introduction the following akills stated
by-the developers :. "Migration - early, recent; difference in
nationality; ethnicity; identity - names (part 1); stereotyping
- jumping to conclusions, evidence (part 2); stereotyping;
prejudice (part 3); family background; family now - location,
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family roles and 'decisions, bringing up the children, community,
identity; dwelling; eating; relaxing; worshipping; learning;*
communicating; working (part 5); the content here is any rele-
vant information about the family, embellished perhaps by the
students' imagination (part.6)"(12, 14).

In applying the Case-Study Approach, value positions pre -
di :ted in using the case study, The Haar Family, iaclude indoc-
trination, clarification and analysis.

. The following values related to cultural identification
are *stated by the developers: Awareness of pictorial clues;
responding to pictorial stimuli; appreciating and valuing the
use of tentative hypotheses (part 1); developing positive-
attitude to 'suspending judgment until all the evidence is
in'; valuing logical and reflective thought' processes (part
2); being aware of responding to reflecting on group attitudes;
developing negative attitude towards stereotyping (part 3);
increase student understanding of the differing nature of -Aust-
ralian family life, the differing sets of traditions and values

0-held by. significant groups of Australians; to increase Student
ability to empathise with others, tolerate differences; caring.
for what they are doing (part 5);.to encourage studentt to.
value imaginative response and creativity (part 6)"(12, 14).

t7; 3.112
S. .

- IVALUATION_

Specification: (applicable to the .case study, The Haar Family)
Within the context of the CaseStudy Approach, the developers
state: "The teacher has an obligation to provide some sort
of quantitative assessment of student performanee"(11). Types,

'4f evdkuational desigps specified are written exercisesand.
activities to

.,

b
I

e*assiskedArobservation. In specifying evalu-
ation within the tntrodttctiOit.to ilT-,Case.Atudy Approach, the
developers state: "Simple: 3-5 minutes beforeend,Tperipd, write
on board'an open-ended .question such as: 'During,tffs lesson.
I found that my powers of observation and logidal thinking'
were - because -I, students write response (anonymously) on
half page and leave them on desk near door on way out; another
form: 'in this lesson I learnt' - or 'from these posters I
learnt - (part 1); student charts may be assessed on the basis
of criteria conveyed to the students it the start of the exer-
cise eg: accuracy of information, clarity of communication
(part 5); student work may be assessed and effectiveness of
the curriculum (in terms of its stated goals) may be evaluated
by assessing on the basis of criteria agreed on at the begin-
ning of the exercise "(13, 15). Evaluational designs are not
specified for the strategies following the introduction.

7.2 Purpose: The purpose of student evaluation is to assess achieve-
ment.

7.3 Outcomes: The written exercises in part 1 of the introduction
apply knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synth-
esis, and evaluation, whilst the activities to be assessed
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by observation in parts 5 and 6. involve knowledge, comprehen-
,

sion, applicatiOn, analysis and synthesis.

7.4 Means: The assessment form applied to the written exercises is
not specified, but the activities to be assessed by observation
in parts 5 and 6 are criterion-referenced. The written exer
cises in part 1 involve short answer procedures, and the
activity to best assessed by observation in part 6 involves
writing essays.. .In reporting learner evaluation, the form
of tabulation and uses of results are not specified.

8 CONTINGENCIES AND CONGRUENCES

8.1 Contingencies: (applicable to the case study, The Haar Family,
The antecedents,-transactions and outcomes within 17 Ou4t4alian
Funaie4 indicate a high degree-of contingency. This has been .

achieved by the developers through clear and precise organizat-
ion and specification of the constructs.

The background characteristics indicate that the material
is suitable for target learner and teacher groups in Australian
schools. The developers have related the goals and objectives
of the material, and these are attainable by the more able-
learners. Since the goals and objectives stress learning in
the affektive domain, learners are also required to negotiate
higher order skills of the cognitive domain.

The transactions also indicate a high degree of contingency
between the constructs with the characteristics, scope and
sequence of the contents relating to the predominant teacher-
learning. method, the Case Study Approach. However, the emph-
asis placed upon transcriptions of interviews with theBaar
family in the case study booklet and cassette A, to the exclus-
ion of other forms of communicating the subject matter, limits
the extent to which teachersmay vary or modify teaching- learn-
ing methods applied in4the classroom. Despite this, the devel-
opers have established sufficient cohesion within the scope
of the contents .so that teachers may..develop open-ended alter-

,.

natives and branching. In establishing the precedence of-the
Case Study Approach and according derivative roles to features

_
of certain of the alternative teaching approaches, the develop-
ers have paid attention to their intention of providing option-
al uses for the material.

The outcomes are contingent upon the transactions. Within
the context of the Case Study Approach, the developers have
clearly stated intended responses and predicted- outcomes learn-
ers are expected to express or achieve. Although, a stated
intent is that teachers are to account for evaluation of
studentperformance, the strategies specified do not constitute
formal testing procedures. Although they apply to assessment
patterns currently adopted in many Australian schools, it must
be presumed kha teacher-made testing procedures are to be
employed for for al,valuation of stud &A performance.
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Although the material is designed for implementation within
'multicultural education prograMs, the nature. of 17 Auatnation
FOatiiie4- indicates that contingencies could be established
-between antecedents, 'transactions and outcomes of appropriate
bicultural education programs with modifications. Modifications
would involve the Rationale, Goals, Contents Methods, Outcomes-
and Evaluation.. Modifications to the Rationale,.. Goals, Out-
comes and Evaluation would involve application of the
_tural intents to a bicultural context. .Modification ,within
the transactional constructs would be more extensive, so that
a restricted scope of the Contents would be implemented through
the Case Study Approach.

On the basis of such modifications, teachers are likely
to attain the Goals and Outcomes within .a bicultural setting,
although restricting the scope of the Contents will require
that supplementary materials are implemented. The developers
haii designed the Case Study Approach as an initial method

o
.guiding teachers and learners into any one of the alternative
_methods. Modification of the, teaching-learning methodology
will timit.the extent to which this-'can be satisfied when using
17 Australian Famitie4 in a bicultural educational context.

8.2 , Congruences: :(applicable to the case study, The Baar Family)
The contingencies established between the constructs of 17 Attd,
titration Faniiie4 and its 'implementation with modifications
within the constructs of a bicultural education program,.indic-
ates that a generally high degree of congruence can be estab-
lished between the material and an .appropriate.program. The
adalysis established that the constructs are congruent. between
tWe material and social sciences programs adopted in many
Australian schools.o .

9 ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 Summary comments: (applicable to the case study, The Baar Family),
17 AtiAtitalian ramilie4 is suitable for use with all learners
for bicultural education.

10 BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS

10.1 Policies: (applicable to the case study, The Baar Family) The
material is likely to be successful with learners in all urban
and rural communities, and throughout all socio-economic groups
in Australia. The contents are appropriate to both mobile
and static groups in the community with liberal or radical .

attitudes.
The material is suitable for Anglo-Australian and Dutch

Australian ethnic groups. Successful implementation of the
material is not dependent upon support from the Dutch ethnic
community, although the developers state: "These -materials
should rarely be used as a sole resource! Supplement them with
imagination, other resources, student experiences, family and
community contact"(10). The material is unlikely to cause
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conflict between these ethnic communities, although as the
developers state: "The families were not selected because they
were 'typical' of a particular ethnic group Furthermore,
the families selected should- not be seen as .representative
of any particular group, be it ethnic, social or political
in interest"(10).'

10.2 Fducational Practices: (applicable to 'the case study, The Haar
Family) The material could be used successfully with learners
from all social backgrounds.of Australian society, although
it is more likely to, be successful with Dutch-Anstralian learn-
ers'who are aware ofthe experiences of Dutch immigrants in
Australia. The material- would be mostIpuccessfully impl.emnted
with learners arranged in small groups of mixed ability fo
certain activities and learners arranged in class groups,
mixed ability for other activities. The material relatei be
to general education through an integrated approach across
subject area lines, or study by major topics. The material
is well-related to other resource materials used in bicultural
education.

English, home arts and crafts, social sciencesteachers
and outside volunteers could contribute to successf4 use of
the material although social science staff would be most,
important. A great_ deal of classroom space is required when
using the materialc.'2Classroom display areas, the school lib-
rary and audio-visua service are required for successful use
of the material. Ca sette recorders are essential equipment
when using the material.. .-

10.3 Program Practices: (applicable .to the case study, The Haar Family)
Teachers of both Anglo-Australian and Dutdh-Australian back-
grounds should experience success with the material. The
material requires the teacher to impart understanding of-cultur-
al concepts within the context of the Baar family's experiences
before and after the migration process, but does not require
the teacher to have personally experienced these processes.;
However, the teacher is expected to possess favourable bicult-
ural attitudes particularly within the context of Australian
society.- A little knowledge of the Dutch language would be
advantageous but not essential. Since detailed information
is specified for each construct to enable -implementation of
the material, little in-service teacher training is required
although quite extensive teaching experience is necessary for
successful implementation. Teachers with attachment to flex-
ible procedures are likely to be most successful *ith the
material.

The material is likely to be successful with learners drawn
from all elements of Australian multicultural society. Learn-
ers with favorable cultural attitudes toward Dutch-Australians
are likely to experience most success with the material. All
learners, irrespective of their native language, will have
equal opportunity to experience success with the material.
Learners would need to show competence in knowledge, comprehen-
sion, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation to use
the material successfully. Succeps with the material is likely
to make a difference in attitudes toward oneself, toward change
and definitely will make a difference toward others.
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A 'DUTCH READER

Title: A Dutch hade4

1.2 Author: Williams, J. K.

1.3 Publisher: Stanley Thornes Publisher

1.4

1.5

Address of Publisher: Educa House, Old
hampton, Cheltenham, GLS3 ODN, England

Year of copyright: 0 1981 J. K. Williams

Station Drive, Leck-

f

1.6 Material medium: print
r.

1.7 Components

1.8

1.9

Subject area: language arts

Curriculum role: supplementary lJ

1..10 Grade levels: not specified. The analyst believes, the language
level and contents are suitable for secondary level (grade'
7.through to grade 12).

1.12 Educational time block: not specified

1.13 Population characteristics: not specified

1.14 Source: Materialin the second.language developed abroad with-
out adaptation for use in Australia.'

O

1.15 Physical description: The text is a 169mm by. 240mm, 102 par'
.soft coven book. The.book contains black-and-white illustra-
tions and black-and-white photographs. The darkness of the
photographs limits their clarity. The quality-of paper and
priht is pod; and the size of print would be suitable for
most learnerg for which, the text is designed. The aesthetic
quality of presentatioh is good, and the technical quality
of presentation is excellent.

1.16 Linguistic characteristics: The text is bilingual. Each literary .

extract from a Dutch source is prefaced by a brief introduc,
tion in English.

1.17 Language level: intermediate

1.18 Scope: A Dutch ieadei consists of 106 literary extracts from
Dutch reading materials. The extracts comprise an anthology
of poems and prose passages. Most extracts are preceded by
a brief introductory passage in English and followed by short
bilingual vocabularies. The extracts have not been categor-
ized according to thematic content but organized on the basis
of increasing sequential difficulty.

The Preface provides information for teachers.
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A DUTCH VOCABULARY

1.1 Title: A Dutch Vocabu.lomy

1.2 Autlior:.'Donaldson, B.

1.3 Publisher: Australasian Educa Press

1.4 Address of Publisher: 74 Railway'Road, Blackburn, Victoria,
3130, Australia
. ..,,,, ,-

1.5 Year of coright: 0 1983 ..

1.6 Material medium: print

1.7 Components

1.8 Subject area: second languages, language arts

1.9 Curriculum role: supplementary

1.10 trade levels: secondary and tertiary. levels

1.14 Academic status:. not specified
ft ,

1.12 Educational time block:, not specified

g

1.13, Population characteristics: The author states: "This book is
intended 'for the English-speaking students of Dutch wherever
they reside in the world apd whatever coyrse being followed

(3).

1.14
Source: Material in the second language written for Australian needs.

1.15 Physical description: The textis a 96 page, 150mm by 230mm,
soft cover book with an attractive cover. The word lists
are presented clearly with each group of words'numbered in
the margin. The author states: "In caseiv-Where it is not
immediately obvious, where the stress falls on a word, the
syllable to be stressed, is printed in bold type" (5). The'
quality of the print is excellent. ,Each page contains a
black-and-white-illustration referring to "an important point
of grammar or particular idiom in addition to using in con-:.

:text some of the words given on the page" (5): The technical
and aesthetic quality of presentatiqn is excellent.

1.16 Linguistic characteristics: Usage' in the text is bilingual
presenting word lists in Dutch and English. Standard Dutch
is used throughout the text.

t..
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1.17 Language level: beginner'

1.18 Scope: The learneh consist of bilingual word lists
presented .in the vocabulary and grouped according, to the
following major thematic categories: clothing (kLeding); 'work
and profession (u.reith en beaoep. ); the family (de 4mitie);
Mankind, man (de men4); the human body (het men4e.li4k 41c.hcival;
eating and'drinking (eten en dainken); fauna (de dieaenileael.(2);

at home,(thui4); recreation and relaxation (aecaeatie eg ont-
4pu.nning)4 travel (aeigen); the earth and space (de aaade en

.de auinte); the weather (het wee4); health (ge3ondheid );

money and finance.(ge& en 4iaanciea);religion (ide god4diert44;
flora (de plantenweael.d); life and death ( het -Leven en de
dood); the calendar (de Aa.lendea); at school, at the univer-
sity (op 4choo2, aan de univei4itet0; language (,tcuLt);reading
and writing (..lesen en 4chaiiven); the nation (het aiik); traf-
fic (veakeea ); at the station (op het 4tation); at the post
office (op het po4tAantooa); in the country (op het ptattelandl;
colours eil/Len); crime (mi4daad); in town (in de 4tad );
shopping (winke.ten ); building, construction (de bow); the
clock (de laoh ); war and peace ooa-log en vaede ); verbs
(weAkwoo4dem); adjectives ( biivoeptiike naamwooaden ); con-
junctions (voegvooaden); prepositions (vooa3et4e14, psepadi.tig*
adverbs (0iiwooaden ); pronouns ( vooanaanwooaden. ); inter-
rogatives (vaaagwooaden).

The author states: HB), having groupediords further
under broad general topics it shOuld be practical for exam-
ple for teachers to set says on those topics in which the
student Can attempt to se as many of the given words as
possible. A further advantage of grouping the words under
general, topics is the 'avoidance of ambiguity of meaning.
Many words have 4.variety of'meanings dependingon context,
but usually the meaning of a particular word is clear in this
instance tecause of the other words .in its vicinity. On
occasions.it wasniecessary, for the sake of clarity, ta foot-
note individual vocabulary items, but this has been kept to

' a minimum" (.D.
Each, thematic category consists of a series of several

bilingual lists of words, from eight to twelve .in number
which refer_ to specific categories of related words within
each broad general topic.

The relationship between the broad general topics within
the sequence is hot entirely evident from this ordering. The
majority of the first thirty-three topics relate to.the human
environment excepting fauna, the earth an space, the weather
and flora which might have formed an introductory section.
The remaining seven general topics relate to grammatical
forms and constitute a separate grouping at the end.

The text does not, contain specific teacher materials
although the Preface is designed to assist the user of.the
-text. The'author explains the rationale, goals and contents
of the text, and follows this with an account of irregular
features of the vocabulary derived from Cultural differences.
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ALLEEN OP DE WERELD

. Title: Atteen o de w

1.2 Author: Maiot H.

1.3 Publisher: an Goor Jeugdboeken

,

3
1

Address of Publisher: Amsteldijk 166,-1079' Amsterdam, Neder
land

1.5 Year of copyright: 0 1979

'1.6 NSterial medium: _print

1.7 Components: The leries consists of the followin eaders:
1. Remi op weg met Vitati4 (Remi leaves with alis)
2. Remi veatie4t 3iin mee4te4 (Remi looses his eacher)
3. Ramis.; avontaurt. in de min. en Remi eindetiik gebAkig,

(Remi's adventure in the mine and Remi is finally happy),
4. Remi. ge2ukkig (Remi is finally happy)

1.8 Subject area: language arts

1.9 Curriculum role: supplementary

1.10 Grade level: not specified The analyst believes the language
level is appropriate through to grade 10 of Australian schools
although the contents are aimed at the lower secondary level.

1.11

1.12 Educational time block: not specified

1.13

1.14

Academic status: not specified

Population characteristics: not specified

Source: -Material in the second language developed abroad without
adaptation for use in AuStralia,

1.15 Physical description: Each
245mm, hard cover book with

,/are in colour. The plint
the print is small. The
presentation is good.

reader in the series is a 172mm by
a colorful cover. The illustrations
and paper quality is good although
aesthetic. and technical quality of

1.16 Linguistic characteristics: The Dutch language only is used
in each component reader. The standard language is .used in
the text.
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1.17 Language level: advanced

1.18 Contents: Each component reader comprises a single prose nar
rative and is not divided into chapters. The plot of each
reader concerns the adventures of Remi and his quest to gain
happiness.
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DAANTJE

1.1 Title: Daantj.el

1.2 Author: 'Roggeveen, L.

1.3 Publishers; Distributor: Elsevier tederland b.v., Van Goor
. Zonen;...D. A. Book Depot

1.4 Addresses of Publishers, Distributor:. Amsteldijk 166, 1079 LH
Amsterdam, Nederland; 11-13 Station Street, Mitcham, Victoria,
3132,-Australia A

1.5 Years of copyright: () 1972 deel 1, 2; 197.3 deel 3, 4, '5,
6, 9, 10;,1979 deel

. .

1.6 Material medium: print

1.7 Components: The series comprises the following readers:
dee2 bawd wet. ddantie (Daantje's beard)
deet 2: paantie gricit 4chaatie7.4 4den (Daantje goes skating)
dee2 3: Daantje paAt op het hui4 (Daantje looks after the ham)
deei 4: Daantie doet bood4chappen (Daantje goes shopping)
dee2 5: Daantie gacit op 4e i4 (Daantje goes travelling)
deed 6: Damttleheipt een handle (Daantje gives a hand)
dee2 7: Daan4e wax doe le daa4? (Daantje, what are you doing

there?)
dee2 8: Daantie giloot em Ddantie Mein (Daantje big and

Daantje small)
dee2 9: Daantie Aoopt kippen (Daantje buys chickens)
dee2 Wee.i vo043icht4 &untie! (Be careful, Daantje!)

1.8 Subject area: language arts

1.9 Curriculum role: supplementary

1.10 Age groups and grade levels: 4 through to 9,years The language
:level, but not the subject matter, is suitable for inter-
mediate classes through to grade 9 of Australian schools.

1.11 Academic status: not specified

1.12 Educational time block: not specified

1.13 Population characteristics: not specified

1.14 Source: Material in the second language developed abroad with-
out adaptation for use in Australia.

1.15 Physical description: Each reader in the series is a 147mm by
218mm, hard bound book with a coloured illustrated cover,
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and coloured and black-and-white iillustrations. Deel 1 . i---

contains 67 pages, deel. 2 71 pagels; deel 3 75 pages, deel
4 75 pages, deel 5 71 pages,-deel 6 71 pages, deel 7 71
pages, deel 8 71 pages,.deel 9 71 pages, and deel 10 71
pages. The print is of excellen quality and suitable in
size to be 'read.by.the specified ge groups. The aesthetic
and technical quality of presentdt on is.excellent.

1.16 linguistic characteristics: The Dutch; language only is used
in the text. The standard language is used in the text.

1.17 Language level: intermediate

1.18 Scopt: Each reader presents a self-contained plot, and, the
contents are organized into separate chapters. This series
features incidents occurring to Daantje, a rotund sixty-year-
old man, who lives near a small Dutch town. The characteriz-
ation cbntained in these' readers will capture the attention
of children, and the stories will convey Dutch culture of
the Netherlands to their readers.

a
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DE AVONTUREN VAN PETER EN HELEENTJE

1.1 Title: De wontaten van Petea en Neteentie

1.2 Authors Oossanen, K. C. van

1.3 Publisher:. Stichting Boekenhuis Veritas

1.4 Address of Publisher: Postbus 2870 2400 AO", Alpen aan den Rijn,
Nederland . .

1.5 'feat= of copyright: n.d.

1.6 Material medium: print

1.7 Components: The series.consists-of four volumes:
deed Petea en Heteemtie gaan winhelen (Peter 'and Little

Helen go shopping)

N1/4.

dee2 2: Petea en Heleentie Saar naafi de Aeaentuin (Peter and.
Little Helen go to the zoo)

deet 3: Petea en yeteentie =hen een 44.tu49, (Peter and Little
Helen make a carriage)

deet 4: Petea en Heteentie gaan uit logeaen (Peter and Little
Helen go for a trip in the car)

1.8 Subject area: langu4e arts

1.9 Curriculum role) supplementary

1.10 Grade levels: not specified The analyst believes the material
could only be successfully implemented at the secondary level
of Australian schools, although the content is aimed at upper
primary level.

1.11 Academic status: not specified

1.12 Educational time block: not specified

1.13 Population characteristici: not specified

1.14 Source: Material in the second language developed abroad without '

adaptation for use in Australia.

1.15 Physical description: Och reader in the series is a 125mm
. by 218mm, hard bound book with a black, white and red illust
rated cover and illustrations. The print is of excellent
quality and suitab.le in size to be read by young children.
The aesthetic and technical quality of presentation is excel
lent.

1 2
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1.16 Linguistic characteristics: The Dutch language only is used
in the text. The standard language is used in the text.

Language level: intermediate

Scope: Although
the contents of
ter or thematic
series concerns
sister. ' .

I1

each reader presents a self-contained story,-
the readers are not organized by topic, chap-
categories. The plot of each reader in this
the adventures of two children, brother and
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DE AVONTUURLIJKE REIS VAN BOLKES ZOON MET DORUS DAS

1.1 Title: 40eavontauntiihe 4ei4 van BWIte4 Joon. met Lb4u4 4464

1.2 Author: Hildebrand A., D.

1.3 Publisher: Elsevier Nederland b.v.

1.4 Address-of Publisher: Amsteldijk 166, 1(179 LH Amsterdam, Neder-
land

1.5 Year of copyright: .0 1980

1.6 Material medium: print.

1.7 Components

i..8 Subject area:. language arts

1.9 Curriculum role: supplementary

1.10 Grade level: not specified The analyst believes the. language
level is, appropriate to _the secondary level of Australian
schools although the content is aimed at middle and upper

' primary levels.

1.11 Academic status: not specified

1.12 Educational time block: not specified

1.13 Population characteristics: not specified

1.14 Source: Material in the second language 'developed abroad without
adaptation for use in Australia.

1.15 Physical description: The reader is a 135mm by 205Mm, hard bound
book with a colorful cover. Illustrations are in black-
and-white. .The print and paper are good .quality. The
print is small but suitable in size for secondary learners.

1.16 Linguistic characteristics: The Dutch language only is used
in the text. The standard language is used in the text.

1.17 Language level: intermediate

1.18 Scope: The material is organized into ten chapters. The plot
of the text concerns the adventurous journey of Boltje and
Dorus Das along a river by boat to the Wild Wood and their
encounters with Mischa the Bear and Otto Otter.
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DE BOS-BASISATLAS

Title: De Go4--ba44.4atta4

Author.: Wolters-Noordhoff b.v.

Publisher: Wolters-Noordhoff b.v.

Address of Publisher: Damsport 157, 9728 PS, Groningen, Nederland,
(Postbus 58, 9700 MB, Groningen, Nederland)

Year of copyright: 0 1976

Material medium: print

Components

Subject area: social sciences

CurriCulum role: supplementary

Grade levels: not specified The analyst believes different'
sections of the contents are suitable for 'particular grade
levels. The introductory section is appropriate for upper
primary level in Australian schools for pretentation of various
conventional signs and symbols used in cartography. The sec- '. -

tions, Nederland, Europa and Wereld, are suitable for learners
in grades 7 and 8 of the lower secondary level for visualizing
political divisions, contour shading of relief, ,and land use
whilst learners in grades 9 and above can use the same subject ,141b,

matter for interpreting the information contained on the. maps.

44-
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Academic status: not specified

Educational time block: not specified

,

s.

:. ttvit,,,:..-, -.4.,.,.45,

Population characteristics: not specified . , ..c.,-

. ,. f..;.y.,;

Source: Material in the second language developed abroad without
adaptation for usein Australia. -

1.15 Physical description: The material.is a 233mm by 302mm, 63 page
hard bound book with an attractively illustrated cover. The
relatively thick pages are appropriate, for classroom use
The atlas features coloured illustrations, black-and-white
and coloured photographs. The maps are coloured and technical-
ly of an excellent standard. The quality of paper and print
is excellent. Bold-face print in both black and.red has been
used which is suitable for reading by appropriate learner
groups. The aesthetic and technical quality of presentation
is excellent.
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1.16. Linguistic characteristics: The,Dutch language only is used in
the text. Standard Dutch is used throughout the contents.

1.17 Language level: beginner

1.18 Scope: The learner material is preser.ted in four sections:
introductory subject matter; Nederlandk Europa; and Wereld.
The introductory subject matter covers pictorial and photograph-
ic representation realized to scale on maps, and interpretation
of the members repreS'ented in legends and keys.

The section, Nederland (the Netherlands), consists of the
following maps: 1 Ve4voe4 van men.ien en goede4en (transport-
ation of people and goods) includes an inset map, , Novincie4
(Provinces); 2. Net gelmuilz van de 94ond (Land uses); 3. Hoog
em taagARelief); 4. g4onotioontem (Soil regions) including
an inset bap, .N:Lewv -land peclaimed land); 5. II/men-calve/then
(Living sand work) includes four maps, woven (Population dist-

I yibution), Ahkea-An tuinbouw (Employees in arable farming...
and horticulture), 9nida4teke (Eniployees in secondary industry)
and, Dien4tve4tening (Employees in tertiary .industry); '6.'in-
clu4essfour.maps, Boderwichatten en indu4t4ie (Minerals and
industry), Weraineme44 in de e2eht4otechni4cheindustnie:
(Employees in the electronics industry), Nie tiid .(Recrea-
tion), geimiddhinde4 b.c Schiphot (Noise pollution from
Schiphol Airport), 7. N604d-Alide4tand (Northern Netherlands);
8. Midden-Nede4dand.(Central Netherlands); and 9:2itid-Nede4 tamd
(Southern Netherlands)",l'including, an inset: map, Toe4i4tenkaa4t
(Tourist map). .

The section, Europa, consists of the following maps: -10.
Hoog en .10,9 (Relief); 11. De 4taten (The nation-states); 12.
DeigiU en Lakernbav(Belgium and Luxembourg); 13. Midden-
eu4opa (Central.Europe); 14. F4tank44k (France); 15.1iet
Lgd Ronink4iik en 9e4lamd (United Kingdom and Ireland); 16.
Noo4400gbied (North Sea territory); 17. Noomdwe4t-emopa
(North-West Europe) includes two inset maps SPitlbengen(Spits-
bergen) and rae4Ve4 (Faeroe Islands); 18. Zaid-euitom(Southern
Europe); 19. De Atpen (The Alps); 20. Sow etunie (Union of
Soviet. Socialist Republics),including an inset map,Stqathundi.ge
ve4deting (Political divisions); .21. includes four maps, Wonen
(Population distribution), 13odem4c4iatten en.indu4t4ie (Minerals
and industry,), geb4aili vac emengiie(Energy use), Hebbem we gen-

!

oeg eme4gie? (Have. we sufficient ergy?) .

The section, Wereld, comprises t e following maps: 22 Asa
(Asia); 23. 2CLAwe4t-AgiE (South-wes, ern Asia); 24. 24idoo4t-
Apli (South-eastern Asia); 25. 4341 (Asia) includes two maps,
Wonen (Population density), and 13odern4chattem en indu4t4ie
(Minerals and industry); 26.94402 (Israel) including an inset
map, Pate4tina ten tyde van 2eptA (Palestine in the time
of Christ); 27. Au4t4aZeg(Australia) including two inset maps,
Wonen (Population distribution), and Bodemchatten en inda4tnie
(Minerals and industry); 28. g&i..ika(Africa); 29. Het Midden-
0o4ten(The Middle East) including oil and natural gas product-
ion, and two inset maps of Africa, Wonen (Population distrib-
ution) and Boderwchatten en indwitAie (Minerals and industry);
30. Noo4d-Ameaiha (Forth America); 31. Zuid-Aneaika (South
America); 32. De Ve4enigde Staten van AMe44Aa (The United
States of America); 33. ofinemaa (America) includes two maps,
Woven (Population distribution) and Doden4chatten en induAt4ie
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(Minerals and industry); 34. De aaAde: Het gekuik van de
pnamd en vi44e4ii (The Earth: Agriculture and. Fisheries); 35..
De aande: Bodent4thatten'en.i i.et4ndu4 (The Earth: Minerals and
industry); 36. De cumde (The Earth) includes three maps,
gemiddetde iaa4tervenatau4 (Average annual temperatures),
Nie44.14 pea 'ma (Annual rainfall), and Obiumonlietiihe totamt-
engnov. (Natural vegetation); 37. De aande (The Earth) includes
three maps, Wonen (Population distribution), Arun en 4iik (Poor
and rich), and .Ana gabetisame (Illiteracy); 38. De aandi en pual-
gebieden.(The Earth and Polar Regions) includes four maps.
god4dien4ten (Religions), Land4taten (Languages); Noo4dPuol-
gebied (North Pole) and Zuidpoo2gebied (South Pole).

Each of the three sections of maps, Nederland, Europa and
Wereld is prefaced' by an introductory page listing the contents
of the sectypn by 'map titles.' Colour tinting is used on all
maps -clocept. those, representing population distribution. and
employment which use stippling, whilst maps representing miner
als and industry' employ syMbils. Hatching is occasionally
employed. A key or legend is presented with each map. The
key is depicted by means ,of a 'cross section for maps indicating
relief. In the section Nederland, the scale for maps 1,2,
3 and .4 is 1:1 400 000; 1:2 500 000 for maps 5 and 6 a, b,
c; 1:500 000. for mapS 7, 8 and 9. in 'the section Europa, the
scale of'maps .10 and 11 is 1:28 000 .000; 1:1 $00.000 for map
12; 1:4 500 000 for maps 13, 14 and 15; 1:8 000 000 for map
16; 1:7 500 000 for map '17; 1:12 000 000 for map 18; 1:4 $00
.000 for map 19; 1:30 000 000 for map 20: and 1:42 000 000 for
map 21.. In the section .Wereld, the scale for map 22 is
1:45:000.000; 1:25 000 000'for ,maps 23 and 24; 1:80 000 000
for' map 25; 1:2 500 000 for map 26; 1:30 000 000 for maps 27,
30 and 31; 1:35 000 000 for map. 28; 1:15 000 000 foi map 29;
1:17 500 000 for map.32; 1:70 000 000 for map 33; 1:100 000 000
for maps -34'and 35;_ 1:200 000 000 for maps.36, 37 and', 38.
An index is.provided at the close of the text. .

Proportionally representative treatment is offered to each
of the four Sections of the, atlas.. The section,' Nederland,
contains nine pages of maps, Europa twelve pages of maps, and
Wereld seventeen pages of maps. Two maps represent climatic
factors: 36a and 36b.. Nineteen maps represent relief: 3, 10,
12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 30,
31 and *32. One- map represents natural vegetation: 36c. One
map represents soils: 4. Two maps represent energy use:21c.
and 21d. Seven maps represent minerals and industry: 6a, 21d,
.25b, 27d, 29c, 33b and 35. Four maps represent land use: 2,
7, 8 and 9.' One map represents polders: 4a. Two maps repres
ent agriculture: 5b and 34. Two maps represent secondary
industry: 5c and 6b. Once*map represents tertiary industry:
5d. One map represents pollution: 6d. One map represents
recreation: 6c. Seven maps represent population distribution:
5a, 21a, 25a, 27a, 29b, 33a and 37a. One map represents econ
omic 'development: 37b. One map represents illiteracy: 37c.
One map represents religions: 38a. One map represents lan
guages: 38b. Seven maps represent political divisions: 1,

11, 16, 20a, 29a, 38c and 38d. One map represents historical
political divisions: 26a.

Teacher materials are not presented in the contents.

\
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DE DAG DAT HET KLEUREN REGENDE

Title: 04 days dat het laemea 4egeade

Author: Etherton, R.

rublisher: Uitgeverij Omniboek

Address. of Publisher: Postbus 130, 8260AC, Kampen, Nederland

Year of copyright: 0 1976 Lion Publishing

Material medium: print

Components

Subject area: language arts

1.9 Curriculum role: supplementary

1.10 Grade level:' not specified Although the contents are appropriate
to lower primary level, the language level is suitable for
beginner classes through to grade 8 in Australian schools. .

e
Academic status: not specified

Educational time block: not specified

Population characteristics: not specified .

Source:" Material in the second language developed abroad without
adaptation or use in Australia.

1.15 Physical description: The reader is a 180mm by 249mm, 29 page,
hard cover book with a colorful cover. Illustrations are
in colour and blackandwhite form'ng a background for the
text. The quality of print and aper is excellent. The
aesthetic and technical quality of resentation is excellent.

1.16 Linguistic characteristics: The Dut h language only is used
in the text. The standard.language is used."

1.17 Language level: beginner
/

1.18 Scope: The thematic development oi' this
, explanation of the Grey Boy's discovery

I

balloon, carrying three children in its
Greyland and the Grey Boy sees Anneke
red trousers and Jan's green shirit.

reader provides the
of colours. A large
basket, descends into
's blue dress, Tom's.
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DUTCH REFERENCE GRAMMAR

1.1 Title: ,Datch Rete4ence g/terma4

1.2 Author: Donaldson, B.

1.3 Publisher; Distributor: Martinus, Nijhoff b.v; Australasian
Educa Press

1.4 Addrdssessof Publisher; Distributor:(Morssingel 9-13, 2312 AZ,
Leiden; Nederland; 74 Railway Road, Blackburn, Victoria, 3130,
Australia

1.5 Year of copyright: ED, 1981.

1.6 Material medium: print.

1.7 Components

1.8 Subject area': second languages, language arts

1.9 Curriculum role: supplementary

1.10 Grade levels: upper secondary and tertiary levels The analyst
believes that learners in the upper secondary level are
likely to be able to use the material only through the guid-
ance of a teacher.

1.11 Academic status: not specified

1.12 Educational time block: not specified

1.13 Population characteristics: The text is designed'as a reference
grammar for non-native speaking learners of Dutch. .The author
states: "Although my approach has been entirely from the
point of view of a native-speaker of English, I feel and hope
that -most of the material will be of equal .validity for-
native-speakers of other languages, and that this book might
find currency in those countries until such time as a similar
work appears in those languages" (9).

1.14 Source: Material in the second language written for Australian needs,.

1.15 Physical description: The material is a 275 page, 160mm by
240mm, soft cover book. The size of print is small but con-.
sistent with its use as a reference text. However, if the
material is tc be adapted for principal use as an advanced
course, the rint would need to be larger. The quality of
printing and' is good. The aesthetic and technical
quality of presentation is excellent.
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1,16, Linguistic characteristics: .Usage in the text:i4 bilingual.
The text is presented in English with grammatical examples
cited in both English and Dutch. , .,

i

. ..e.,
.

1.17 Language level: advanced

1.18 Scope! The learner material consists of sixteen chapter's;
pronunciation (uitApaaiale ); spelling (4pe2.4ing.); punctuation ,

(intealwactie, taeAteken4 dasesL(naariavattea); articles(4.d-.

wOoaden); demonstratives (aanwiigende vooanaamwooaden);_noups
(ge.a4tandige na4mwooaden) ; pronouns (vooartaammoaden. );

Adjectives (bilmegUike. naunavoaakz0; adverbs (Aidwool,dere);
verbs (weakwooadin.); conjugations ( vdepoo4dem); prepositions
(vooa3et4el4/pnepo4itie4 ); .numerals (te4do4den ); (ea);
negation (onthenndfig ). In addition there are three append-
ices: letter writing; proper nouns; and common Dutch abbrev-
ations. The titles of Chapters are listed in the contents.

The thematic material within each chapter is systematical-
ly"organized, and the longir chapters are divided into deeig-
nated sections' The author states: "My approach to grammar
is a conventional one. Objective classification and consist-
ency in lay-out, are imperative for a book like this to be .
.successful. I feel that by keeping to the ,categories thc
student is likelyto be acquainted with from his other lang-
uage studies, the information will be more readily accessible
to the majOritY who make use of it. The contents of this.
book are only accessible to the'student who hake. thorough
'knowledge of the traditional categories of grammar; this is
after all the only clavification that is international-
enough to give the work currency wherever it may be used in
the world" (9).

Quantitative emphasis is placed upon the more important
grammatical parts with the tre4tment of verbs being the most
extensive. ,

The text does not' contat specific teacher materials,
although the Preface is designed to assist the user of the
text. The author explains the rationale and contents of the
text and follows this with an account of lists incorporated
within the chapters and appendices. A table of Contents,
an Iddex and list of recommended texts are also included.
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, EEN .GOED BEGIN

.

1.1 Title: 601goed begin A Contempuitang Dutch 7eade4

1.2 Author: Bird, R. B. and Shetrer, W. Z.

1.3 Publisher: Martinus Nijhoff b.v.

1.4 Address of Publisher: Morssingel 9 -13, 2312 AZ, Leiden, Nederland

1.5 ,Years of copyright?' Qc , 1963, 1978

1.6 Material medium: print

1.7 Compon'ents:(6en coed begin is designed as supplementary reading
to the course, Intaoduction to Dutch': A PaacticaZ c4amma)t..)( en
'sued begin consists of two volumes:

1. Texts
2. Notes, grammatical sketch, vocabulary

1.8 Subject area: language arts

1.9 Curriculum role: supplementary

1.10 Grade levels: tertiary level. The material could be used select-
: ively with teacher guidance at the upper secondary level

(grades 11 and 12) of Australian schools.

1.11 Academic status: not specified

1.12 Edubational time block: not specified.

1.13 Population characteristics: The authors'state: "In preparing
this reader we have had 'in mind those persons who wish to
learn to read Dutch, particularly those in the academic,

'business or government worlds who contemplate an extended stay
in the'Netherlands"(v).'

1.14 Source: Material in the second language developed abroad
without adaptation for use in Australia.

1.15 Physical description: The two texts are each 135mm by 1)0mm,
soft cover books. Volume 1 contains 102 pages and volume 2
contains 108 pages. There are two maps and one illustration,
all in black-and-white. The quality of paper and printing
in both volumes is excellent, but the size of print in volume
2 is too small for comfortable reading. The aesthetic quality
of presentation is good, and the technical quality of present-
ation is excellent.
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1.16 Linguistic characteristics: The text is bilingual. Each extract
from Dutch literature is preficed by a brief introduction in
English.

1.17 Language level: adv d

1.18 Scope: The learner materials of 'the component, volume 1: Texts,.
consist of twenty-six unabridged selections from Dutch literature'
arranged_ in increasing order of difficulty: Hoornik (Am4te.adam
ta44en't/4.14 en 3e4 and Oesota(erz..i.4); 'Carmiggalt (Rap4e4);
Frank (Het achteAhai4; Lennart (Avontutut van yibte4on); Coster
(Mande2ing La)e24t); Bomans (Het ki4t4e); Marsman (He4inneaing
aun Ho22and and Land chap ); Voeten ( He444t in Amteizdam); Bloem
(Noventheiz); Nijhoff .(Dp. wo2ken); Bordewijk (Be 4echte4);Campert
(Ve4ge2en men4en. ); Belcampo (6i td goed a2 goed ); van Hattum
(De Soon van Fohle Wa41.4h9a); Helman(De moo4denaan en siin Soon) ;
Blaman (De. came 4tudent); Stip (9peem kip, op een 4pinLop out4oeh
and op.een boe ); Vasalis (De dui4.); Gerhardt (Yet ca4i2Ion );

van Eyck (Dg tui,nman en de dood); Morrien (Sneeuw in Ovenii4e2 );
Couperus Wet u44chied); van Schendel0e pihnake4 ); Vestdijk
(De winde is de 4toam); Huizinga (Vonde.L); Den Doolaard wate4-
toverma44).

The authors state: "Twenty-six authors of our century are
represented, including 'popular and humorous writers as well
as serious and revered men of letters all of them recognized
authors whose. works are widely read i-' Holland and .often found
in textbooks for use in Dutch schoo: However, our book is
not intended to be an anthology of Dutch literature. We make
no effort to evaluate the reading selections from a literary
pOint of view, nor do we imply that each poem or story is part-
icularly representative of the author concerned "(v).

Each extract consists of an introduction offering brief
bibliographical information concerning the author and his or
her works. The initial extracts are generally short, less than
100 lines, but the later extracts may run in excess of 200 lines.
A numerical notation indicating every fifth line is provided
in the margin. Acknowledgement is provided at the close of
each extract.

Although the extracts are intended primarily to develop read-
ing skills in Dutch, the authors have given' attention to the
selection of the contents. The writers, excepting extracts
from lAt4rary works by Couperus, Huizinga and Den Doolaard,
concent?ate upon portraying and representing Dutch society
during the immediate post-war years and reflect the culture
of the Dutch of the Netherlands. A variety of thematic material
is included concentrating upon the human and physical environ-
ments of the Netherlands.

The learner materials relating to the second component,volume
2, consist of Notes, a Grammatical Summary and a Vocabulary.
The Notes comprise explanations in English of Dutch words and
phrases presented in each extract. These are listed separately
for each extract and are identified by reference to the line
of the text. The Grammatical Summary and Vocabulary are design-
ed to provide convenient references for readers of the texts.

The Preface to the component volume, Texts, provides infor-
mation for teachers.
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KIENKRACHT

1.1 Title: grem44acht: we4hboeh VOU4 het .62.e.414122

1.2 Author: Bouwers, L. L. (ed.)

1.3 Publisher: Uitgeverij De Vuurbaak b. v,

1.4 Address of Publisher: Neutronstraat 13, 9743 Groningen, Neder-
land (Postbus 189, 9700 AD, Groningen, Nederland)

1.5 Years of cop7right: 0 1975 (volume 1), 1976 (volume 2)

1.6 Material medium: print

1.7 Components: The material comprises two component volumes.
deei i/ou!t de bAugh/a4 (volume 1: for the intermediate class)
deel 2: voon de tweede en de4de kla4 MOO en de tweedg A2a4
1100/VVO (volume 2: for the second-and third classes MAVO
and the second classes of HAVO and VWO)

l8 Subject area: language arts

1.9 Curriculum role: supp-ementary

1.10 Grade levels: Volume 1 of the material is designed for reading
lessons at the intermediate level,*a transitional year between
primary and secondary levels, equivalent to grade 7 of Aust-
ralian schools. Volume 2 of the material is designed fob'
reading lessons in the second and third grades of the second-
ary level of MAVO, schools providing pre-technical education,
equivalent to grades 8 and 9 of comparable Australian schools,
and the second grades of the secondary level of HAVO, schools
providing a general education, and VWO, schools providing
pre-university education, equivalent to grade 8 of comprehen-
sive Australian schools. Although the contents of the mater-
ial are suitable for the equivalent grades of Australian
schools, the analysts believe the language level is ,more
appropriate to grades 11 and 12 of Australian schools.

1.11 Academic status: not specified

1.12 Educational time block: not specified

1.13 Population characteristics: not specified

1.14 Source: Material in the second language
out adaptation for use in Australia.

1.15 Physical description: The two component
by 226mm, hardbound books. Volume 1

and volume 2 consists of 268 pages.
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developed abroad with-

volumes are each 153mm
consists of 208 pages,

The covers of both
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volumes feature.a coloured illustration related to the theme
of the text. The material contains both black-and-white photo-
graphs and illustrations. The quality of paper and print
is excellent... Although the size of the print is small, it
is suitable for the recommended grade levels. The aesthetic
and technical quality of ptesentation is excellent.

1.16 Lingdistic characteristics: The Dutch language only is used
throughout the text. The standard language is used..

1.17 Language level: advanced

,1.18 Scope: The learner material of the component reader, volume
1, consists of thirty-eight chapters based mainly upon liter-
ary extracts. The titles of these chapters are 2h2eid4(In-
troduction), Spannend (Thrilling), Len g.eApiteh met Piet
P4in4 (A conversation with Piet Prins)Jeugd2amd (Youth Land))
g4ote Piea.(Great Pog;ie./(Poetry I), Lodewi,ich wo4dt
ve4hoo4d (Lodewijck bang questioned),De ye/model! (The
traitor 9., Leenlingen neaten inte4view4 at (Students take inter-
views), egypte in het jaa4 1458 V004 Ch4i4t144 (Egypt in 1458
B.C.), een ve4te22ing uit de aiibe.l(A story out of the Bible),
PokTie 11 (Poetry II), Wi224.1,494d op AMe2and (Willibrord.
on Ameland),Cen hootd4tuh uit de he4hge4chiedeni4 (A chapter.
out of the church history), Len waa4 ve4haa..L oven een senciaing
(A true.story about a missionary), Len 4attenvamgel gaat op
4e4.4 (A ratcatcher goes-on a journey),PoWe 111 (Poetry III),
Tuftend in de avond (Staring 'into the night), Nanuk de gewetd-.
enaa4 (Nanuk the great), Spneekwoo4den 1 (Expressions I),Humo4'
1 (Humour I), Numo4 11 (Humour II),. liuM04 111.(Humour III),
Nem04 11/ (Humour IV), Poa;ie 1V (Poetry IV), Sage, 2egemde,
4p400hie, mgthe, 4lbe2 (Sagas, legends, fairy tales, myths,
fables), Spneehwoo4den 11 (Expressions II), Ilie2ho wit mee4
weten (Hielko wants to know more ),Pasie V (Poetry
V), "De .tweede 1342 waj V004 you be4ternd." ('The .second arrow
was meant for you!'), Kliege44 ve4t4ehhen naa4 de pooh (Pilots
leave for the Pole), St4open in een natuua4e4e4vaat (Poaching
in a nature reserve), Pogsie V1 (Poetry VI), Tweehondeadvien-
ende4tig 4chotem th enhe2e Aeconden (Two hundred and thirty
four sh6ts in a few seconds), (lit het dagboeh van Anne F4ank
(From the diary of Anne Frank), Deoo44pnong van het Dagboeh
(The origin of the Diary), goe4ie44te4 Cla4a (Courier Clara),
He4inne4img aan Hot2and (Memory about Holland).

The learner material of the component reader, volume II,
consists of chapters categorized according to seven themes:
(La en oven. de &Pet (Out of and about the Bible) including.
Pas4=e-A, thema: de Bilbet (Poetry about the Bible); ait de
.hi4toaie (History); Sage, 4paoohje, mgthe, ,Labe.[ (Sagas, fairy
tales, myths, fables) including PoWe-B, thema: Nedeatand
(Poetry about the Netherlands); Veahatea VOOA en (vaahl oven'
jongerm ea mei.AjeA (Stories for and about boys and girls);
la4oamatie (Information) including Pa3ie-C, thema: De jaa4-

,, getijdea (Poetry about the seasons); 11=0A (Humour); De auimte
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in (ScienceJiction) including Po 152e4.4D, them: 64 Kant 19.1gen.
eiad dan (Poetry about the end of time).

The contents of each. volume are listed in the gnhoud (Con-
tents), placed at the close of the text.

Teacher material is provided in volume.1 of the material
in the Votpuvocnid, vedtantuoundiA9,, didaltti4che kanttelteningen
(Foreword, account, study plan) which provides 'information
-ctmcerningithe tite2 (title), iee44tot '(learning material),
weAkboek workbook), agn4211.tbsg. b4 1i-et baa4donderwidd (con-
nection to the basic education), 2e4opbouw (lesson-building),
dankbaa4 V004 geboden ha2p(acknowledgement for assistance
provided), and giaczag. k4itiek (enthusiastic criticism), and
in voludte II in the gh2eiding (Introduction) which provides
information concerning &lilt vocutuit (forward glance), hant-
eliik dath(cordial thanks) and 2ee422ngen (pupils). This
material provides information, concerning material. development
and rationale. ,
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KUN JE NOG ZINGEN, ZING DAN MEE!

1.1 Title: Run ienog Bingen, 3.ag daa mee!

1.2 Authors: Veldkamp, J. and. Boer, Kt de. Jonker, P. (piano
accompaniments)

1.3 Publisher; Distributor: Wolters-Noordhoff b.v.; D. A. Book
.Depot

1.4 Addresses of Publisher; Distributor: Damsport '157, 9728
PS, Groningen, Nederland (Postbus 58, 9700 MB, Groningen,
Nederland); 11-13 Station Street, Mitcham, Victoria, 3132,
Australia

1.5 Year of copyright: 0 1979

1.6 Material medium: print

1.7 Components:

1.8 Subject area; music

1.9 Curriculum role: supplementary

1.10 Grade Levels: not specified The analyst believes the contents
are suitable for upper priutry and lower E.econdary levels
(grades 5 through to 8) of Australian chools.

1.11 Academic status: not specified

1.12 Educational time block: not specified

1.13 Population characteristics: not specified

1.14 Source: Material in the second language developed abroad without
adaptation for use in Australia.

1.15 Physical description: The material is a 202mm by 270mm, 223
page, hard cover book with an attractive cover illustrating
a Weissenbruch water-colour, De oude mo-len. The size of print
is large enough for primary school singers to follow, Sand
is placed within the musical scores to increase readability.
The aesthetic and technical quality of presentation is good.

1.16 Linguistic characteristics: The Dutch language only Is used
throughout the text. Standard Dutch is used throughout the
material although inclusion of archaic words and phrases
renders a culturally charged aspect to the subject matter.
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vb1.17 Language level; intermediate

1.18 Scope: The material contains a collection of one hundred and
fifty-three songs intended for singing in Dutch sChools. The
musical scores and the accompanying verses are included.
The songs are listed in the 5nhoud (Contents) by titaeL A1pha-
beti4che iahou44oppave naa4 de begin4ege,14 de4
betical -table of contents according to the .initial .line of
the songs). The collection dspans the development of song
in the Netherlands extending from folk song .to the songs of
early twentieth century Dutch composers, B. Zweers (1854-
1924) and C. Dopper (1870-1939).
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LENTE IS EEN NIEUW BEGIN

1.1 Title: Lente i4 een nieaw begin

1.2 Author: Anglund, J. W.

1.3 Publisher; Distributor: Zomer en Keuning Boeken b.v.; D. A.
Book Depot

1.4 Addresses of Publisher, Distributor: Kernhemseweg 7, 6717 ZB,
Ede,. Nederland (Postbus 235, 6710 BE, Ede, Nederland); 11-
13 Station Street, Mitcham, Victoria, 3122, Australia

4

1.5 Years of copyright: CI 1963, 1967, 1977

1.6 Material medium: print

1.7 Components

1.8 Subject area: language arts

1.9 Curriculum role: supplementary

1.10 Grade Level: not specified The analyst believes the material
would be successfully implemented at the upper primary level
of Australian schools. Although the content is directed to
the lower primary level, the language level renders the mater-
ial suitable for beginners in the upper primary level of
Australian schools.

1.11 Academic status: not specified

1.12 Educatidhal time block: not specified

1.13 Population characteristics: not specified

1.14 Source: Material in the second language developed abroad without
adaptation for use in Australia.

1.15 Physical description: The reader is a 110mm by 172mm, hard bound
book with an attractive cover. Each double page features black-
and-white illustrations, sometimes with additional green and
yellow colouring. The print and paper are good quality.
The print is too small for the learner group for'which the
material is intended. The aesthetic and technical quality
of presentation isexcellent.
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1.16 Linguistic characteristics: Only the Dutch language is used ..=
qf,..

in the material. Standard Dutch is used in the text.
.-.

1.17 Language level: beginner
0

1.18 Scope: The text is not --ordered into topics or chapters, The 2-

thematic development of this elementary reader involves the :-

natural concept of spring beginning the cyclic sequence of
the seasons.

.....152/
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LEUKE VERTELSCHAT

''

1.1 Title: Leuke ve4te2dchat

1.2 Author: Scarry, R.

1.3 Publisher: Zuid- Nederlandse. Uitgererij n.v.

1.4 Address of Publisher: Cleydaellaan 8, 2630, Aaitselaar, Belgie

1.5 Years of copyright: c 1950,
1964, 1965, 1966, 19 7, 1968
Golden Go-Go Library', ,1967 R.

1.6 Materifl medium: print

1.7 Components.

1.8 Subject area: language arts

1.9 Curriculum role: supplementary

1954, 1955, 1959, 1961, 1963,
Western Publishing, 1966 'The
Scarry

1.10 Grade level: not specified Although the contents are approp-
riate to lower primary level, the language level is suitable
for beginner classes through to grade 8 in Australian schools.

1.11 Academic status: not specified

1.12 Educational time block: not specified

1.13 Population charac. -,istias: not specified

1.14 Source: Material in the second language developed abroad without
adaptation for use in Australia.

1.15 Physical description: The reader is a 173mm by 256mm, 93 page,
hard cover book with a colourful cover. The illustrations
are in colour. The quality.of print and paper is excellent.
The print can be easily read by learners in the specified class
groups. The aesthetic and technical quality is good.

1.16 Linguistic characteristics: The Dutch language only is used
in the text. The standard language is used in the text.

1.17 Language level: beginner

1.18 Contents: The reader consists of
the following titles: 1. Woont
Miss Mouse live here?); 2. De
fieldmouse and the townmouse):

160

a series of short stories with
gugaouw MILLA? (Does

ve.ldouli4 en de 4tad4mui4 (The
3. BoLtie Bewz (Bollie Bear);
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4.- aidevende Pimpie (Naughty Pimpie); 5. laeine koniin4e4-
woonden gnooA (Small bunnies grow big); 6. De venAaandag van
eale'eekhounn (The birthday of Eefje the Squirrel);. 7. We2
to 4u4ten, Kleine Bee4tie(Good night, Little. Bear!); 8.

&ale Bend en;iin vniendie4 Eefje the Duck and his little
friends); 9. 'lletkleine Yncliaantie (The little Indian); 10.
&tam, Bi.22! (Well 'Done, Bill!).
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Title': Nethen-land4: th -land and people

Author: Huggett, F. E.

Publisher: 'Macdonald Educational

Address of Publisher: Holywell House, Worship Street, London
E.C.2, England

1.5 Year -of copyright: 1976

1.6 Material medium: r n

1.7 Components

1.8 Subject area: soci 1 sciences

1.9 Curricaum role: upplementary

1.10 Grade levels: not specified The analyst believes the'contents
,and language level of the material most appropriate to grade
7 through to gr &de 10 of the secondary level, although the
text could be used in the upper primary level with teacher
guidance.

1.11 Academic status: not specified 0,

1.12 Educational time block: not specified

1.13 Population characteristics: not specified

1.14 Source: Material. in the English language developed abroad, and
depicting aspects of other cultures or containing the content
of various other school subjects.

1.15 Physical description: The material is a 222mm by 289mm, 61 page,
hard cover book with an attractively illustrated cover. The
material contains eighty nine coloured and six black-and-white
photographs, thirty-nine coloured, two brown-shaded and eight
black-and-white illustrations, six graphs related to geography,
one figure reliresenting the Dutch political system, and nine
maps. Additionally, the inner front cover includes a coloured
photograph and the inner back cover includes two maps. The
quality of print is excellent but the type is too small for
adequate reading by learners in tne specified grade levels.

1.16 Linguistic characteristics: English only is used in the text.
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1.17 Language level

1.18 Scope: The learner materials comprise twenty-three topics, three
reference sections and a gazetteer: The titles of the topics
are The Making of the Netherlands, Water - friend and ancient.
-foe, The Dutch'influence, Family life, A foundation of faith,'
Education A history of resistance, A passion for peace,

fPatron of' arts, Merchants and seamen, Sports and sports-
men, Shops and shopping,. Eating the Dutch way, Amsterdam -
Venice,ofthe North, Monarchy and the Hague, Farms and factor-
ies, Time off, Waterways and bicycles, Media and communication,
Customs and costumes, Heroes in fact and fiction, A' sturdy
independence, and A progressive society. Each topic has a
similar format and occupies two pages. Each topic consists
of a short narrative:text.supplemented by photographs,.illus-
trations and'maps. The titles of the reference sections are.
Geography and,.Government, History and the Arts, The Economy.
Geography and Goyernment consists of narrative prose passages,
graphs and a figure. History, and the Arts consists of a
chronological list and a list of important Dutch artists.
The Economy consists 'of a narrative prose passage,,
and maps. The Gazetteer lists important towns and Aler geo-
graphical features of the Netherlands. An Index is also
supplied at the end of the text.

Teacher materials are not supplied in the material.
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NIEUWE AVONTUREN VAN BOLKE DE BEER

+.11

1.1 Title:, Nieuwe avontu4ea van ta).the de Bee4

1.2 Author: Hildebrand,. A. D.

1.3 Publisher: Elsevier Nederland b.v.

1.4 Address of Publisher: Amsteldijk 166, 1079 LH Amsterdam, Neder-
land

1.5, Year of copyright: 0 1980

Material medium: print
A

Components:

Subject area: language arts

Curriculum role: supplementary

Graai level: .not specified yhe analyst believes the language
level. is appropriate to the secondary level of Australian
schools although' the content is aimed at the upper primary
level.

1.11 Academic status: not specifil:ed

1.12 Educational time block: not specified .

1.13 Population characteristics: not specified.,
.,-

1.14 Source: Material in the second language.developed abroad without
adaptation for use in Australia.

1.15 Physical description: The reader is a 135mm by 205mm, hard bound

bit

book with colorful cover. Illustrations are in black-and-white.
nd paper are good quality. The print is small

but suit e in size for secondary learners.

1.16 Linguistic Characteristics: The Dutch language only is used
in theftext. The standard' language is used in the text.

1.17 =La level: intermediate

1.18 Scope: The material is organized into eleven chapters. The plot
of the text concerns the adventures of Bolke the Bear, and
his son Boltje. Boltje is captured by hunters in the Black
Forest. Bolke and'Rein the Fox plan to free Boltje who has
beenplaced in a zoo.
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OKKIE

1.1 Title: Cate

1.2 Author: Roggeveen, L.

1.3 Publishers: Elsevier Nederland b.v., Van Goor Zonen

1.4 Address of Publishers: Amsteldijk 166, 1079 Ld Amsterdam,
Nederland

1.5 Years of copyright: 0 1973 u0khie en 3iin vaiendie4 Ohhie
weet aaad, Ohhie La de kou, OhAie gaat veahui5en, Ohhie en
de voge24 0974 Ohlae en Mooatie, Okhie en de aup4, Okhie
Shan toveaen; Okhie Pepeanoot, Ohhie en Klaa4je, Okkie4
veaaa44ing; 080 Ohhie, waaa 3it le?

1.6 Material medium: print'

1.7 Components: The series comprises the following readers:
Okhie Pepeanoot (Okkie Pepernoot)
Okkie en Lan vaien4e4 (Okkie and his friends)
Okhie weet aaad (Okkie has the answer)
Okkie in de hou (Okkie in the cold)
Okkie gaat veahui3en (Okkie is moving)
Okkie en de...voge.(4 (Okkie and the birds)
Okhie en laaa41e (Okkie and Klaas)
Ohhie4 veaaaA4ing (Okkie's surprise)
Okkie, waaa 3it je?(Okkie, where are you?)
OkhZe en. Mooatje (01Ckie and Moort)

Okhie en de xi.p4 (Okkie and the caterpillar)
Okkie han'toveaen (Okkie can do magic)

1.8 .Subject area: language arts

1.9 Curriculum role: supplementary

1.10 Age groups and grade levels: 3 through to 6 years The language
level, but not the subject matter, is suitable for beginner
classes throlugh to grade 8 in Australian schools.

1.11 Academic level: not specified.

1.12 Educational time block: not specified

1.13 Population characteristics: not specified

1.14 Source: Material in the second language developed abroad with
out adaptation for use in'Australia.
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1.15 Physical description: Each reader in the serieg is a 147mn by
216mm, hard bound book. Each component reader has an attrac-
tive, brightly coloured .cover and the text contains coloured
illustrations on alternate pages. The quality of.paper and
print is excellent. The size of print 'is adequate for read-
ing by the specified'age groups, and syllables within words
are spaced. The aesthetic and technical quality of presert-
ation is excellent.

1.16 Linguistic characteristics: Dutch only is used'in the text.
The standard language is used throughout the contents.
Syllabification is indicated .through spaces, smaller than,
the spaces between words, which nofiethejess may be confusing
to beginning learners of Dutch as a second language, facing
initial exposure to the written form.

1.17 Language level: beginner

1.18 Scope: Each reader presents a self-,ontained plot, and. the,
contents are organized into separate.chapters. This series
features the fantastic adventures of Okkie amidst a fairyland
inhabited by gnomes and animal characters. 'The character-
ization and simple plots of the readers in this series would
be enjoyed by young children within the specified age groups_
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ONZE NEDERLANDSE PROVINCIES

Title: 014e Nedea.lamd4e p4oviacie4

Author: Verstegen, L. (text author)

Publisher: Fibo-Beelddnderwijs b.v.

Address of Publisher: Postbus 139, Zeist, Nederland

Year of copyright: 0 n.d.

Material medium: projectoi. slides

Components: The series comprises the following sets of slides,
each accompanied by a text:

Fibocolor 537: De Zuiderzeewerken
Fibocolor 538: Rond het IJsselmeer I
Fibocolor 539: Rond het IJsselmeer II
Fibocolor 540: Groningen
Fibocolor 541:
Fibocolor 542:
Fibocolor 543:
Fibocolor 544:
Fibocolor 545h:
Fibocolor 546h:
Fibocolor 547h:
Fibocolor rig:
Fizccolor
Fibocolor 550:

Fibocolor 383:

Friesland
,Drenthe
Overijssel
Gelderland
Utrecht
Noord-Holland
Zuid-Holland
Zeeland
Noord-Brabant
Limburg
Deltaweken

1.8 Subject area: social sciences

1.9 Curriculum role: -supplementary

Grade levels: not specified. The analyst believes
slides could be used with upper primary and secondary
although the level of the texts is advanced.

1.11 Academic status: not specified

that the
learners

1.12 Educational time block: not specified

1.13 Population characteristics: not specified

1.14 Source: Material in the second language developed abiroad with-
out adaptation for use in Australia.
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1.15 Physical description: Each set in the series contains thirty
projector slides. Each set is accompanied by a 140mm by 210mm
soft4tover booklet. The quality of printing and paper is good.
The aesthetic and technical quality of presentation is excel
lent,

1.16 Linguistic characteristics: The texts are available only in
Dutch. Standard Dutch is used in the texts.

1.17 Language level: advanced

1.18 Scope: Each component set in the series contains teacher mater
ialsincorporating.an introductory passage outlining geogra
phical aspects of the province. A description follows of
significant characteristics referring to each of the thirty
slides in the set. The slides are designed to be viewed with
the accompanying text.
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-RIJMPJES EN VERSJES

1.1 Title: Ridmplie4 en ve441e4 uit de nude doo4

1.2 Author: Abramsz, S. (ed.)

1.3 Publisher: Meulenhoff Nederland b.v.

1.4 Address of Publisher:- Prinsengracht 468, 1017 KG, Amsterdam)
Nederland

1.5 Year of copyright: 0 1971

1.6 Material medium: print

1.7 Components

1.8 Subject area: language arts

1.9 Curriculum yole: supplementary

1.10 Grade levels: not specified Although the contents are appro
priate to the primary level, the language level is suitable
for beginner classes through to grade 8 in Australian schools.

1.11 Academic status: not specified

1.12 Educational time block: not specified

1.13 Population characteristics: not specified

1.14 Source: Material in the second language developed abroad without
adaptation for use in Australia.

1.15 Physical description: The reader is a 215mm by 304mm, 143 page
hard bound book with an attractive, colorful cover. The illus
trations are clearly detailed in both colour and blackand
white alternating from page to page. The quality of paper
and print is excellent. The print is in a large, bold type
face and can be easily read by young children. The aesthetic
and technical quality of presentation is excellent.

1.16 Linguistic characteristics: The Dutch language is used through
out the text. Standard Dutch is used throughout although
inclusion of archaic words and phrases renders a culturally
charged aspect to the subject matter.

1.17 Language level: beginner
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1.18 Scope:: The learner materials comprise ,a series of seventy-nine
nursery rhymes or verses and eight puzzle rhymes. The titles,
the. initial lines of each rhyme, are listed in the gdbowl(con-

. tents). 'The verse' of each rhyme is presented over one or
two pages and accompanied by illustrations depicting the
subject matter.
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THE DUTCH

1.1 Title: The Dutch (Making Australian Society)

1.2' Author: Bell, J.

1.3 Publisher: Thomas Nelson Australia

1.4 Address of Publisher: 19-39. Jeffcott Street, West Melbourne,
Victoria, 3003, Australia

1.5 Year of copyright: 0 1981 Daniel O'Keefe Contract Publishing.

1.6 Material medium: print

1,7 Components:

1.8 Subject area: social sciences

1.9 Curriculum role: supplementary-

1.10 Crade levels: not specified. The material would be suitable

1

.1.11 Academic-status: not specified

1.12 Educational time block: clot.specified

1
1.13 Population characteristics: not specified

1.14. Source: Material id the English language developed in Australia,
depicting aspects of other-cultures or containing the content
of various school sub,;ects.

1.15 Physical description: The text is a 190mm by 255,mm, 412 page,
hardbound book with an attractive colorful cover. Photographs
are in black-and-white and there are two maps. The print and.
paper are of good quality. The aesthetic and technical quality
of presentation is good.

for lower secondary levels (grade 7 through to grade 10).

1.16 Linguistic characteristics: English only is used in the text.

1.17 Language level

1.18 Scope: The chapters of the learner materials cover Dutch history,
culture and society (three chapters), the activities of Dutch
explorers in relation to the discovery of Australia. (one
chapter), the history of Dutch immigration to Australia (one .

chapter), social, cultural and religious activities of Dutch
immigrants in 6Australia (six chapters), and case histories
of several Dutch immigrants (three chapters). A' major theme
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presented by the author concerns the relative ease at.whibh
Dutch immigrants have assimilated into Australian society.
This is explained through recourse to characteristic featUPes
of Dutch culture both in the Netherlands and Australia. There
is also a short set of Followup Activities at the conclusion
of the'text.

The text does not contain specific teacher materials.

1
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165.

COMPACT GEOGRAPHY.OF THE NETHERLANDS

1 IDENTIFICATION OF RESOURCE MATERIAL .

1.1 Title: Compact geopAaphy of ..the Nethe/Uand4

1.2 Developers: Informatie- en Documentatie-Centrum voor de Geog-
rafie van' Nederland (Information and Documentatipn Centre
for the. Geography of the Netherlands)

1.3 Publisher, Diitributor:- Informuie.- en Documentatie-Centrilm.
voor de 'Geografie van Nederland (Information and Documen-
tation Centre for the Geography of the Netherlands)

1.4 Address of Publisher, Distributor: Geografisch Instituut van
de Rijksuniversiteit, Heidelberglaan 2, Utrecht, Nederland.

1.5

1.6

1.7

Year of copyright: 1979

Material medium: print

Components: The developers state: "They ( Compact geopAaphy of
the Nethe4.land4 and Picto/Lia,l At.la4 of the Netheiaand4)
are intended to serve in part as commentary to the School
Map of the Nethea.landis (scale ,1:325,000) " (3).

1.8 Subject area: social sciences

1.9 Population characteristics: the developers state: "These book-
lets (Compact ceogitaphy of the Alethesilcind4) and Picto4al
AtLaA oit the Netheit.tand4 are intended for students of geog-
raphy, teachers in secondary schools and ih the higher clas-
ses of primary schools" (3). The developers also ,state that
other users of this material would be writers of textbooks.

1.10 Source: Material in the English language developed abroad, and
depicting aspects of other cultures or containing the content
of various other school subjects.

1.11 Physical description: The material is a soft cover, 210mm by
295mm, 43 page booklet. There are two additional pages
detailing errata. The material includes twenty-one maps of
excellent cartographic standard. The aesthetic and technical
quality of presentation is excellent.

The component, ScAoo2. Map, of the Nethe4Land4, is portray-
ed on a single sheet, 840mm by 1080mm. Three maps are port-
rayed: the major map, occupying the entire sheet excepting
the lower right corner, illustrates land use patterns includ-
ing urbanization of the Netherlands (scale 1:325 000); two
smaller maps illustrate relief of the Netherlands (scale
1:5 000 000), and population of North-western Europe (scale
1:5. 000 000). Colour shading and a key are presented for
each map.
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1.12 Material development: The material was developed by the'Inform-'
ation and Documentation Centre for the Geography of the Nether-
lands,'a national agency afaliatea to the Geodaphic Instit-
ute of the.. National University, Utrecht, which implements
initiatives of the Ministry of.Foreign Affairs.

The developers state: "In 1963 the Council of Europe rer
quested its member countries to appoint experts in the field
of geography to arrange the exchange of data in'order to bring
about ant° improvement in the- accounts of the geography (or
elements of the geography) of their countries in textbooks
From the correspondence thefe emerged, the need for a short
summary of the geography of the Netherlands" (3).

The nature of funding is not specified. The developers
. are entirely responsible for .disiemination of the material.

2 RATIONALE

2.1 Rationale: The purpose is to disseminate.geographical subject'
matter contained in the :professional material to enhance,
accounts of the geography of the Netherlands given in curric-
ulum .materials and programs. The rationale is fairly clearly
stated in the'Foreword.

3 GOALS

3.1, Goals: The goal is to improve accounts of the geography of the
Netherlands given by developers of curriculum materials and
teachers. The goal of the'material.must be inferred.

The developers incorporate memory, comprehensi0h, applic- 1,-
ation, analysis and synthesis of the cognitive domain into f,g,T

the material, and under most circumstances users would' be re= ,-.

quired additionally" to apply evaluation in developing thitola :

geographical material for thair own purposes. The developer
incorporate receiving,' resOnding, valuing and organizaticiliQA- ,

of the affective domain into the' material, It `is. conceivable :-:'.111V,
that users may apply characterization to the, material to suite=
their puposes.

.
-tliC,.

3.2

r

t

--Objectives: The objective of each chapter is to present a map, 0U

and descriptive and interpretative accounts of each set. The C41...*

objec ives of the' material must be-inferred. The description
C4)is stated in behavioral or performance terms. LL.1

4 CONTENTS

4.1 Characteristics: The .material is a manual designed for profes-',
sional development. The subject matter is entirely factual.
Both historical and contemporary subject matter is incorpor-
ated into the contents: the chapters entitled Introduction,
Land Reclamation, Polders, Zuyder Zee, Works, Delta Works,
Demography, The Randstad, Mineral Production, Nmsterdath and
Rotterdam incorporate introductory material referring to

167/
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4.2

167.

historical background. The acconnts of geology, physical,
demographic,4. urban, economic. and environmental geography
relate to contemporary situations in the Netherlands. The
semantic emphaseg of the contents are economic, geographical,
historical and sociological.

The material is available 'in twelve languages: Dutch,
German,Anglish, French, Danish, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian,
Polish, Russian, Indonesian, Japanese and Arabic.

Scope: The contents applicable to professional development are
listed.by chapter: Introduction, The High and Low Netherlands,
Land Reclamation, Polders, The Zuyder Zee Works, The Delta
WOrks, Water Control, Demography, Distribution of Population,
The Randstad, The Economy, Agriculture, Mineral Production,
Industry. I, Industry .II, Trade and Traffic, Amsterdam and
Rotterdam, .Physical *Planning I, Physical Planning II, and

'The Environment. Each 'hapter is accompanied by an appro-
priate cartographic map on the opposite page. A character-
istic format has been adopted for each chapter. Each chapter
is divided into several sections prefaced by a subheading.
Historical material, where indicated, is introduced initially
,followed by an explanation of contemporary characteristics.
The chapters are generally sequenced according to thematic
content, running in series from geology (The High and Low
Netherlands), physical geography (Land Reclamation, Polders,
The Zuyder Zee Works, The Delta Works, and Water Control),
demography (Demography, Distribution of Population), urban
geography (The Randstad), economic geography (The Economy,
Agriculture, Mineral Production, Industry I, Industry II,
and Trade and Traffic), urban geography (Amsterdam and Rotter-
dam, Physical Planning,' and' Physical Planning II), aftd envir-
onmental geography (The Environment).

The subject matter is covered clearly through a few
materials being treated intensively. The material is designed
to be covered by chapters. Supplementary materials, excluding .,

the related Picto4ia,t At2a4 o the Afetheiaan&J , are dot
specified.

5 METHODS .

0

5.1 Methods: The material does not contain a description of teach-
ing-learning methods. As a resource for professional develop-
ment, the contents of this material form antiappropriate
source of. subject matter for lessons in bicultural educatioh
involving the following learning approaches: didactic instruc-
tion; programmed instruction; discussion and questioning
methods, viewing, listening and answering methods; problem-
solving, heuristic and discovery methods; and inquiry methods.

.1 7 6
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6 OUTCOMES

6.1 Responses: :Responses must be inferred from the contents. The
'developers intend determining responses users will obtain
from learners through the preparation of curriculum matter
relating to geography either for use in programs or materials.
Since both prose narratives and maps are descriptive and draw
upon interpretative skills, it can be inferred that the
developers intend users to select subject matter required
and use it in its existing form or adapt it to their partic
ular requirements.

6.2 Outcomes: Outcomes must be inferred from the contents. This
material provides, an analytical approach' to the geography
of the Netherlands including the particular experiences of
the Dutch: land reclamation through polder development
expecially related to the Zuyder Zee, the delta works and
water control at the mouth of the Rhine in Zeeland, and demo
graphic considerations, especially overpopulation 'in the
Randstad conurbation. In this regard, the material is likely,
in terms of professional development and adaption of contents
to programs, to develop favorable cultural attitudes toward
the achievements of the Dutch of the NetherlanOs in overcom
ing major handicaps of geographical situation.

. 7

'7.1

EVALUATION

Evaluation: There i§ no specific evaluation design contained'
in this material.

8 : CONTINGENCIES AND CONGRUENCES

8.1 Contingencies: The analysis indicates that the antecedents,
transactions and outcomes specified or implied within the
Compact geogAaphy the Nethe4tandA are contingent in terms
of the material and relate to certain programs. In these
contexts, the rationale statement is supported .by the back
ground characteristics, goals, contents, methods and outcomes.

The background characteristics indicate this material is
suitable for professional development of teachers at the
specified levels, and adaption of the contents would be appro
priate to the 'current policies, pursued in immigrant educat
ional curricula in Australia. Goals and objecti'(res can be
inferred from the material within the context of the discip
line of geography.. The developers have incorporated cog%it
ive and affective goals appropriate to..._a professional
material, and with minimal adaption the material could be
employed at upper secondary level, although performance or
behavioral objectives cannot be inferred.
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The contents of the material indicate that a consistently
geographical approach has been adopted in compilation of the
subject matter. Although there is no stated or implied
methodology, subject matter adapted from this material would
be suited to particular learning approaches.

Outcomes can be inferred although these are dependent to
some degree upon the goals and objectives educators may apply
in adapting subject matter for classroom implementation.
Since the material,does not provide an evaluation design,
teacher-made strategies are indicated.

Although this material is designed for professional devel-
opment, a use specified for the contents is adaption for
instructional use in programs.

The contents of this material indicate that subject matter
adapted would only be successfully implemented if particular
features of the background characteristics, both in education-
al, and program practices, were observed. Although goals and
objectives' incorporated within.this material could be adapted
successfullyfor instructional use at the upper secondary
level, higher cognitive goals especially, could not be suit-
ably embodied in adapted subject matter for lower secondary
,and primary levels of Australian school's. Instructional
use would require that attention be giVen in adaption to
specifying measurable performance or behavioral objectives.

Thi 'contents are particularly suited to professional
developmenvAnd instructional use involving particular leain-
ing approaches at the upper secondary. level. However,
appropriate adaption of the contents for programs at the
lower secondary and primary levels would be more difficult.
Additionally, most recommendable learning approaches would
be inappropriate, and consequently less successful for
instructional use with younger learners.

Outcomes from instructional use will depend largely upon
the nature and suitability of subject matte?' adapted from
the contents of this material. Evidently outcomes can be
predicted more accurately for subject matter implemented in
programs designed for upper secondary level than lower second-

,ary and primary levels.

8,2 Congruences: In terms of professional development, the analysis
establishes that this material is congruent with program
requirements teachers are likely to have for such contents
within the immigrant educational curricula for Australian
schools.

Conguences can be established more firmly between this
materialand appropriate immigrant educational programs for
the upper secondary -level than the lower secondary and prim-
ary levels. This assertion is supported by the nature of back-
ground characteristics, with goals and objectives of the
material requiring higher level cognitive and affective
operations inappropriate to younger learners. Similarly the
contents and methods are also largely inappropriate to such
age groups.

.16
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9 ASSESSMENT AND hECOMMENDATIONS

170.

9.1 Summary comments: Professional material suitable for out-of-
classroo_ teacllfsr preparation and modification for use with
all learners for bicultural education programs in Australian
schools.

10 BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS
.

10.1 Policies: The subject' matter adapted from this material would
_be'sUitable for, all types and sizes of urban and rural commun-
ities, and the professional, business, clerical and skilled
members but may require'particular modification for unskilled
members of communities in Australia. Adapted subject matter
would be sdccessful with both mobile and static members with
liberal 4ttitudesn these communities.

Subject matter-adapted from the material would be most
suitable for -use in communities of Dutch ethnic backgrwand.
However the adapted mc.terial would neither depeT ' NI
port of these communities nor likely to cause comm..nal con-
flict:

10.2

10.3

Educational practices: The material is most suitable for suc-
cessful. adaption 'to learners of mildle and upper socio-

uxiligbackgrounds. The subject matter is most suitable
for adaption to the needs of Dutch-ALstralian learners with
specific requirements f7or program cOnccnts relating to. the
geography of tne Netherlands.

The material could be successfully adapted to all class
groupings, including individual learners, for general educa-
tional purposes. The nature of the subject matter WQ d allow
the material to be successfully adapted for seNrate subject
areas or study by major topics, and the material adapted
could be related to other resourc- materials used in the
immigrant educational curriculum.

,

. S^cial sciences staff would be important for sucdessful
implementation Of content adapted from this material and such
adaptations could involve the'need for additional classroom
space, use f& classroom displ,ay', and the need fur equipment
such as overhead projectors and epidiascopes.

Program practices: Teachers of Dutch-kustralian background,
or with ext!nsive knowledge of the Netherlands, would exper-
ience most success in the classroom with stieject matter
adapted from this material. Teacners with favorable cultural
attitudes would be most successful. However expertise, in
the discipline of geography is essential for clas.:rlom

; success with ad ted contents. Teachers would not require
skills in the Du ch language to be successful with -contents
adapted from this ofessional material.

1 7 II
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Quite extensive teacher training and teaching experience
would be necessary to teach contents adapted from this mater
ial successfully. Teachers attached to both orderly and
flexible procedures are most likely to experience success,
although this may be governed to some extent by the nature
of the adaptation.

Learners would experience most success with contents
adapted from this material if they have favorable attitudes
toward the. Dutch of the Netherlands. Learners would need
to show competent' in knowledge, comprehension, application,
analysis and synthesis to use contents adapted from this
material, successfully. The effect of success with subject
matter adapted from this material upon learners' attitudes
will make no identifiable differences toward oneself and
others, but is likely to make a difference toward change.

1:)()
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PICTORIAL ATLAS OF THE NETHERLANDS

1 IDENTIFICATION OF RESOURCE MATERIAL

1.1 Title: Picto/tica At-La4 of the Netheiaand4

1.2 Developers: Informatie- en Documentatie-Centrum voor de Geografie
van Nederland (Information and Documentation Centre for the
Geography of the Netherlands)

1.3 Publisher, Distributor: Informatie- en Documentatie-Centrum de
Geografie van Nederland (Infermation and Documentation Centre
for the Geography of the Netherlands)

1.4 Address of Publisher, Distributor: Geografisch Instituut van
de Rijksuniversiteit, Heildelberglaan 2, Utrecht, Nederland

1.5 Year of copyright: 1977

1.6 Material medium: print

1.7 Components: The material can serve in part as commentary to the
School Aup of the NetheAtand4 (scale 1:325 000).

1.8 Subject area: social sciences

I.Q Population characteristik- : The developers state in the Foreword
to the Compact ceognaphy of the NetheA-Canc14 : "These booklets
(Compact ceogAaphy of the NethelaandA and Pictoizial /Ita4 of
the Nethe4tand4 ) are intended for students of geography,
teachers in secondary schools and in the higher classes of
primary school" (3). The developers also state that other
users of this material would be writers of "school books,
atlases or other publications "(3).

1.11 Source: Material developed abroad without adaption for use in
Australia.

1.12 Physical description: The material .s a soft cover, 210mm by1
295mm, 40 page booklet. The materia Clack- and -white

photographs and maps each relating to a photograph or set of
two photographs. The map-- include one set of three maps and
two sets of two maps each. The maps are of excellent carto-
graphic standard. The aesthetic and technical quality of
presentation is excellent.

The component,Schou.L Mup of the Net'reizttind4 , is portrayed
on a single sheet, 840mm by 1080mm. Three maps are portrayed,
the major map, occupying the entire sheet excepting the lower
right corner, illustra,es land use patterns including urbaniz-
ation of the Netherlands (scale 1:32: 000); two smaller maps

151
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illustrate relief of the Netherlands (scale 1:1 500 000), and
population of North-western Europe ,(scale 1:5 000 000). Colour
shading and a key are presented for each map.

1.13 Material development: The material was developed by the Info m-
ation and Documentation Centre for the Geography of the N her-
lands, a national agency which implements initiatives ins ig-
ated by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The Information and
Documentation Centre for the Geography-of the Netherlands is
affiliated to the Geographic Institute of the National Univer-
sity, Utrecht.

The developers state: "In addition (to the Compact geog4a-
,

phy. of the NetheA,LandA and the School map of the. Nethe4-laad4),

a small photo-atlas has been compiled td complete the inform-
ation package on the geography of the Netherlands. This atlas,
which contains photographs and map sections accompanied by
an analytical commentary, complements the contents of the
Compact ceunaphy"(3).

The nature of funding is not specified. The developers are .

entirely responsible for dissemination of the mateil#1.

2 RATIONALE V

2.1 Rationale: The purpose is to disseminate geographical subject
matter contain d in the professional material to enhance
'accounts of the geography of the Netherlands in curriculum
materials and programs. The rationale. is stated fairly clear-
ly in the Foreword.

3 GOALS

3.1 Goals: The goals of the material must be inferred. The general
goal is to impr,:we accounts of the geography of the Nether-
lands given by developers of curriculum materialsanthteachers.

The developers incorporate memory, comprehension, applic-
ation, analysis and synthesis of the cognitive domain into
the thematic material developed within each chapter. Under
most circumstances users would be required additionally to
apply evaluatioa in developing the geographical m-terial for
their own purposes. The developers incorporate receiving,
responding, valuing and orgarlAzation of the affective domain
into thematic material developed within each chapter. It is
conceivable that users may additionally apply characterization
to thematic material to suit their purposes:

3.2 Objectives: The specific objectives of the material must be
inferred. The specific objective of each chapter is to

present two sets coLtrising a map (or set of maps) and a photo-
graph (or set of photographs) in each, and to provide a
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desci'i.ptive and interpretative account of each seta Perform-
ance or behavioral objectives cannot be inferred since the
subject matter.is not':presented in a form appropriate, except
at.upper secondary level, for learner demonstration.

4 CONTENTS'

4.1 Characteristics: The material is a manual designed for profes-

,

sion0. development. The subject matter is entirely factual.
Both historical and contemporary subject matter is incorp-
.orated into the contents: the chapters entitled struggle
against, the water, land reclamation, Delta Works, Randstad

Randstad II, Industry II, Foreign trade and traffic, Amster-
dam/Rotterdam I, and Amsterdam/Rotterdam II incorporate his-
torical.material. One historical map (page 15) is reproduced.
The accounts of geology, physical, urban and economic geog-)-
raphy -relate to contemporary situations in the Netherlands.
The semantic emphasis of the contents is economic, geographic-
al, historical and sociological. The material is avilable
in twelve languages: Dutch, German, English, French, vanish,
Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, polish, Russian, Indonesian,
Japanese an abic.

4.2 Scope:. The contents applicable to professional development'are
listed by chapter: High and Low Netherlands, Struggle against
the water, Land reclamation, Zuyder Zee Works, Delta Works,
Water control, Randstad I, Randstad II, Agriculture, Horticul-
ture, Industry I, Industry II, Industry III, Foreign trade
and traffic, Inland traffic, Amsterdam/Rotterdam I, Amsterdam/
Rotterdam I!, Recreation, and Physical planning. Each chapter
contains two sets of photographs and maps, and there is a map
at the conclusion which keys the photographs to localities
in the Netherlands. Mdst maps have a common key and a legend
is provided in the Foreword. Each chapter provides an analyt-
ical description of the photograph and map in relation to the
general context of the chapter. The chapters are generally
sequenced according to thematic content, running in series
from .geology (High and Low Netherlands), physical geography
(Struggle against the water, Land reclamatiOn, Zuyder Zee
Works, Delta Works, and Water control), urban geography (Rand-
stad I and Randstad. II), economic geography (Agriculture,
Horticulture, Industry I, Industry II, Industry III, Foreign
trade and traffic, Inland traffic), and urban geography
(Amsterdam/Rotterdam I, Amsterdam/Rotterdam II, Recreation,
and Physical planning).

The subject matter is covered Clearly through intensive
treatment ,f a few materials. The subject matter is designed
to be covered separately by chapters. Supplementary materials,
excluding the related Compact geognaphy of the Nethuaand4,
are not specified.

1S.3
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5 METHODS

5.1 Methods: 'The developers state: ": the work also lends
itself to modern didactical methods of working in the teaching
and learning process"(3). As a resource for professional
development, the contents of this material form an appropriate
source of subject matter for lessons in bicultural education
that could extend to the following learning approaches:
didactic instruction; programmed instruction; discussion and
questioning methods; viewing, listening and answering methods;
problem-solving, heuristic and discovery methods,; and inquiry
methods.

6 OUTCOMES

6.1 Responses: Responses must be inferred from the contents. The
developers intend determining responses users will obtain from
learners through the.preparation of curriculum matter relating
to geography either for use in programs or materials. Since
the prose narrative, photographs and maps are descriptive and
draw upon interpretative skills, it ca.- be.inforred thit the
developers intend users to select subject matter required and
use it in its existing form Or adapt it to their particular
requirements.

6.2 OUTCOMES: Outcomes must he inferred from the contents, This
material concentrates upon the analysis of characteristic
features of a particular geographical subject by means of des-
criptive and 'interpretative accounts through a combination
of prose narratives, photographs and maps. In this context
the developers have been able to maintain a balance between
references to the general geographical context and specific
considerations of the physical and human" environments. In
this'regard, the material is likely in terms of professional
development and adaption of contents to programs, to develop
favorable cultural attitudes toward the experiences of the
Dutch of the Netherlands within their physical and human
environment.

7 EVALUATION

7.1 Evaluation: There is.no specific evaluation design provided in
this material.

8 CONTINGENCIES AN7 CONGRUENCES

8.1 Contingencies: The analysis indicates that the antecedents,
transactions and outcomes specified or implied within the

184
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PLabaiat /4414 of the Nethe4,6try4 are contingent in terms
of4the material and relate to certain programs. In these'
contexts, the rationale, statement is supported by the back-
ground characteristics, goals, contents, methods and outcomes.

The baCkground characteristics- indicate this material is
.suitable fob professional development of teachers at the
specified levels, and adaption of the contents would be appr6-
priate to the current policies pursued in immigrant education-
al curricula in Australia. Goals and objectives can be
'inferred from the material within the .context. of the dis-
cipline of geography. The developers have incorporated
cognitive and affective goals appropriate to a professional
material, and with minimal adaption the material could be
employed at upper secondary level, although performance or
behavioral objectives cannot be inferred.

The contents of the material indicate that a consistently
geographical approach has been adopted in compilation of the
subject matter; Although there is no stated or implied meth-
odology, subject matter adapted from.this material'would be
suited to particular learning approaches.

Outcpmes can be inferred although these are dependent to
some degree upon the goals and objecti'ves educators may apply
in adapting subject matter for classroom implementation. Since
the material does not provide an evaluation design, teacher-
made strategies are indicated.

Although this material is designed for professional develop-
ment, a use specified for. the contents is adaption for instruc-
tional use.in programs.

The contents of this material indicate that subject matter
adapted would only be successfully implemented if particular
feat res of the background characteristics, both in education-
al and program practices, were observed. Although goals and
objectives incorporated within this material could be adapted
successfully for instructional use at the upper secondary
level, higher cognitive goals especially, could not be suit-
ably embodied in adapted subject matter.for lower secondary
and primary levels of Australian schools. Instructional use
would require that attention be given .in,adaption to specify-
ing measurable performance or behavioral objectives.

The contents are particularly suited to professional devel-
opment and instructional use involving particular learning
approaches at the upper secondary level. However, appropriate
adaption of the contents for programs at the lower secondary'
and primary levels w2ad be more difficult. Additionally,
most recommendable learning approaches would be inappropriate,
and consequently less successful for instructional use with
younger learners.

Outcomes from instructional use will depend. largely upon
the nature and suitability of subject matter adapted from the
contents of this material. EVidently outcomes can...be predict-
ed more accurately for subject matter implemented .in programs
designed for upper secondary level than lower secondary and
primary levels.

1St)
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8.2 Congruences: In terms of professional development, the analysis
establishes that this material is congruent with program
requirements teachers are likely to have for such contents
within the immigrant educational curricula for Australian
schools.*

Congruences can be established more firmly between this
material and appropriate immigrant educational programs for
the upper secondary level than the lower secondary and primary
levels. This assertion is supported by the nature of back--
ground characteristics, with goals and objectives of the mat-
erial requiring higher level- cognitive and affective opera-
tions inappropriate. to younger learners. Similarly the cont-
ents and methods are also largely inappropriate to such age
groupt.

9 ASSESSMENT AND RECOMM.NDATIONS

9.1 Summary comments: Professiofial material suitable for out-of-
classroom teacher preparation and modification fo'r use with
all learners for4icultural education programs in Australian
schools.

10 BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS

10.1 Policies: The subject matter adapted from this material would
be suitable for all types and sizes of urban and rural,commun-
ities, and the professional, business, clerical and skilled
members,but may require particular modification for unskilled
members of communities in Australia. Adapted subject matter
would be successful with beh mobile and static members with
liberal attitudes in these communities.

Subject matter adapted from the material would be most suit-
able for use in communities of Dutch ethnic background. How-
ever the adapted material would neither depend upon support
of these communities nor likely to cause communal conflict.

10.2 Educational Practices: The material is most suitable for success-
:

ful eeaaption to learners of middle and upper socio-economic
backgrounds. The subject matter is most suitable for adaption
to the needs of Dutch-Australian learners with specific
requirements for program, contents relating to the geography
of the Netherlands.

The material could be successfully adapted to all class
groupings, including individual learners, f-r general educ-
ational purposes. The nature of the subject matter would
allow the material to be successfully adapted for separate
subject areas of study by major topics, and the material adapt-
ed could be related to other resource materials used in the
immigrant educational curriculum.

1St;
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Social sciences staff would be important for successful
implementation of content adapted from this material, and such
adaptations could involve the need for additional classroom
space, use for classroom display, and the need. for equipment
such as overhead projectors and epidiascopes.

10.3 Programs Practices:' Teachers of Dutch-Australian background, or
with extensive Oiowledge of the Netherlands, would experience
most success in the classifbom with subject matter adapted from
this material. Teachers with favorable cultural attitudes
would ,be most successful. However expertise in the discip-
line of geography is essential for classroom 'success with
adapted contents. Teachers would not require _skills in the
Dutch language to be successful with contents 'adapted from
this professional material.

Quite extensive teacher training and teaching experience
Would be necessary to teach contents adapted from this mater-
ial successfully. Teachers attached to both orderly and
flexible procedures are most likely to experience success,
although this may be governed to some extent by the nature
of the adaptation.

Learners would experience most success with contents adapt-
ed from this material if they have favorable attitudes toward
the Dutch of the Netherlands. Learners would need to show
competence in knowledge, comnrehension, application, analysis
and syntheis to use contents adapted from this material
successfully. The effect of success with subject matter
adapted from this material upon learners' attitudes will make
no identifiable differences toward oneself a4d_gthers, but
is likely to make a difference toward change.

6>
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TITLES OF MATERIALS IN SERIES

ALLEEN OP DE WERELD

Remi op weg met Vitalis, 130
Remi verliest zijn meester, 130

Rqmi's avontuur in de mijn en Remi eindelijk gelukkig, 130
Remi eindelij* gelukkig, 130

LAANTJE

deel 1: De baard van Daantje, X132
deel 2: Daantje gaat schaatsenrijden, 132
deel 3: Daantje past op het huis, 132

deel 4: Daantj.7 doet boodschappen, 132
deel 5: Daantje gaat op reis, 132
deel 6: Daantje helpt een handje, 132
deel 7: Daantje wat doe je daar?, 132

deel 8: Daantje groot en Daantje /dein, 132
deel 9: Daantje kabpt kippen, 132

deal 10: Wees voozichtig Daantje! 132

DE AVONTUREN VAN PETER EN HELEENTJE

deel 1: Peter en Heleentje
deel 2: Peter en Heleentje
deel 3: Peter en Heleentje
deel 4: Peter en Heleentje

!.;

gaan winkelen, 134

gaan naar de dierentuin,
maken en rijtuig, 134

gaan uit logeren, 134

EEN COED BEGIN ... A CONTEMPORARY DUTCH READER

1. Texts, 143

2. Notes, grammatical sketch, vocabulary, 143

KIEMKRACHT: WERKBOEK VOOR HET LEESUUR

134

179

deel 1: voor de brugklas, 145

deel 2: voor de tweede en derde klas MA V0 en de tweede klas HAVO/VWO, 145

LEARN DUTCH: A BASIC GRAMMAR AND READER FOR BEGINNERS

Part 1, 63

Part 2, 63

OKKIE

Okkie Pepernoot, 157

Okkie en zijn vriendjes, 157

Okkie weet racl, 157
Okkie in de kou, 157

Okkie gaat verhuizen, 1.57

Okkie on, de vogels, 157

Okkie en KZaasje, 157

Okkies verrassing, 157
Okkie, waar zit je? 157

Okkie en Moortje, 157 .

Okkie en de pups, 157

Okkie kan toveren, 157
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ONZE NEDERLANDSE PROVINCIES

Fibocolor 537 :

Fibocolor 538 :

Fibocolor 539 :

Fibocolor 540 :

Fibocolor 541 :

Fibocolor 542 :

Fibocolor 543 :

,ribocolor 544,;

Fibocolor 545h:

Filyikolor 546h:

Fibocolor 547 :

Fibocolor 548 :

Fibocolor 549 :

Fibocolor 550
Fibocolor 383 :

De Zuider zeewerken, 159
Rond het IJsselmeer I, 159

Rond het IJsselmeer II, 159
Groningen, 159

Friesland, 159
Drenthe, 159
Overijssel, 159
Gelderland, 159

Utrecht 159
Noord-Holland, 159
Zuid-Holland, '159
Zeeland, 159
Noord-Brabant, 159
Limburg, 159
Deltawerken, 159
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SUBJECT INDEX

AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS

Levend Nederland's: Een tarsus rederlands voor buitenlanders,
herziene uitgave, 71

MulticulturaTEdigation Materials (The Netherlands), 88
17 Australian Famtls (The Baar Family), 114

CALENDARS, POSTERS

Multicultural Education Materials (The Netherlands), 88
17 Australian Families (The Baar Family), 114

CHILDREN'S LITERATURE

Alleen op de wereld, 130
Daantj6, 132

De avonturen van Peter en Heleentje, 134
De avontuurlijke reis van Bolkes zoon met Dorus Das, 136
De dag dat het kleuren regende, 140

Kiemkracht: werkboek voor het leesuur, 145
Lente is een nieuwe begin, 150

Leuke vertelschat, 152

Okkie, 157

Rijmpjes en versjes uit de oude doos, 161

DUTCH LANGUAGE ARTS

A Dutch Redder, 127

All,een op de wereld, 130
Daantje, 132
De avonturen van Peter en Heleentje, 134

De avontuurlijke reis van Bolkeszoon met Dorus Das, 136

De dag dat het kleuren regende, 140
Dutch Grammar and Reader, 28

Een goed begin ... A contemporary Dutch Reader, 143
Kiemkracht: werkboek voor het leesuur, 145
Learn Dutch: A Basic Grammar, 63
Lente is een ni6uwe begin, 150'
Leuke vertelschat, 152
9kkie, 157

.-fijmpjes en verajes uit de oude doos, 161

DUTCH AUSTRAI4AN BICULTURAL RESOURCE MATERIALS

H71Lands voor jou en' mij, 45

Multicultl:ral Education Materials (The Netherlands), 88
Austhalan Families (The Baar Family), 114

Tae Dutch, 163
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EARLY CHILDHOOD

Daantje,
Lente is
Okkie,
Rijmpjes

182.

132

een nieuw begin, 150
157

en versjes uit de oude doos, 161

MUSIC, GAMES AND DANCES

Ho11ands voor jou en mij, 45
Kun je nog zingen, 3ing dan mee!, 148

PARENTAL AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

Hollands voor jou en mij, 45
,evend Nederlands, Een cursusnederlando voor buitenlanders,

herziene uit'gave, 71

Multicu1tura1 Education Materials (The Netherlands), 88
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